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Abstract 
The conceptual and empirical literature on joint implementation supports the close interaction among Just-

in-Time (JIT), Total Quality Management (TQM), Total Productive Maintenance (TPM), Supply Chain 
Management (SCM), and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). In this paper, more holistic approach of ‘Integrated 
Manufacturing Program’ based on the synergistic implementation of these paradigms is proposed within a single 
framework. The proposed framework is empirically tested for the fit using the data of 153 Indian manufacturing 
industries.  The fit by covariation approach using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is used. The second-order 
factor model has satisfactory fit indices which provide the statistical evidence to the rationale of ‘Integrated 
Manufacturing Program’. 
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Introduction 

Improving manufacturing performance for sustainable competitive advantage has been 

and continues to be an ongoing concern for modern manufacturing. Over the years, several 

operations paradigms, initiatives, and practices like Just-in-Time (JIT), Total Quality 

Management (TQM), Total Productive Maintenance (TPM), Supply Chain Management (SCM), 

and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) etc. have emerged. These paradigms have received 

particular attention in both academic and practitioner community. Each copes with the issue of 

improving the overall performance, based on a particular viewpoint and logic, which originated a 

rich set of practices and tools. Many researchers have addressed the concepts, critical success 

factors, implementation and empirical surveys. These paradigms complement each other by 

reinforcing mutually, inducing side-effects in favor of other paradigm’s, mutual stimulation and 

exploitation of shared values. The recent literature reports the discussion on joint 

implementation. These researches on joint implementation includes JIT and TQM 1, 2; TPM and 

TQM 3; JIT, SCM and TQM 4; JIT, TQM and TPM 5, 6; JIT and SCM 7; TQM and SCM 8; SCM 

and ERP 9; TQM and ERP 10, 11; SCM and ERP 12; TPM and ERP 13; and JIT and ERP 14.  The 

cited authors and others have recognized that manufacturing competitiveness is based on 

foundation of integrating and overlapping practices, which forms the basis for pursuing superior 

performance in manufacturing. Linking one paradigm to another will enhance manufacturing 

performance.  
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Development of “Integrated Manufacturing Program” Model 
The empirical studies of Cua et al.5 and Miyake et al.6 have concluded that the 

manufacturing plants that are identified as high performers have implemented practices from all 

the three paradigms of TQM, JIT and TPM rather than from only one paradigm. But they have 

not considered SCM in their framework. The other studies have identified the strong linkage 

between TQM and SCM and have advocated the joint implementation8. Kannan and Tan4 have 

investigated the effect of joint implementation of JIT, TQM and SCM and found that the 

simultaneous implementation leads to overall improvement in performance measures. The 

positive impact of joint implementation of TQM and TPM on manufacturing performance has 

been also investigated3. Bamber et al.15 have considered TPM as an integral part of any JIT 

manufacturing. ERP automates and integrates an organisation’s business process. It fulfils real-

time information requirements of JIT, TQM, TPM and SCM.  Detailed discussion on joint 

implementation of these paradigms is provided byWakchaure et al.16  

In spite of all these combinations, broader perspective is still missing. The literature 

provides the strong grounding for joint implementation of JIT, TQM, TPM, SCM and ERP. And 

there is clear void in the extant manufacturing management and improvement literature. Plant 

managers are interested in the implementation of best manufacturing practices to enhance 

performance. Aiming to foster the development of a broader perspective so as to face the 

challenge of enhancing the overall performance, we suggest a more holistic approach of 

‘Integrated Manufacturing Program’ in which patterns derived from earlier paradigms discussed 

here are concatenated. Fig.1 depicts the framework of ‘Integrated Manufacturing Program’. 

From the theoretical and practical evidences of complementary nature of practices of JIT, 

TQM, TPM, SCM and ERP, we propose the following. 

Proposition: The practices associated with JIT, TQM, TPM, SCM and ERP should form 

an integrated set of manufacturing practices to achieve the internal fit. 

This proposition can be empirically tested using the fit as the practices of these programs 

are correlated and are dimensions of a single factor. Considering the overlap of the paradigms, 

the consistency of the practices can be examined using sets of common practices and basic 

techniques. The empirically testable hypothesis can be stated as 

H1: The common practices and basic techniques of JIT, TQM, TPM, SCM and ERP are 

dimensions of a single factor signifying integration of practices. 
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Data for Empirical Analysis  
The standard instruments available in the literature 5, 17-19 were used to develop the survey 

instrument and then validated in pilot survey of 17 manufacturing companies.  The survey 

questions applicable to this study are interval Likert scales. The survey questionnaire itself was 

broken down into three sections: 1) Demographics and products: size of the firm, type of 

operation, industry sector, product type, production complexity etc. 2) Extent of practicing the 

elements of these paradigms: The five-point Likert scale was developed to seek the response on 

the extent of practicing the elements and 3) the performance of the firm compared to the 

competitors.  The pre-coded questionnaire was sent to 400 manufacturing firms located all over 

India. 153 responses (Response rate= 38.25%) to this questionnaire were obtained. The profile of 

the respondent is as given in Table. 1. 
 

Table 1.  Profile of the respondents 
 

Method of Analysis 
When fit is modeled as covariation, the recommended method of analysis is exploratory 

or confirmatory factor analysis. Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is designed for the situation 

where links between the observed and latent variables are unknown or uncertain. In contrast to 

EFA, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is appropriately used when the researcher has some 

knowledge of the underlying latent variable structure. Based on knowledge of the theory, 

empirical research, or both, the relations are postulated between the observed measures and the 

underlying factors a priori and then tests this hypothesized structure statistically. It takes a 

confirmatory rather than an exploratory approach to the data analysis. The CFA approach using 

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is used in this research work. Various theoretical models 

can be tested in SEM that hypothesizes how sets of variables define constructs and how these 

constructs are related to each other. It permits complex phenomena to be statistically modeled 

and tested. SEM techniques are therefore becoming the preferred method for confirming (or 

disconfirming) theoretical models in a quantitative fashion. In this approach, the theoretical 

model is either accepted or rejected based on meeting acceptable model fit criteria20. In general,  

Scale Automobile 
Machine tools, 
industrial goods 

Electrical/ 
Electronics 

Steel/ 
Process Total 

Large 36 21 8 3 68 
Medium 22 13 5 0 40 
Small 18 16 11 0 45 
Total 76 50 24 3 153 
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Figure1 Framework of Integrated Manufacturing Program 
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fit means consistency of two or more factors and it is believed that a good fit among relevant 

factors will lead to better performance. 

To provide a more comprehensive model assessment, different types of fit indices like 

absolute, relative and parsimonious indices are available. Normed chi-square, Root Mean 

Square Residual (RMR), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Incremental Fit Index (IFI),  

Bozdogan’s Consistent Akaike’s Information Criterion (CAIC) and Parsimonious Normed Fit 

Index (NFI) are considered in this study as these indices appropriate for small samples (below 

200). The model fit is assessed by using a combination of these indices and by examining 

residual.   

Results of Analysis 
The conceptual and empirical literature on joint implementation supports the close 

interaction among JIT, TQM, TPM, SCM and ERP. To empirically test the fit of these 

paradigms within a single framework, the fit by covariation approach is adopted. The second-

order factor model has acceptable fit (e.g. Chisq= 675.08, GFI= 0.7597, NFI= 0.7423, RMR= 

0.0748, CFI= 0.8335, PNFI=0.6139, CAIC = 1232.14) as shown in the fig.2. Also for the overall 

integration of practices, the loadings are more than 0.65. The loadings for the common 

practices are well above 0.65 except the factor technology emphasis. This may be because of 

the fact that specific technology required in implementation of these paradigms differs. In 

TQM, the factors like process management, cross functional design and supplier management 

have significant loadings except customer involvement. Set up time reduction, schedule 

adherence and JIT delivery has higher loading for JIT practices. All the TPM and ERP 

practices have considerable loadings.  In SCM practices, postponement has low loading as 

compared to other practices. However, the lower loading of few practices of all paradigms 

signifies that it may not be necessary for good performance but may be a significant factor for 

achieving competitive advantage.    

 
Conclusion 
The conceptual and empirical research literature on joint implementation of JIT, TQM, TPM, 

SCM and ERP provides sound theoretical basis for complementary application of these 

paradigms. The proposed ‘Integrated Manufacturing Program’ fills the void in performance 

improvement literature by considering all the paradigms in a single framework. The second- 

order factor model has satisfactory fit indices which provide the statistical evidence to the 

rationale of using proposed ‘Integrated Manufacturing Program’. Further analysis should be 

able to find out the relationship of integration of practices with the measures of business 

performance like cost, quality, delivery and flexibility.  
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Figure 2  Second-Order Factor Model of Integration of Practices 
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Model Fit statistic 
Chi-square = 675.08, Degrees of freedom (Df) = 316, Goodness-of-fit (GFI) = 0.7597,  Root-mean-
square residual (RMR) = 0.0748,  Root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA) = 0.098 
Bentler & Bonett's Normed fit index (NFI) = 0.7423, Bentler's Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = 
0.8335, Parsimonious Normed fit index (PNFI) = 0.6139, Bozdogan's CAIC = 1232.1450 
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Abstract   

Memory is an important and integral part of any microprocessor architecture: Uniprocessor or 
multiprocessor. This paper takes in to account both the architectures. In Uniprocessor, main issue about cache is 
to organize and map with reference to main memory for maximum hit ratio. In multiprocessor, caches revolve 
around coherence. For Uniprocessor, research work is carried out to form optimum organization of cache by 
simulating superscalar processor on a simulator tool  “SimpleScalar-2.0”. Various work benches are used to find 
out the optimum organization to give the best possible performance in any application. The main performance 
metrics used are  Instructions Per Cycle (IPC) for overall performance of processor architecture and hit (miss) 
ratio for cache organization. Multiprocessor architectures fall mainly in two categories: Centralized Shared 
Memory (CSM) and distributed memory architectures. However, in practice, an integrated version of both “ 
Distributed Shared Memory (DSM)” architecture is more commonly used, so this type is considered in this 
paper. 

 

Keywords Superscalar architectures, cache mapping, miss ratio, IPC, multiprocessor architecture, cache 
coherence. 
 
1. Introduction                  
Superscalar  architecture 
 
Superscalar architecture is capable of issuing and subsequently executing more than one 

instruction in the same clock cycle1. This requires 

i. Prefetching more than one instruction, 

ii. Predecoding them, 

      iii. Sorting them according to various dependences, 

      iv. Resolving the dependences, 

       v. Simultaneously picking up the instructions in an ‘out of order’ fashion for execution, 

      vi. Reordering them to maintain sequential nature required in cases like interrupt.  

The steps are detailed in Figure 1. 
There are three main 

factors, which come in     

way to achieve the 

highest performance of a 

superscalar processor. 

Those are:  

i. Data dependences, 

ii.Control dependences, 

Figure 1 Processing Phases of Superscalar Execution                iii.Memory cycle time /  
                                                                                                               memory latency. 
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All the factors affecting performance are discussed in brief. Throughout the discussion, a 

pipelined architecture is presumed 

 
1.1  Data Dependences 
Superscalar architectures implement an ‘out-of-order’ execution. In some cases it is possible 

that two or more instructions may access (read/write) the same location (reg / mem). When 

instructions reference the same storage location, it is said to produce ‘DATA HAZARD’1 

Such three types of data hazards are present (Figure 2). 

   i .  RAW : Read After Write  

   ii.  WAR : Write After Read 

   iii . WAW : Write After Write 

Out of the three data dependences, RAW is called as 

true dependency, because it cannot be removed by 

any method. e.g. in instructions 1 and 2 in the 

example, the latest value of  r3 is available only after  

Figure 2 Illustration of Data Dependences       it is written in instruction 1.  

As for WAW,  instructions 2 and 5 use the same register r8 for writing whereas WAR is 

generated due to instructions 2 and 3 as the same register r3 is written after it is read in 

instruction 2. WAW and WAR are known as artificial dependences, because they can be 

resolved by using standard resolution methods1.  

The most popular method is ‘Register renaming method’. In this method, registers 

reused in WAR and WAW dependences are renamed with physical registers. A separate set is 

maintained for this purpose. 

1.2. Control Dependences  

Control dependence problem arises due to branch instructions. There are many 

resolution methods on control hazard problem. One common factor in the resolution method 

is to predict the branch outcome and maintain the flow of the program according to the 

predicted outcome. Intensive research is going on, on this problem, even today. The reason is 

that a misprediction causes heavy penalty in the form of pipeline flush or pipeline stall, so, 

many cycles are wasted. In SimpleScalar, five resolution methods are facilitated2. Out of 

these five methods, two are static(Static methods are dealt with by the compiler ) and three 

are dynamic (Dynamic branch prediction methods are resolved with hardware during run 

time) In dynamic resolution,  the prediction depends on the past history and the current 

execution of the program. The methods are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Branch Prediction Schemes in SimpleScalar 
Sr. No. Name of Scheme Type 

1 Taken Static 
2 Nottaken Static 
3 Bimod Dynamic 
4 2lev Dynamic 
5 Comb Dynamic 

 
1.3. Memory Latency  
In superscalar processors, normally two/ three - level caching exists. It is on chip. Usually 

primary cache (L1) is small and directly mapped. Secondary cache is larger and set-

associatively mapped. The main metric used to test performance of any memory organization 

is Miss Ratio. 

To get the best performance, cache configuration must be very properly selected. So, 

the performance of cache hierarchy with reference to superscalar processor is analyzed and 

cache configuration giving optimum performance is suggested.  

2. CACHE ORGANIZATION 

Cache contains some portion of main memory. The required portion of main memory 

is mapped on to the cache. Both main memory and cache are divided into number of blocks 

of equal size (This may not be equal to page size). Each block contains number of lines (or 

words). The number of lines is known as block size. Main memory is mapped on to the cache 

by one of the following three methods: 

1. Direct mapping 

2. Fully associative mapping 

3. Set associative mapping 

These are briefly explained here. 

2.1 Direct Mapping 
      

As shown in Figure 3, direct mapping allots a 

fixed block of cache to a block in main memory. e.g. if 

there are 4 blocks in cache, then the first four blocks of 

main memory will be allotted to the four blocks of cache 

respectively. The fifth block will again be allocated / 

mapped to the first block of cache replacing the earlier 

block automatically. 
 

Figure 3. Direct Mapping 
 

 

Cache 

Main Memory 
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2.2 Fully Associative Mapping  

As shown in Figure 4, fully associative mapping of main memory allows a block of 

main memory to reside on any block of cache   

2.3 Set Associative Mapping  
 

Set associative memory is an integrated version of 

direct and fully associative memory. As in direct 

mapping, every successive block will be allocated to 

the next set (In direct, it is allocated to next block). A 

set consists of 2n blocks. A block of main memory 

will point to only set and the block can be inserted 

anywhere in that set. While searching for block in the 

set, it will be searched associatively (Figure 5). 
 

Figure 4. Fully associative mapping 
 

2.4 Replacement Policies : A cache design has to take in to account a preplanned 

replacement policy. Usually either FIFO or LRU will be selected. 

FIFO: First In First Out: A block of main memory will choose the earliest entered block for  

replacement. 

LRU: Least Recently Used:  A block of main 

memory will choose the least recently used 

block for replacement. 

Note that in direct mapping, replacement 

policy has no part, since each main memory 

block is mapped on to the fixed cache block.  

Most microprocessors practically opt for 

LRU, however, our  research has revealed 

that FIFO gives equally good performance. 

The research work carried out in the present 

investigation is described in the following 

sections. 
Figure 5. Set Associative Mapping 
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3. Experimental Analysis Of Cache Organization 
 
3.1 Benchmark selection to carry out the analysis 
Initially, several simulation runs were taken to decide the appropriate benchmarks that have 

an effect on performance and resultant parameters. From this analysis, the areas were decided 

to consider for further experimentation, care has been taken to select the areas such that they 

will  be representative enough to cover a wide range of applications. The areas decided are as 

follows: 

1. Data structures 

2. Operating systems 

3. Numerical programs 

Total 26 programs were chosen for final analysis. For a uniprocessor system, these 

workloads prove to offer adequate variety. 

1.2 Tool used:Simplescalar-2.0 
SimpleScalar 2.0 is a freeware tool used to build and test various uniprocessor 

architectures2. In this research work, various architectures provided in the tool were used. 

Finally, it was decided to carry out the work using simulator sim-outorder. This simulator 

simulates superscalar architecturee. 

3.3 Experimental Set Up 

 Benchmark is selected from one of the ‘C’ programs falling in one of the areas decided. This 

is compiled  on the compiler provided by SimpleScalar i.e. sslittle-na-sstrix-gcc. It is GNU 

gcc compatible. Let us concentrate on memory analysis. 

3.4 Specifications of Parameters in SimpleScalar Required for Cache Analysis 
By default, SimpleScalar supports separate 

instruction and data caches at first level and a 

unified cache at the second level. The same is 

accepted in our work. 

The nomenclature of caches in SimpleScalar is as 

follows: 

Level 1 instruction cache: il1 

Level 1 data cache: dl1 

Level 2 unified cache: ul2 

The default settings of different parameters stated 

above are tabulated in Table 2. 
Figure 6 Experimental Setup for Research Work 
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The readings of the benchmarks are taken with default as well as many other configurations 

to decide the optimum performance. At a time one cache configuration will be varied with 

others kept at their default values. 

Table 2 Default Parameter Settings of Cache Organization in SimpleScalar 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4.  Analysis of Cache Hierarchy 
In this section, we describe the actual investigation. Some sample cases were taken 

and the results give many result factors. The important one for us is of course ‘miss ratio’. 

The other factors give us more information related to cache performance e.g. total number of 

accesses, hits, misses, replacements, writebacks and invalidations along with the ratios. 

Replacements tell us that how many misses are replaced. Invalidations tell us that an invalid 

access has taken place means either for the reason of wrong address calculation or may be 

due to some other reason.  

Out of all these, the most important is miss ratio, so for analysis this factor is used. This may 

be sufficient to design a cache. But this is not enough to judge the overall performance. 

Because the cache configuration that gives good IPC is equally important as a cache giving a 

low miss ratio. So, first we consider miss ratios. Later on we take into account IPC for 

different settings of caches.  
 
4.1 Analysis of Cache Hierarchy Using ‘MISS RATIO’ as Performance Metric for IL1 
We start the analysis from the default mode of level 1 cache i.e.  

Number of sets = 256,    Block size = 32, 

Associativity = 1,    Replacement policy = LRU. 

Size of cache = (no. of sets) * (blk. Size) * (assoc.)  

Therefore, default cache size = 256 * 32 * 1 = 8192 = 8K. 

Table 3 shows the results of large workloads.  
 

Sr No Parameter il1 dl1 ul2 

1 Number of 
sets 256 256 1024 

2 Block size 32 32 64 

3 Associativity 1 1 4 

4 Replacement 
policy lru lru lru 

5 Total 
cache size 8K 8K 256 K 
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Table 3. Miss Ratios of LARGE   Workloads for Different Cache Sizes of IL1 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the table, the size of cache il1 can be fixed to be 64K. Similar analysis was carried out 

for DL1 and UL1. The sizes for all caches were fixed up as follows: 

       il1 = 64K   dl1 = 16K  ul2 = 128K 

We turn to cache performance considering parameter IPC. 

4.2 Analysis of Cache Hierarchy using ‘IPC’ as Performance  Metric 
 

We judge the overall performance 

in this section with variation in 

cache sizes. We then finalize 

configuration for the first and 

second level caches. Figure 7 

shows IPC analysis for IL1. 

The analysis of Figure 7 results in 

the level 1 instruction cache size 

as 64K which gives optimum 

result. 

Similar analysis was carried out 

for DL1 and UL2. 
Figure 7 IPC for Different Settings of IL1 for LARGE Workloads 
 

The results are tabulated in Table 4 for Miss Ratio and IPC. 
Table 4 Comparison of Cache Sizes For ‘MISS Ratio’ and For ‘IPC’ 

Cache Lowest ‘miss ratio’ Highest IPC 

Il1 64K 64K 

Dl1 16K 64K 

    Ul2 128K 128K 

  PARTITIONS 
 IL1 MISS   *  100 

MAGIC 
 IL1 MISS  *  100 

IL1=8K        4.1 3.4 
IL1=16K        4.09 1.61 
IL1=32K        4.09 1.61 
IL1=64K        4.09 1.61 
IL1=128K        4.09 1.61 
IL1=256K        4.09 0 

IPC for different settings of IL1
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Comparison of the two gives the 

optimum table as follows: 

Level 1 instruction cache = il1 = 64K 

Level 1 data cache = dl1 = 64K 

Level 2 unified cache = ul2 = 128K. 

Figure 8 displays the results for a 

representative case of a large 

workload. 
 

Figure 8. IPC for Various Combinations of Level1-Level2 Caches for LARGE Workload 

This graph gives a slightly different result by giving a saturation point of level 1 

caches at 128K and that of level 2 at 256K. Considering all the three graphs together, we can 

conclude that large workload offers a peak response at 128:256, however the reading for 

64:128 combination is very close. 

With these results, finally we select a combination as 64K : 128K for level 1 : level 2 

cache.  Table 5 shows that the different components in IL1, DL1, UL2 differs slightly from 

the default values assumed by SimpleScalar.  
Table 5. Two level cache organization for optimum performance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cache Type Parameter Value 

IL1 No. of sets 1024 

 Block size 32 

 Associativity 02 

 Replacement Policy LRU / FIFO 

DL1 No. of sets 1024 

 Block size 32 

 Associativity 02 

 Replacement Policy LRU / FIFO 

UL2 No. of sets 2048 

 Block size 32 

 Associativity 02 

 Replacement Policy LRU / FIFO 
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Research carried out for organizing cache has put forth the optimum organization, which 

gives the best possible performance on any type or size of load (from KB to GB), also for any 

application. This cache organization proves to be very important for uniprocessor 

applications. With this base, let us turn our attention to cache organization in multiprocessor 

architectures, where, the best performance cache design of each processor unit is ascertained. 

In multiprocessor architectures, data transfers are required several times between different 

processor units. Additionally, data writing will be done several times by different processors. 

It is possible that caches of different processors store the same blocks. In such case, data 

writing in one of the caches will make the data in other caches inconsistent. Special means 

are used to preserve the data consistency in caches. Study of one representative protocol is 

discussed in the remaining paper. 

 
5. Introduction To Multiprocessor Architectures 
The multiprocessor architectures are denoted as Distributed or Parallel architectures. 

Distributed computing refers to the use of distributed systems to solve computational 

problems. In distributed computing, a problem is divided into many tasks, each of which is 

solved by separate computer. Parallel computing is a form of computation in which many 

calculations are carried out simultaneously; both the terms are used interchangeably. The 

architecture may have centralized shared memory or distributed shared memory.. Significant 

reduction with the problem of memory bandwidth can be resolved by inclusion of large 

caches with processors. But inclusion of caches with processors creates the problem of cache 

coherence. The remaining paper presents cache coherence problem and protocol based 

solution on it mainly for distributed shared memory architecture3. 

5.1 Centralized Shared Memory Architecture  

The architecture is shown in Figure 9. It is 

type of parallel system in which each 

processor has a direct access to a shared 

memory. All memory locations have 

unique addresses. 
Figure 9 Centralized Shared Memory Architecture 

5.2 Distributed Memory Architecture 

In this architecture, memory is logically divided in to modules. All modules have same 

addresses. Inter Processor Communication takes place through messages. 

Processor Processor Processor 

Memory 
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5.3 Distributed Shared Memory Architecture 

Advantages of both distributed memory and shared memory can be merged and 

limitations of both can be overcome in 

Distributed shared memory (Figure 10) with 

advantages listed below.              

• Logically shared memory 

• Physically distributed local memories 

• Page based 

• Shared pages 

• Demand paging between nodes. 
   Figure 10.  Distributed Shared Memory Architecture 

The distributed shared memory architecture is most practically used architecture.  

5.3. Cache Coherence 

In computing, cache coherence (also cache coherency) refers to the consistency of data stored 

in local caches of a shared resource. When clients in a system maintain caches of a common 

memory resource, problems may arise with inconsistent data8. 

This is particularly true of CPUs in a multiprocessing system. Cache coherence is intended to 

manage such conflicts and maintain consistency between cache and memory. 

Two policies are used to overcome the cache coherence problem 

1. Write Back or Write Invalidate  2. Write through or Write Broadcast 

Write Invalidate vs. Write Update Strategies 

1. Write Invalidate: On a write, all other caches with a copy are invalidated 

2. Write Update: On a write, all other caches with a copy are updated 

Overall, write invalidate scheme is more popular as the default because it occupies less 

memory bandwidth, so interconnection efficiency increases. In this article, stress is given on 

distributed shared memory, so a protocol ‘Directory based protocol’ is discussed. 

6. DIRECTORY BASED PROTOCOL  

The sharing status of a block of physical memory is kept in just one location, called 

the directory4
.
 This protocol considers the system as shown in Figure 11. A directory is added 

to each node to implement cache coherence in a distributed memory multiprocessors. Each 

directory is responsible for tracking the caches that share the memory addresses of the portion 

of memory in the node. The directory may communicate with the processor and memory over 

ICN, as shown in Figure 11. There are two primary operations that a directory protocol must 
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implement: handling a read 

miss and handling a write to a 

shared clean cache block. To 

implement these operations 

directory must track the state 

of each cache block. In a 

simple protocol, these states 

could be the following: 
 

Figure 11 Distributed shared memory multiprocessor architecture with directories  

Shared – One or more processors have the block cached, and the value in memory is up to 

date. 

Uncached – No processor has a copy of respective memory block in cache. 

Exclusive – Exactly one processor has a copy of modified cache block, (it has written the 

block), so the memory copy is invalid. The processor is called the owner of the block.  

With these states of cache block, we must track the processors that have copies of the 

block when it is shared, since they will need to be invalidated on write. The simplest way to 

do this is to keep bit vector for each memory block as shown below. When the block is 

shared, each bit of the vector indicates whether the corresponding processor has a copy of 

that block as shown in Table 6. We can also use the bit vector to keep track of the owner of 

the block when the block is in the exclusive state as shown in Table 6. 

C – Block is cached 
S – Block is Shared 
E – Block is Exclusive 

Table 6  Example of bit vector 

 

In this protocol, the communication between processors and directories can happen by 

sending the messages. Different messages are listed in Table 7 which are sent among nodes. 

The nodes are categorized as  

Local node: It is the node where requests originates. 

                     
Processors 

P1 P2 Pn 

Blocks Status in 
Memory 

C/U S/E C/U S/E C/U S/E 

B1 Valid C S C S U  
B2 Valid C S U  U  
Bn Valid C Invalid C E U  

Interconnection network
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Home node: It is the node where the memory location and directory entry of an address 

reside. 

Remote node: Copies exist at third node, called remote node. 

A remote node is the node that has a copy of a cache block, whether exclusive or shared. 
Table 7 Possible messages sent among nodes to maintain coherence 

Message Type Source  Destination  Function of this message 
Read miss Local Cache  Home directory Processor P has a read miss at 

address A; request data and make P 
a read sharer. 

Write miss Local Cache Home directory Processor P has a read miss at 
address A; request data and make P 
the exclusive owner.  

Invalidate  Home directory Remote Cache Invalidate a shared copy of data at 
address A. 

Fetch  Home directory  Remote Cache Fetch the block at address A and 
send it to its home directory ; 
change the state of A in the remote 
cache to shared 

Fetch/ Invalidate  Home directory Remote Cache Fetch the block at address A and 
send it to its home directory ; 
invalidate the block in the cache. 

Data Value 
Reply 

Home directory  Local Cache Return a data value              from 
the home memory 

Data Write Back Remote Cache  Home Directory Write back a data value for address 
A. 

A remote node may be the same as either the 
local node or the home node. In such cases, 
the basic protocol does not change, but 
interprocessor messages may be replaced 
with intraprocessor messages. The possible 
messages sent among nodes to maintain 
coherence, along with the source and 
destination node, the contents (where P = 
requesting processor number, A = requested 
address, and D = data contents), and the 
function of the message8 are listed in Table 6. 
State transition diagram for an individual 
cache block in a directory – based system is 
shown in Figure 12. In the state diagram, 
requests by the local processor and from the 
home directory are shown. 

Figure 12  Cache – coherence state transition diagram   
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In this protocol the directory implements the other half of the coherence protocol. A 

message sent to a directory causes two different types of actions: updates of the directory 

state and sending additional messages to satisfy the request.  

The states in the directory represent the three standard states for a block as uncached, 

shared , exclusive. The Figure 12 shows the actions taken at the directory in response to 

message received. The directory receives three different requests: read miss, write miss, and 

data write back. The state transition diagram for the directory has the same states and 

structure as the transition diagram for an individual cache. 

7.0 Conclusions 

In this article, memory organization is considered in two parts. 1. Uniprocessor and 2. 
Multiprocessor.  
First part discusses uniprocessor organization. The optimum organization is designed based 
on the research carried out on superscalar architecture simulated with the help of a tool: 
SimpleScalar-2.0. 
Significance of uniprocessor organization 
Memory latency is one of the major problems in achieving overall speed of superscalar 
architecture. As mentioned earlier, processor speeds are increasing by 60 % per year, and that 
of the memory are increasing only at the rate of 10 % per year. This makes researchers to try 
measures to reduce this speed gap. Though memory performance is not directly related to 
processor performance, it must be taken in to account for overall performance of the system. 
 The significance of uniprocessor organization lies in helping the multiprocessor architecture 
to enhance overall performance of the system. 
Significance of multiprocessor organization  
Part two discusses cache coherence problem and a resolution protocol on it for distributed 
shared memory architecture. Computers are used in solving every complex problem now 
days. Multiprocessor architectures are widely used to give solutions on complex problems. 
Sharing of data in caches and memory is often required in carrying out the solution. Main 
problem in this is cache coherence. A discussion on the protocol is hence very significant. 
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Abstract   

Nanocrystalline Fe3O4 particles of controlled size were synthesized by chemical co-precipitation 
method. The material is characterized by various characterization techniques such as X-ray diffraction, 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and dc magnetization 
measurements. The X-ray diffraction patterns confirm the synthesis of single crystalline phase of Fe3O4 
nanoparticles with lattice parameter 8.4090 Å. The particle size is 11.5 nm and increases to 20 nm after 
annealing. The TEM study also confirms the nanocrystalline nature of the sample. The magnetic measurements 
show superparamagnetic nature of the sample which is also supported by EPR measurements. The saturation 
magnetization is 42 emu/g.  
  

Key words  Fe3O4 nanoparticles, chemical co-precipitation, structural characterization, magnetic properties 
 

Introduction   

Ferrite particles with sizes of the order of few nanometers are emerging as promising 

materials for a variety of applications that span both fundamental and applied research. At the 

nanometric scale, the size reduction leads to interesting magnetic properties, such as 

superparamagnetism, enhanced anisotropy and spin canting, which are of great interest in 

number of applications1-4. Among the nanocrystalline ferrites, Fe3O4 has attracted particular 

interest as an ideal candidate for different biomedical applications such as cell separation, 

magnetic resonance imaging, enzyme encapsulation, tumor hyperthermia and targeted drug 

delivery3, 4. As the material properties are size dependent, it is a technological challenge to 

control the size and shape of the nanoparticles. At present a variety of methods has been 

developed for the synthesis of ferrite nanoparticles. These include sol-gel, hydrothermal, 

chemical co-precipitation, sonochemical reactions and ball milling5-9. However, chemical co-

precipitation method is relatively simple and provides good control over particle properties. 

The method offers a low-temperature alternative to conventional powder synthesis techniques 

in the production of nanoparticles7, 10. Furthermore, if process conditions such as solution pH, 

reaction temperature, stirring rate, solute concentration and surfactant concentration are 

carefully controlled, oxide particles of the desired shapes and sizes can be produced. This 

paper presents synthesis of Fe3O4 nanoparticles by chemical co-precipitation method and 

reports some of its properties. 
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Experimental  

Fe3O4 nanoparticles were prepared by the chemical co-precipitation method10. AR 

grade FeCl2 and FeCl3 were used as starting materials. For synthesis, equimolar solutions of 

FeCl2 and FeCl3 were mixed in their stoichiometric ratio and homogenized at room 

temperature. The pH of the solution was adjusted by adding ammonia solution. The mixture 

was then heated at 80 oC for about one hour. Oleic acid was used as surfactant to prevent 

agglomeration of particles. The precipitate was then washed several times with double 

distilled water to remove the salt residues and other impurities.  The samples were annealed 

at 300oC for one hour. The samples were then characterized by various characterization 

techniques. 

The X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD) were recorded using a Rigaku powder X-ray 

diffractometer with Cu Kα (λ=1.54059 Å) radiation. The scanning was done in the 2θ range 

from 20° to 70° at a scanning speed of 0.02°/s. The TEM was recorded on transmission 

electron microscope (Model-JEOL JEM-200 CXV). The magnetization measurements were 

carried out on these samples by a search coil method. A polytronic power supply (Model- 

BCS-1000), electromagnet (Type Hem-100) and flux meter (Model FM109) were used for 

this purpose. The setup was calibrated using standard nickel sample. The EPR measurements 

were carried out by using a Varian E Line Century X-band EPR spectrometer (Model-E-112). 

The measurements were done at 9.36 GHz with modulation frequency 100 kHz. 

Results and Discussion  
The structural analysis of samples was done by powder X-ray diffraction technique 

using Cu Kα radiation. Figure 1 shows the powder X-ray diffraction patterns for as-

synthesized and annealed (300oC) samples. The ‘d’ values and intensities of the observed 

diffraction peaks match with the single crystalline spinel form of Fe3O4 nanoparticles (JCPDS 

Card No. 019-0629). X-ray diffraction pattern shows broad peaks indicating ultrafine nature 

and small crystallite size of the particles. On annealing there is improvement in sharpness of  

the peaks, however, no change in peak positions is observed. The lattice parameters were 

calculated for these samples. It is observed that lattice parameter is 8.4090 Å. The observed 

lattice parameter is slightly higher than the standard value indicating that samples are under 

strain. The induced strain in the crystallites is 0.00155. The crystallite size of as-synthesized 

and annealed samples was then determined by using the Scherrer relation: 

D = 0.89 λ / β cos θ                --- (1) 
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where, D is the crystallite size, λ is wavelength 

of X-ray, β is full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) measured in radians and θ is the 

Bragg angle. For as-synthesized sample the 

average crystallite size is 11.5 nm and increases 

to 20 nm after annealing. The increase in the 

crystallite size after annealing indicates the 

grain growth of the particles at the temperature 

well below the melting temperature of the bulk 

ferrites. 

The transmission electron microscopy 

was used to study the morphology and structure 

of the sample. Figure 2 shows a TEM image of 

as-synthesized Fe3O4 sample. The sample 

contains well dispersed nanoparticles with 

average particle size of the order of 10-20 nm. 

The TEM study supports the XRD 

observations. 

Magnetic measurement was carried out 

at room temperature and Figure 3 displays the 

magnetization curve for this sample. The 

magnetization curve demonstrates a typical superparamagnetic behavior of the as-synthesized 

sample. The superparamagnetism of these 

nanoparticles can be attributed to their finite 

crystallite size, which makes it easier for them 

to be thermally activated to overcome the 

magnetic anisotropy3. It is seen that saturation 

magnetism is 42 emu/g. The smaller value of 

saturation magnetization is due to lattice 

defects, weaker magnetic superexchange 

interactions between A-sites and B-sites, and 

random orientation of spin on the surface of the nanoparticles11, 12. 
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Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is a 

very powerful sophisticated technique for the 

characterization of magnetic particles and spin 

dynamics in solids. Figure 4 shows the EPR 

spectra of Fe3O4 nanoparticles recorded at 

ambient temperature, which demonstrates the 

typical superparamagnetic nature of the 

sample. The spectrum was analyzed to obtain 

the values of magnetic field at resonance (Ho), 

resonance line width (ΔHpp) and the effective g-value. The values of magnetic field at 

resonance (Ho) and resonance line width (ΔHpp) are 2966 G and 1333 G, respectively. The 

effective g-value is determined from the following equation1: 

g = hυ / βH                 --- (2) 
where, h is Plank’s constant, υ is the microwave frequency, β is Bohr magneton and H is the 

magnetic field at resonance. The value of g is found to be 2.2662. 

Conclusion 
A low temperature chemical co-precipitation method can be used for synthesis of 

nanocrystalline Fe3O4 particles. The X-ray diffraction pattern confirms the synthesis of single 
crystalline phase of Fe3O4 nanoparticles with lattice parameter 8.4090 Å. The particle size is 
11.5 nm and increases to 20 nm after annealing. The TEM study also confirms the 
nanocrystalline nature of the sample. The magnetic measurements show superparamagnetic 
nature of the sample which is also supported by EPR measurements. The saturation 
magnetization is 42 emu/g. The properties of Fe3O4 nanoparticles are suitable for ferrofluid 
application. 
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Abstract 

A series of heterocyclic Schiff bases (SB-1 to SB-8) have been synthesized, by reacting 4-(o-
hydroxyphenyl)-2-aminothiazole and R-substituted salicylaldehyde ( R= H, 3-Me, 4-Me, 5-Me, 5-Br, 5-Cl, 3-
OMe) and 2-hydroxy-1-naphthaldehyde. They were characterized by elemental, spectral, thermal and XRD 
analyses and evaluation of biological activities. From the TGA-DTA curve, various kinetic parameters (n, E, Z, 
∆S and G) were estimated using Horowitz-Metzger method. XRD studies suggested a triclinic crystal system. 
The Schiff bases were found to be biologically active compounds. 
Key words- Heterocyclic Schiff bases, thiazole Schiff bases 
 

Introduction 

Schiff bases belong to an important class of organic compounds and they undergo a 

variety of reactions (addition, cycloaddition, substitution and cleavage of C=N bond).1 Schiff 

bases derived from o-hydroxyaldehydes have strong ability to form metal complexes2. 

Thiazoles are well known as biologically active substances and they exhibit a wide spectrum 

of antitubercular3, antibacterial4, antifungal5, hypotensic and hypodermic6 activities. Hence 

the Schiff bases derived from thiazoles are expected to be biologically active compounds. In 

our earlier communication, we have reported spectral, thermal, XRD and biological studies 

on 4-(p-fluorophenyl)-2-aminothiazole.7  

         In the present communication,  we report synthesis and characterization of heterocyclic 

Schiff bases ( SB-1 to SB-8)  ( Figure 1 ) obtained by reacting 4-( o-hydroxyphenyl)-2-

aminothiazole and R-substituted salicylaldehyde ( R= H, 3-Me, 4-Me, 5-Me, 5-Br, 5-Cl, 3-

OMe) and 2-hydroxy-1-naphthaldehyde. They have been characterized by elemental, 

spectral, thermal and X-ray diffraction analyses and evaluation of antibacterial and antifungal 

activities. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

SB 1:R(H), SB 2: R(3-Me), SB 3:R(4-Me), SB 4:R(5-Me), 

SB 5:R(5-Br), SB 6:R(5-Cl),  SB 7:R(3-OMe), SB 8:R ( 65 ) 
Figure 1. Heterocyclic Schiff bases synthesized  
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     All the chemicals used were of A.R. grade. The solvents were dried according to standard 

procedures and distilled before use. The elemental analyses (C, H and N) were performed using 

microanalytical technique. Ultraviolet and visible spectra were recorded in chloroform solution 

on Shimadzu 160A uv-visible spectrophotometer using quartz cells at room temperature. 

Infrared spectra were recorded in KBr pellets on Perkin-Elmer 783 IR spectrophotometer in the 

range 4000-250 cm-1. 1H NMR spectra were recorded in CDCl3 on Varian 300 MHz 

spectrometer using TMS as the internal standard. Mass spectrum was recorded on Shimadzu 

GC MS QP 5050. Thermograms were recorded on V2 4F TA thermal analyser at the heating 

rate 100 C per minute in nitrogen atmosphere. X-ray diffractograms were run in the range 10-

900 using a Philips PW-1710 diffractometer attached to a digitized computer along with 

graphical assembly where CuKα radiation source connected with a tube of Cu-NF 2kV/20mA 

was used. 

Synthesis of 4-(o-hydroxyphenyl)-2- aminothiazole 

A mixture of o-hydroxyacetophenone (0.05 mol), iodine (0.1 mol) and thiourea (0.05 mol) 

was refluxed on water bath for eight hours and again 12 to 16 hours after removal of the 

condenser. The crude reaction product was kept in contact with ether with occasional shaking 

for 48 hours. The ether layer was then removed and reaction product was treated with sodium 

thiosulphate solution to remove traces of iodine. The product was then boiled with water and 

filtered hot. The filtrate was treated with concentrated ammonia to obtain 4-(o-hydroxyphenyl)-

2- aminothiazole, which was recrystallised from 50% ethanol and dried under reduced pressure ( 

melting point 139 0 C).  

Synthesis of Schiff bases   

        The Schiff bases SB-1 to SB-8 were prepared by refluxing equimolar amounts of  

4-(o-hydroxyphenyl)-2-aminothiazole and o-hydroxyaldehyde in ethanol for 30 minutes. The 

crystals separated on cooling the solution were filtered under suction, recrystallised from ethanol 

and dried under reduced pressure. The purity of the compounds was tested by TLC.             

 
Results and discussion 
Aminothiazole 

        4-(o-hydroxyphenyl)-2-aminothiazole is a colorless crystalline compound having 

melting point 1390C. It is soluble in common organic solvents. Results of C, H and N 

analyses matched with calculated values. 
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       The uv-visible spectrum of the compound exhibits λmax at ~ 300 nm which is in 

accordance with the λmax exhibited by 2-aminothiazole (~ 275 nm) and other aromatic 

compounds with comparable structures (~ 300 nm ) 8.The IR spectrum of the compound 

exhibits ν(NH2), ν(C=N) and ν(C-S-C) modes9 at  ~3340, ~1620 and ~550 cm-1 respectively. 

ν(OH) mode9 occurs at ~3460 cm-1. The 1H NMR spectrum of the compound shows the 

signals at δ ppm 11.523 (s, 1H, -OH), 5.01 (s, 2H, NH2), 6.8-6.9(5H, m,Ar-H and thiazole-

H). The assignment of the signals is in agreement with the earlier reported results.10       

       The mass spectrum of the compound exhibits M+ peak at m/z ratio 192 (relative intensity 

100%) corresponding to the molecular weight of compound and confirms the molecular 

formula as C9H8ON2S. The molecular ion undergoes rupture of thiazole ring11 to give 

fragment at m/z 150 (relative intensity 34%). 

The fragment (m/z 150) further looses OH 

group to give fragment having m/z 133 

(48%) (Fig. 2). The fragments (m/z 133) then 

undergoes decomposition to give smaller 

fragments as m/z (relative intensity %): 

121(41), 104(33), 90(16), 77(21), 69 

(21).The mass spectrum is depicted in Figure 

3. 

                 Figure 2. Fragmentation pattern 

Schiff  bases 
     All the Schiff bases (SB-1 to SB-8)   are yellow crystalline solids having sharp melting 

points. They are soluble in common organic solvents (alcohols, acetone, CHCl3, DMF, etc.) 

and gave satisfactory elemental (C, H and N) analyses. The elemental analyses and melting 

point data is 
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Figure 3.  Mass spectrum of 4-(o-hydroxyphenyl)-2-aminothiazole 

represented as % found (calc), m.p.0C: SB-1 C% 64.83 (64.86), H% 3.99 (4.05), N% 9.39 

(9.45), 160; SB-2 C% 65.76 ( 65.80), H%4.60 (4.51), N%9.10 (9.03),205; SB-3 C% 65.78 ( 

65.80), H% 4.49 (4.51), N% 9.03 (9.03),191; SB- 4 C%65.82( 65.80), H% 4.48 (4.51), N% 

8.95 (9.03), 140; SB-5 C%51.11 ( 51.21), H% 2.89 (2.93), N% 7.45 (7.46),101; SB-6 

C%57.99 ( 58.09), H% 3.28 (3.32), N% 8.45 (8.47),105; SB-7 C%62.52 ( 62.57), H% 4.24 

(4.29), N% 8.65 (8.58),205; SB-8 C%69.31 ( 69.36), H% 4.10 (4.04), N% 7.98 (8.09),215. 

       UV- visible spectra of the compounds in chloroform exhibit λmax at ~ 400 nm as 

against λmax at ~ 300 nm exhibited by corresponding  thiazole, 4-(o-hydroxyphenyl)-2- 

aminothiazole. The shifting of λmax (~400 nm) of the reported Schiff bases towards longer 

wavelength may be due to extended conjugation in the molecule. 

       IR spectra of the Schiff bases exhibit νC= N  , νC-O  , νC-S-C   modes at  ~1630 and ~ 1280 

and ~665 cm -1  respectively9 .The νOH mode occurs at ~ 3100 cm-1
.  Another νOH mode 

occurs at ~ 2900 cm-1
    (a broad and weak band due to the intramolecular hydrogen bonding 

between phenolic OH and nitrogen of the azomethine group) 9 
.     

      1H NMR data of the Schiff bases is represented below. The assignment of NMR signals is 

in agreement with literature values10. NMR signals (δ ppm) : SB-1:    11.24 (1H, s, 

thiazoleamine–OH) 6.9-7.6 (9H, m, thiazole and Ar H), 9.12(1H, s,  benzylidenimin), 

11.24(1H, s, thiazoleamine -OH), 12.086(1H, s, aldehyde-OH); SB-2:  2.32(3H, s, CH3), 6.8-

7.6(8H, m, thiazole and ArH), 9.1(1H, s, benzylidenimin),11.26(1H, s, thiazoleamine -OH), 

12.37(1H, s, aldehyde-OH);SB-3:   2.39(3H, s, CH3), 6.79-7.6 (8H, m, thiazole and ArH), 

9.06(1H, s, benzylidenimin),11.30(1H, s, thiazoleamine -OH), 12.08(1H, s, aldehyde-

OH);SB-4: 2.32(3H, s, CH3), 6.8-7.6(8H, m, thiazole and Ar H), 9.048(1H, s, 

benzylidenimin),11.30(1H, s, thiazoleamine -OH), 11.86(1H, s, aldehyde -OH);SB-5: 6.66-

7.39(7H, m, thiazole and ArH), 9.25(1H, s, benzylidenimin), 11.62 (1H, s, thiazoleamine -

OH), 12.29 (1H, s,  aldehyde -OH);SB-6: 6.8-7.49(7H, m, thiazole and ArH), 9.05(1H, s, 

benzylidenimin),11.80 (1H, s, thiazoleamine -OH), 12.03 (1H, s, aldehyde -OH);SB-7: 

3.97(3H, s,-OCH3), 6.7-7.6(8H, m, thiazole and ArH), 9.16(1H, s, benzylidenimin),11.25 

(1H, s, thiazoleamine -OH), 12.33 (1H, s, aldehyde -OH); SB-8: 6.9-8.2(11H, m, thiazole and 

(ArH), 8.23(1H, s, benzylidenimin), 11.38(1H, s, thiazoleamine -OH), 14.25 (1H, s, aldehyde 

-OH). As a representative example, 1HNMR spectrum of SB-4 is given in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. 1HNMR spectrum of SB-4 

Thermal analysis 

        The TG curves of the Schiff bases  are critically analyzed in order to evaluate various 

kinetic parameters such as order of reaction (n), energy of activation (E), pre-exponential 

factor (Z), entropy of activation (∆S) and free energy of activation (G)   using Horowitz- 

Metzger method 12 (equation 1). 

Horowitz – Metzger Method 12   

α 
log 

1-(1- )1-n

(1- n)
=

  

2

θ
2

 

log 
ZRTS

Eq

E

2.303 RTs

+
E

2.303 RTs

......3

      
Where α is the fraction decomposed, q the heating rate, T the absolute temperature, Ts the 

temperature at half weight loss and θ = (T-Ts). 

1 
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 The Schiff base (SB-

4) is chosen for thermal 

studies. The TG-DTA curve 

is depicted in Figure 5. The 

compound undergoes 

decomposition in two stages: 

stage I (193.5 – 450.34 0C), 

stage II (450.34 – 602.31 0C). 

The stage I and stage II show 

27.61 % and 64.59 % weight 

loss respectively. Two DTA 

peaks (endothermic) are observed at 231.39 0C and 439.14 0C. One DTA peak (exothermic) 

is observed at 517.04 0C. The values of kinetic parameters (n, E, Z, ∆S and G) calculated by 

Horowitz- Metzger method are given in Table 1. The values of E for stage I and stage II 

(25.64 and 57.70 Kcal /mole respectively) are sufficiently high and they suggest that the 

compound is thermally stable. 
Figure 5.  TG‐DTA curve of SB‐4 (Heating rate : 100C / min) 

Table 1. Kinetic Parameters Estimated by Horowitz-Metzger Method 
 

 

X-ray diffraction studies 

Compound Kinetic Parameters Step I Step II 

 

 

SB-4 

 

n 3.52 1.46 

E 25.64 57.70 

Z 6.22x106 7.84x1013 
∆S -11.68 -20.43 
G 29.26 21.54 

Units:  E, kcal mol-1;   Z, s-1; ∆S, JK-1 mol-1; G, kcal mol-1 
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   A representative Schiff base SB-4 is chosen for the X-ray diffraction studies.  

Diffractogram is depicted in Figure 6. There are 33 reflections (2θ) between 5.340 and 

68.6850 with maximum at 2θ=5.570 and d = 15.8325 A0
. The cell parameters calculated are 

given in parenthesis (a = 8.6232 A0, b = 9.4755A0, c = 10.3723A0
; α = 110.7410, β = 

104.3380,    γ = 97.2300), which are  in  accordance  with 

  Figure 6 : X- ray diffractogram of SB 4 

those required for a triclinic crystal  system13 where a ≠ b ≠ c and α ≠ β ≠ γ ≠ 900 . 

Biological activity 

                 The Schiff bases SB-1 to SB-8 were screened for the evaluation of antibacterial 

activity against S. aureus and K. pneumoniae and antifungal activity against A. niger and C. 

albicans in DMF in the concentration range 2- 20 μg/ml  using serial dilution technique14. 

The MIC values have been reported.  The MIC values lie in the range 14-16 μg/ml for 

antibacterial activity and 12-14 μg/ml for antifungal activity.  Hence it is concluded that the 

Schiff bases exhibit good antibacterial and antifungal activities.  

Conclusions  

The Schiff bases (SB-1 to SB-8) are crystalline and thermally stable compounds. X-

ray   diffraction study of a representative compound (SB-4) suggests a triclinic crystal 

system. All the compounds exhibit good antibacterial activity against S. aureus and K. 

pneumoniae and antifungal activity against A. niger and C. albicans. 
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Abstract  

An efficient and convenient method for the synthesis of 2-(1’-Phenyl-3-aryl-1H-pyrazol-4-yl)-6-chloro 
flavone by using the green solvent polyethylene glycol(PEG) 400 is reported here. The structures of the 
synthesized compounds were confirmed by spectral studies. Antimicrobial (antibacterial and antifungal) 
activities of the compounds were screened against Escherichia coli, Salmonella typhi, Staphylococcus aureus, 
Bacillus subtills, Aspergillus niger, Aspergillus flavus, Fusarium moneliforme and Penicillium chrysogenum. 
 

Key words Flavones,  PEG 400,  Antimicrobial activity 

Introduction 

The flavones are the naturally occuring heterocyclic compounds belonging to the 

flavonoid group. These are widely distributed in vascular plants1. Though their presence 

being a century old2, isolation3 of new flavones and newer methods 4 of synthesis continue 

appear. Their attraction as synthetic targets is due to the wide range of biological activties 

like antimicrobial, antiulcer, estrogenic, anti-HIV5, antiviral6, antioxidants, DNA cleavage, 

Antiinflammatory7, antimutegenic, antiallergic8, anticancer9. Recently there is a surge to 

employ green solvent in organic synthesis. Green solvent like PEG-400 offers advantages 

over organic solvent due to rapid reaction and their easy removal. So we have used 

alternative reaction solvent10 PEG-400 for the synthesis of flavones. Easy cyclisation of 2’-

hydroxy chalcones was observed in presence iodine in PEG-400 within 2 hours at mild 

temperature. 

 

Chemistry and Experimental 

In the present investigation the chalcone ie. 1-(5-chloro-2-hydroxyphenyl)-3(3-(4 –

hydroxyphenyl)-1-phenyl-1H-pyrazol-4-yl)-2-propen-1-one (1) has been prepared by using 

Claisen-Schmidt condensation of substituted 2-hydroxy acetophenone and substituted 1-

phenyl-3-aryl-1H-pyrazole-4-carboxaldehyde by known literature method 11 ,12. The desired 

2-(1-phenyl-3-aryl-1-H-pyrazol-4-yl)-6-chloro flavones were prepared by oxidative 

cyclisation of (1) in PEG-400 and I2 . The product obtained was crystallised from ethanol. 

The starting materials (chalcones) were synthesized. PEG-400 and iodine crystals 

were commercially obtained (SD Fine Chemicals, Mumbai). The purity of the synthesized 

flavones was checked by TLC on microscopic slide with silica gel-G layers. The spots were 

exposed in iodine chamber. The melting points were determined in open-glass capillaries. 
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The structures of flavones were confirmed by spectral analysis (IR, 1H NMR and MS). IR 

spectra of compounds were scanned on FTIR Perkin Elmer Model RXI spectrometer. 1H 

NMR spectra were recorded in DMSO-d6 and CDCl3 on Avance-300 MHz spectrometer by 

(DOP-13A) operating procedure using TMS as an internal standard (chemical shift are given 

in δ ppm).  The mass spectra (MS) were recorded on EIMS 40-600 Da mass spectrometer and 

GCMS solution system. 

Synthesis of 2-(1’-phenyl-3-aryl-1H-pyrazol-4-yl)-6-chloro flavone (2a) : 

 To a solution of 1-(5-chloro-2-hydroxyphenyl)-3[-3-(41-hydroxyphenyl)-1-phenyl-

1H-pyrazol-4-yl ]-2-propen-1-one (0.417 g ; 1mmol) in PEG-400 (15 ml), added catalytic 

amount of iodine( 10 mg ) and heated  under mild condition  for 2 hours. After completion of 

the reaction (TLC), the reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature and poured in ice 

cold water (100 ml) . The separated product was filtered and washed with dilute sodium 

thiosulphate solution (10%), followed by ice cold water.  The isolated product after 

recrystallization from ethanol gave the flavone 2a. (Figure 1) 
  

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Synthesis of flavones (2a-2l) 

 

This typical experimental procedure was followed to prepare other analogs of this 

series as shown in Table 1 

Spectral data of some selected compounds  

Compound (2h):  IR (KBr, cm-1): 3068.5, 1654.8, 1596.9, 1542.9, 1396.4, 1228.6, 1064.6, 

759.9 cm-1. 
1H NMR (DMSO-d6): δ 6.60 (s, 1H, 3-H of Pyrone), 7.20-8.80 (m, 11H, Ar-H), 9.20 (s, 1H, 

H-5 of Pyrazole).  
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Table 1.  Flavone analogues prepared 

 

Compound (2f):    IR (KBr, cm-1): 3060.8, 1654.8, 1604.7, 1568, 1533.3, 1095.5, 752.2 cm-1. 

1H NMR (DMSO- d6): δ 6.65 (s, 1H, 3-Hofpyrone), 7.00-8.30 (m, 12H, Ar-H), 9.20 (s, 1H,H-

5 of   

pyrazole)  

MS-m/z: 434 (M+). 

Compound (2j): IR (KBr, cm-1):  3070.5, 1664.5, 1635.5, 1598.9, 1508.2, 1450.4, 

1305.7, 1267.1, 1213.1, 756 cm-1. 

 1H NMR (DMSO-d6): δ 2.40(s, 3H, Ar-CH3), 6.55 (s, 1H, 3-H, of pyrone), 7.20-8.10 (m, 

11H, ArH), 9.35 (s, 1H, H-5 of Pyrazole);  MS (ESI) m/z:  446 (M+). 

Results and Discussion 

Newly synthesized compounds were screened against four bacterial and four fungal 

pathogens of plants and human.  The bacteria tested were .Escherishia coli (E.coli), 

Salmonella typhi (St), Staphylococcus aureus (Sa) and Bacillius subtilis (Bs).  It is clear from 

the results presented in Table 2 those Flavones 2a to 2l are moderately active compounds 

against Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus megaterium and Serratia marcescens bacteria but 

Sr. No. Product SUBSTITUENTS Yield 
(%) 

MP 
( 0C ) R1 R2 R3 R4 

1 2a H H Cl OH 85 255 

2 2b Br H Cl OH 85 260 

3 2c I H Cl OH 90 280 

4 2d I H CH3 OH 85 265 

5 2e I CH3 H OH 85 275 

6 2f H H Cl Cl 95 280 

7 2g Br H Cl Cl 90 222 

8 2h I H Cl Cl 85 196 

9 2i H OH H Cl 90 260 

10 2j H CH3 Cl Cl 90 270 

11 2k Cl OH Cl Cl 95 272 

12 2l I CH3 Cl Cl 95 260 
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compounds 2c and 2j possess good activity against Bacillus megaterium as shown in Figure 

2. Some of the newly synthesized compounds were also assessed for their antifungal 

activities against selected fungal plant pathogens like Aspergillus niger (An), Aspergillus 

flavus (Af), Penicillium chrysogenum (Pc) Fusarium moneliforme (Fm). 

The results presented in Table 2, it is clear that all the flavones (2a to 2l) showed good 

antifungal activity than the used standard drug like Nystatin. Especially these synthesized 

flavones are more antifungal against Trichoderma viridae, Penicillium chrysogenium, 

fusarium moniliforme, Microsporum cannis and candida albicans fungi. 

Table 2. Antimicrobial activities of Flavones (Zone of inhibition in mm) 

Entry  Bacteria Growth    of     Fungi  
  Ec St Pv Sa Pa Bs Bm  Sm An  Tv Af Pc Fm Mc  Ca 

2a  ± - ± 15 ± 15 10 12 ++ 25 ++ 11 15 ± 15 

2b  ± - ± 10 ± - 11 10 ++ 27 ++ 10 25 15 13 

2c  ± - ± 12 ± - 20 ± ++ 23 ++ 11 15 10 - 

2d  12 - ± 15 ± - 15 15 ++ 20 ++ 13 - 16 20 

2e  ± - ± 11 ± 15 10 ± ++ 22 ++ 10 - 10 - 

2f  ± - - ± ± 15 ± - ++ 16 ++ 15 10 - ± 

2g  ± - ± 10 ± - 11 12 ++ 25 ++ ± 10 ++ ± 

2h  ± - ± 15 ± 11 10 10 ++ 20 ++ 15 15 ++ ++ 

2i  ± - ± 10 ± - 11 ± ++ 18 ++ 12 10 15 ++ 

2j  ± - ± 12 ± - 20 15 ++ 20 ++ 10 12 16 ++ 

2k  ± - ± 15 ± - 15 ± ++ 18 ++ ± 10 12 ++ 

2l  ± - ± 11 ± 12 10 16 ++ 18 ++ ++ ++ 10 ++ 

Control - - - - - - - - +- ++ ± ± ± ±    
(DMSO)   

Penicillin - NA NA NA 24 14 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA  
Tetra- - 32 25 33 34 27 29 20 NA NA NA NA NA NA  
Cyclin 

  Nystatin NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 14 18 14 17 10 10  
 

Ec = Escherichia coli,  An= Aspergillus niger,   
St= Salmonella typhi,  Tv= Trichodenma viridae 
Pv= Proteus vulgaris,  Af = Aspergillus flavus 
Sa = Staphylococcus aureus,  Pc = Penicillium chrysogenium,  
Pa = Pseudomonas aeniginosa,  fm= Fusarium moniliforme 
Bs = Bacillus subtilis  Mc =Microsporum cannis  
Bm = Bacillus megaterium  Ca=Candida albicans 
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Sm = Serratia marcescens, ++ = more spore area affected  
NA= Not applicable   ± = Trace activity 
 - = No detected 

 

   

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. In vitro Antibacterial activity of Flavones 
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Abstract   
 Release of azo dye in the environment is of great concern due to colour, toxicity, mutagenicity and 
recalcitrant nature of the dye and hence considerable attention has been given in determining the ability of 
microorganism in decolorization and degradation of the azo dyes. Acclimatized microorganisms isolated from 
natural sources were used for the study of decolorization and degradation of the dye Reactive Orange 16. In all 
12 promising isolates were isolated which could decolorize 1000 μg/ml of dye to more than 70 % in nutrient 
medium and up to 68 % in half strength nutrient medium. The cell free extract showed decolorization up to 67% 
in less than 24 hours. Percent decolorization of the dye was determined spectrophotometrically by measuring 
absorption at (λmax) 492 nm. Six isolates reduced the COD by more than 85 %. 

 
Keywords  Degradation, Decolorization, Textile Dyes, COD reduction, Aerobic Bacteria. 

Introduction  

 Water is undoubtfully the most precious and divine natural resource which exists on 

our planet. Life without water is beyond imagination, in other words, we can say, life 

wouldn’t exist without water. On our planet life and nature are very closely related with each 

other, so we should be cautious in protecting the environment to lead a happy and contented 

life. But the rapid industrialization and population explosion has made the environmental 

problem more and more severe. To attain the increased demand of the textile products, this 

industry and its effluents have been increasing exponentially, making it one of the severe 

pollution problem worldwide1.  

Dyes used in the dyeing process of the textile industry pose a great threat to the life 

and environment. More than 7x 105 tons of these dyes are annually produced worldwide2. 

Synthetic azo dyes are extensively used in textile, food and cosmetics industries3 due to their 

ease of production, colour fastness and variety in colour compared to natural dyes4. These azo 

dyes are designed to remain stable and long lasting colorants and hence they are not easily 

biodegraded. Azo dyes are regarded as pollutants as they are frequently found chemically 

unchanged even after waste water treatment5,6. The treatment system of coloured wastewater, 

based on physical and chemical procedures, is effective but suffers from shortcomings such 

as high cost, formation of toxic residues and intensive energy requirement. If not treated these 

dyes are stable and can remain in environment for extended period of time, for instance, at 

pH 7.0 and at 250C the half life of hydrolyzed Reactive Blue 19 is about 46 years1.  
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 Microbial decolorization and degradation is an environment friendly and cost 

competitive substitute to different conventional treatment technologies7,8. To develop 

biological waste treatment of azo dyes, it is necessary to isolate the microorganisms from the 

natural environments which can decolorize and degrade the azo dyes. 

 In the present study, we isolated 12 bacterial strains from soil, which are able to 

decolorize the azo dyes. The isolated 12 bacterial strains were studied for decolorization of 

the dye Reactive orange 16 in various conditions like, in complete nutrient medium, in half 

strength nutrient medium, in cell free extract. The decolorization of the dye was determined 

spectrophotometrically. Percent COD reduction of the dye was analyzed by COD analysis. 

 

Materials and Methods  

Acclimatization 
 Soil samples from area nearby waste disposal site of textile industries from Solapur, 

sewage, sludge, ETP along with compost, were collected and homogenized properly. The 

microorganisms from the collected samples were acclimatized in the dye Reactive Orange 16 

(1%) for the period of one month. One gram of acclimatized soil was inoculated in the 

nutrient broth, after incubation isolation was carried-out on nutrient agar incorporated with 

the same dye concentration. The colonies showing good decolorization were selected for the 

further studies. 

Decolorization of the Dye in the Nutrient Broth  

 The cultures isolated from the soil were inoculated in the tubes containing 20 ml of 

nutrient broth and 2ml of 10,000 µg/ml of dye. All the tubes were incubated for 24 hours at 

ambient temperatures and the percent decolorization was determined. 

Decolorization of the Dye in the Half (½) Strength Nutrient Broth  

The cultures isolated from the soil were inoculated in the tubes containing 20 ml of 

half strength nutrient broth and 2ml of 10,000 µg/ml of dye. All the tubes were incubated for 

24 hours at ambient temperatures and the percent decolorization was determined.  

Percent decolorization studies  

Percent decolorization studies were carried out to measure the percent decolorization 

shown by the promising isolates of dyes within 24 hrs. The decolorized samples were 

centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 10 minutes in Cooling Centrifuge (BIOLAB-BL-165R) to 

separate cell mass. Percent decolorization of the dyes was determined on spectrophotometer 

(Equiptronics Digital Spectrophotometer – EQ - 822) by measuring the absorption at λ max 

(492 nm) of the dye. The percent decolorization was calculated using the equation, 
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          Initial absorbance - Final absorbance 

     Percent Decolorization    =                                                                       X 100 

 
Percent COD Reduction 
 Percent COD reduction was determined by reflux method using potassium dichromate 

as strong oxidizing agent10. 

 
Cell-free extract studies on Decolorization of Dye  

The cells grown in nutrient broth were lysed by using Ultrasonicator (Sonic Vibra 

Cell-Germany) and centrifuged in cooling centrifuge (Remi 412-LAG) at 10,000 rpm for 10 

min. The 20 ml supernatant was added with 2 ml of dye solution in nutrient broth and 

incubated at ambient temperature. 

 
Results and Discussion  

Percent Decolorization in Nutrient Broth  
 12 bacterial isolates were examined for their percent decolorization capacity in 

Nutrient broth + Dye 2ml of 10,000 µg/ml.  The percent decolorization of the dye by the 12 

isolates  viz. ERO – 1, ERO – 2, ERO – 3, ERO – 4, ERO – 5, ERO – 6, ERO – 7, ERO – 8, 

ERO – 9, ERO – 10, ERO – 11 and ERO – 12 in nutrient broth medium were in the range of 

54 to 90%. (Figure 1) . 

Percent Decolorization in Half (½) Strength Nutrient Broth  

  The promising 12 bacterial isolates were studied for their ability to decolorize 

the dyes in half (½) strength nutrient broth + dye 2 ml of 10,000 µg/ml. The percent 

decolorization of the dye by the 12 isolates  viz. ERO – 1, ERO – 2, ERO – 3, ERO – 4, ERO 

– 5, ERO – 6, ERO – 7, ERO – 8, ERO – 9, ERO – 10, ERO – 11 and ERO – 12 in Half (½) 

strength nutrient broth medium were in the range of 52 to 90%. (Figure 1) 

Cell-free extract studies on Decolorization of Dye  
 12 Bacterial strains were studied for their ability to decolorize the dyes in Cell Free 

Extract + dye 2 ml of 10,000 µg/ml. The percent decolorization of the dye by the 12 isolates  

viz. ERO – 1, ERO – 2, ERO – 3, ERO – 4, ERO – 5, ERO – 6, ERO – 7, ERO – 8, ERO – 9, 

ERO – 10, ERO – 11 and ERO – 12 in Cell Free Extract were in the range of 30 to 90%. 

(Figure 1) 

Initial absorbance  
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Percent Decolorization in Nutrient Medium, Half Strength Nutrient Medium and 
Cell Free Extract. 
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Figure 1. Percent Decolorization in Nutrient Broth and ½ Strength Nutrient Broth in 24 hrs 
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Figure 2. Percent COD Reduction after 24 hrs. 

 
Percent COD reduction 
 The Percent COD reduction of the dyes after decolorization of the dyes by the 12 

promising bacterial isolates viz. ERO – 1, ERO – 2, ERO – 3, ERO – 4, ERO – 5, ERO – 6, 

ERO – 7, ERO – 8, ERO – 9, ERO – 10, ERO – 11 and ERO – 12 were in the range of 50 to 

95%. (Figure 2)  

 The experimental results showed that the isolates from the acclimatized soil showed 

good decolorization of the dye Reactive Orange 16. In present study, the decolorization of 

Reactive Orange 16 took place in nutrient medium; this suggests that the presence and 
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availability of a co-substrate is necessary, because it acts as an electron donor for the azo dye 

reduction9. 
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Abstract 
Although field mapping is acknowledged as the most accurate way to determine channel or drainage 

networks, it is often impractical and time consuming, especially for the large and remotely situated mountainous 
watersheds. Topographic maps, providing a useful surrogate for drainage networks, are the fundamental source 
for the drainage analysis. But, drainage analysis by manual delineation on topographic maps requires time and 
expertise, and subjectivity judgments. In this study for GIS based modeling, Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is 
used in presenting drainage networks, lineaments and geomorphic features. Drainage network delineation was 
performed using two methods: 1) Traditional method by hand delineation on 1/50,000 topographic map; and 2) 
Using TauDEM (Terrain Analysis Using Digital Elevation Models) model in ArcGIS 9.2 environment using 
SRTM DEM. The results reveal that the data extracted from the SRTM images are greatly equivalent to those 
obtained from the topographic maps 1:50.000 and provide more details in the lower stream orders, and 
morphotectonic parameters. The DEM suggests the tectonic influence on development of landscape. 
 

Keywords DEM, TauDEM , drainage network, basin delineation 

1. Introduction 
Geomorphologists and hydrologists often view streams as being part of drainage 

basins. Drainage basins are divided from each other by topographic barriers called a drainage 

divides. Tectonics plays a very important role in the morphological evolution of any drainage 

basin and is well reflected by structural, fluvial and morphotectonic parameters. Analysis of 

active tectonics depends upon the use of morphometric parameters, which are sensitive to 

rock resistance, climatic change and tectonic processes resulting into landscape evolution. 

The information about tectonic history of an area can be retrieved by quantification of 

different morphometric parameters of drainage basins developed. 

Digital Terrain Modeling and Geographic Information System (GIS) have become 

essential tools for various surface and sub-surface studies in earth sciences. Concept of 

hydrological modeling is broadly applied nowadays to represent a digital simulation of 

drainage systems based primarily on terrain analysis and performing automation extraction of 

the drainage networks. The model executes as well stream orders, watershed, and quantifying 

the most important morphometric parameters of watershed. In GIS based hydrological 

modeling Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is used to delineate drainage networks and 

watersheds, morphometric parameters and hypsometric integrals to understand the tectonic 

setting of the study area. Analysis of the DEM relies on the fact that the physical surface 

determines characteristics of the flowing water across it. Direction of flow is determined by 

surface aspect that defines the maximum rate of changes in elevation and slope direction. 
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Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) 90 m were the primary data sources used in 

this study. DEM is the data files that contain the elevation of the terrain over a specified area, 

usually at a fixed grid interval over the surface of the earth. The intervals between each of the 

grid points will always be referenced to some geographical coordinate system. This is usually 

either latitude-longitude or UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) coordinate systems. The 

closer together the grid points are located, the more detailed the information will be in the 

file. The details of the peaks and valleys in the terrain will be better modeled with small grid 

spacing than when the grid intervals are very large. 

1.1 Study Area   
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Two watersheds of Kajali and Machkandi rivers were selected from the Konkan Coastal Belt 

(KCB) around Lanja, District Ratnagiri, in the State of Maharashtra for the present study. The 

study area exposes Poladpur and Ambenali formations. (68+0.6, 65+0.7 Ma respectively) 

Southwestern part of the Deccan Volcanic Province (DVP) is represented by massive and 

amygdaloidal basaltic flows. At some places these basaltic flows are overlain by laterite 

capping (duricrust). Morphotectonically the DVP has been divided into three regions viz. (1) 

the Konkan Coastal Belt, (2) the Western Ghats and (3) the Maharashtra plateau. The KCB is 

coastal low-land forming narrow and elongated strip of land whose average width is about 40 

km. The KCB is bounded by coastline to its west and Ghat escarpment to its east. The E-W 

offsets have become the site of confluence of major rivers flowing down from the Western 

Ghats (Figure 1). The KCB exhibits different drainage characteristics and landforms as a 

result of episodic cymatogenic uplift particularly during the quaternary1. Drainage pattern is 

dendritic, angular, trellis and barbed type suggesting structural control. The area is traversed 

by several east-west trending ridges and west flowing rivers and their tributaries with steep to 

moderate gradients. The most common geomorphic features recognized are raised beaches, 

stabilized dunes, mud flats, drowned valleys, estuaries, laterite platforms, weathered hills, 

hilly interfluves, cliffs, etc. Studies also indicate the presence of submergent and emergent 

coast formed due to sea level changes and tectonic movements2. Summer and rainy are two 

major seasons and hence weather is hot and humid. It receives 2000 to 3000 mm rainfall per 

year. Most of this belt is under forest and soil cover of varying density and thickness 

respectively. The study area is enclosed between long 73015’E and 73050’E and lat 16040’N 

and 17000’N 
Figure 1. Location map of the study area. 

Study area 
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1.2 Data Used  
The Space Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) gap filled data of the world at 

90m horizontal resolution is available through the Consortium for Spatial Information (CSI) 

web portal (http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/). 

The Survey of India (SOI) toposheets (Nos. 17H/5, 6, 9 and 10) of 1:50,000 scale 

were also used for digitization to check accuracy of extracted drainage network from DEMs. 

Ground Control Points (GCPs) are mapped with the help of GPS points taken in the 

field and used for preprocessing of DEM. Extensive fieldwork was carried out at selective 

localities showing morphologic signatures of tectonic activities. 

2. METHODOLOGY  
The SRTM DEM (Version 2.1) was downloaded through the Seamless Data 

Distribution System (SDDS) at 90m resolutions for the study areas. Version 2.1 is a 

recalculation of the SRTM3 (nominal 90m sample spacing) version made by 3x3 averaging 

of the full resolution edited data. Occasional artifacts, spikes and voids were eliminated in 

Version 2.1.  

2.1 DEM preprocessing   
The downloaded SRTM DEMs was mosaiced in the ARC GIS 9.2 environment.  

During the data finishing process3 the following tasks were implemented.  

2. Spikes and wells in the data were detected and voided out if they exceeded 100 meters 
compared to surrounding elevations. 

3. Small voids (16 contiguous posts or less) were filled by interpolation of surrounding 
elevations. Large voids were left in the data. 

4. Water bodies were edited. The ocean elevation was set to 0 meter and were flattened and 
set to a constant height.  
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The original data set of 90m resolution was then converted into 30m resolution using bicubic 

polynomial interpolation technique4. The resolution conversion was achieved by using ARC 

GIS 9.2. The higher resolution SRTM DEM helped to delineate micro topographic features 

and to extract lowest order streams correctly. The SRTM DEM was further orthorectified 

with the help of resampling technique using ERDAS imagine. The GPS points plotted in the 

field were mapped and overlayed on SRTM DEM in ARC GIS software. The mapped GPS 

points were used as GCP (Ground Control Points) for resampling. The orthorectification of 

the DEM was achieved by using polynomial method in ERDAS software. This process 

improves correctness in spatial correlation of each pixel in DEM.  

2.2 Drainage extraction  
Digital data (SRTM DEM) and 

non-digital data (1:50,0000 

topographic maps) were used to 

extract channel networks. An 

extraction of channel network from 

digital data was carried out in the 

ArcGIS 9.2 environment using  

TauDEM (Terrain Analysis Using 

Digital Elevation Model) software. 

TauDEM incorporates the DEM 

analysis tools and functions 

developed by David G Tarboton at 

Utah State University for 

hydrologic digital model analysis 

and drainage basin 

 delineation. 

(http://www.engineering .usu. 

edu/dtarb/ taudem). 
Figure 2. Flow chart of DEM quality 

improvement and automated drainage 

extraction  
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  An automated delineation using TauDEM is more sophisticated, convenient, and can 

circumvent the efforts on digitizing to incorporate with other GIS data. It extracts the highest 

resolution channel network statistically consistent with geomorphological laws by using the 

smallest weighted support area threshold calculated from the constant drop analysis5.  In the 

TauDEM, grid digital elevation model data is used. Grid DEM is distinct from other DEM 

representations such as triangular irregular network (TIN) and contour-based data storage 

structures6 Figure 2 represents the flow chart of the processing of DEM and  

Figure 3.  Drainage network and basins draped over the pre-processed DEM (30m resolution) 
                                A profile taken along line A-B (Figure 5) 

 

automated extraction of drainage network. Figure 3 shows the processed DEM of the Lanja 

region and overlayed extracted drainage network. The extracted drainage network and 

watersheds of Kajali River and Machkandi River were overlayed on geocoded and 

orthorectified scanned toposheets for comparison. The drainage network derived using 

TauDEM shows good agreement with drainage network and basins in toposheets (Figure 4). 

3. Discussions  

A B 
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The processed DEM generated 

of the study area and extracted drainage 

basins show various features as general 

slope, relative relief, and change in 

relief, topographic breaks, ridges and 

valleys with their trends, linear and 

curved valleys controlled by 

lineaments, drainage networks, density 

pattern of drainage network, bends and 

sinuosity along the streams, planar 

surfaces and landforms. It helps in 

understanding tectonic setting and 

distribution of major geomorphic 

features in the study area. The length 

and spatial data of the lineaments can 

be determined. The geomorphic 

features associated with lineaments can 

be recognized and hence it is possible to characterize the lineaments and weak planes. Thus 

DEM can be used as a tool for the quantitative and qualitative studies of morphotectonics and 

neotectonics.  

Figure 5 is the drainage map generated from the DEM with the help of ARC GIS and 
shows good agreement with  drainage network in toposheets (Figure 4). 
Figure 4 Extracted drainage network overlayed to check its accuracy 

The morphometric analysis with respect to basin area can be determined. Thus, by 

integration of both DEM and extracted drainage network it is possible to undertake 

quantitative geomorphic analysis such as linear aspects, areal aspects, relief aspects, 

geomorphic indices like hypsometric integrals, stream length gradients etc.  

 Figure 6 represents the digital profile across the DEM in east-west direction showing 

the change in relief and morphological cross section. Such cross sections illustrate the 

perspective view of the study area.  

4. Conclusion 
Thus, the use of DEM and drainage basin generation provide strong tool for the 

morphotectonic studies as it represents instantaneous relationship between various tectonic 

features, geomorphic features associated with them. 
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Figure 5.  Drainage basins and sub-basins around Lanja. 
 
 

 

 

Figure 6.  A profile along A-B line shown in Figure 3 
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Abstract  

Water is the essence of life on the ‘water planet’ Earth. Its position as a geofactor is well known in the 
development of any country truly with the quantity and quality. Most of the water acts as renewable source. 
Large amount of freshwater available for various utility purposes is in form of underground storage i.e. 
groundwater. 

 Basaltic aquifers-shallow and deep, from Deccan Trap regions in South-East-parts of Maharashtra 
state, are considered as a case study to understand the availability and  storativity of groundwater. As it is hidden 
below the surface, it is most ignored and presumed to be available in safe form by the masses. 

The geohydrological studies reveal that the type of flow units, presence and extent of fractures and 
joints, the depth and extent of weathered mantle, variations in porosity and permeability of flow and flow units 
are the major controlling factors for groundwater availability, behavior and movement in Deccan basaltic 
region.  

In general the groundwater available in most of the areas in SE parts of Maharashtra is fresh and 
potable.  
 
Keywords Hydrogeology, Basalt, Aquifer, SE- Maharashtra. 
 
Introduction 

Maharashtra state is one of the leading states of India bounded by North latitudes 16º 

4′ and 22º 1′ and East longitudes 72º 6′ and 80º 9′ covering an area of about 3,07,690 Sq. Km. 

There are total 31 districts and 303 tahsils. It is one of the leading states in the country with 

respect to groundwater utilisation for domestic, industrial and agriculture purpose.  

Attempts are made to study various hydro-geological characters of basalts through 

geological, geomorphological, geohydrological and geophysical studies from parts of 

Solapur, Osmanabad, Sangli and Satara districts. The study areas include morphologically 

variable hilly terrains, plateaus, valley basins and sloping grounds. Extract of various studies 

is discussed herewith. 

Hydrogeology 
The Deccan basalts consist of a number of flows separated from each other at some 

places by inter-trap ash beds and ancient buried soils (red bole). The red bole which generally 

occurs in the upper part of pink Zeolitic basalt varies in thickness from few cm. to about 1 m. 

At places it also occurs as stringers or veins within basalt.  

The origin of red bole is controversial. In all probability, it is a product of atmospheric 

weathering representing the ancient soil profile which was later buried under the next 

younger flow. This might have also caused the baking of the underlying soil to some extent 

due to which typical columnar jointing is developed in red bole in some sections. 
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Hydrothermal alterations might 

have also been responsible to a 

limited extent for the formation of 

red bole. 

 As the permeability of red bole is 

poor, it usually forms confining 

layers. At places where it has 

joints, it forms moderate to good 

aquifers.  

      The individual flows vary in thickness from less than 1 m to 35 m; the average thickness 

of the individual flow unit is 15 m. The individual flows  

Photo 1 Location – Naldurg – Osmanabad District           has a greater areal extent. Some of 

the flows have been traced for distances more than 100 km. 

  The flows are generally horizontal to sub horizontal. The basalts composing various 

flows vary in texture and colour from glassy, fine to medium exceptionally coarse nature and 

dark grey to purple, pink to black, 

respectively. 

The different lava flows and flow units 

can be separated on the basis of their 

lithological characters. In general the top of 

the flow is either marked by vesicularity, flow 

breccias, clinkery surface, shrinkage fractures 

and / or red bole/ clay layer. The vesicles are 

rounded, irregular or tubular (pipe) and may 

be filled with secondary minerals like zeolites (stilbite, apophyllite),  calcites, and secondary 

silica (chalcedony, agate, opals etc.) giving rise to amygdaloidal form at places.  

In a single lava flow the various flow                        

units separable are as follows (Figure 1)  
Figure 1-Variation in flow units in Basalt flow 

1. Upper part of the flow with vesicular, Zeolitic-amygdaloidal basalt with or without red 

bole and/or brecciate and tuffaceous – clinkery material, with closely spaced fractures. 

(Photo 2 a- Zeolitic/Clinkery Basalt- Arabali- Osmanabad District) 
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2. Middle part of the 

flow with 

massive, compact 

basalt without 

fractures or very 

less fractures.  

(Photo 2 b- 

Massive Basalt- 

Hipparga- 

Solapur District)  

3.   Lower part of the flow with massive, compact basalt with widely spaced fractures or 

cuboidal jointing. (Photo 1:- Location – Naldurg – Osmanabad District) 

On regional scale the lava flows are horizontal in nature and exhibit stepped terrace 

appearance, but show variation on local scale with gentle dips at places The variations are 

mainly traceable in thickness of flow units, 

laterally and vertically. Weathering in basalts 

horizontally and at depth varies with the 

variable conditions of climate, topography, 

lithological variations as different flow units, 

texture, soil cover thickness and chemical 

composition. 

The bottom of the flow when exposed at or 

near the surface due to cuboidal nature of 

jointing, spheroidal weathering dominates, 

resulting in formation of large or small 

core  stones.(Photo 1- Location- 

Naldurg- Osmanabad District). 

When the rocks are exposed near the surface, then due to weathering and stress 

release, sheet joints and open fractures are developed, which may extend at shallow deeper 

depths. (Photo 3- Location- Babhalgaon- Osmanabad  District). 
     

Photo 3 – Cross section of a typical large diameter 
Dug  well in Basalt (Location- Babhalgaon, 
Osmanabad District)  
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Fractures in lava flows may be interconnected vertically in the different lava flow units of the 

same flow and/or in adjacent lava flows occasionally. Otherwise, normally the fracture 

pattern of one flow is not continued in the second flow at depth.  

The interconnection of pores/fractures near the surface, in weathered mantle and flow 

contacts and various flow units; make the basalts good aquifer and reservoirs. The open 

fractures and its networking may act as conduit to give rise to transmission or percolation of 

sufficiently large amount of surface water at depth and in lateral extension to provide good 

storage facilities. As the conditions of primary and secondary porosity in basalt vary from 

place to place they vary widely in permeability too. The ground water conditions especially at 

shallow depths are studied in details. 

The formations are thinner or thicker, vertically and also laterally. The lateral 

gradations are of great significance with respect to the occurrence and movement of 

groundwater. Sediments or former erosional /depositional surfaces and ash or altered glassy 

zones between the lava flow units, greatly modify the porosity and permeability of basaltic 

aquifer, essentially at depths. Sealing of fractures due to siltation, mineralization, 

precipitation of salts etc. in geologic time, reduces the porosity and permeability of the 

aquifer. Similarly as the fracture intensity decrease with depth along with the compaction, the 

movement and availability of groundwater retards. 

There are important differences in the same formation at different horizons and in 

different localities. The primary and/or secondary openings are irregularly distributed 

and/either are interconnected or remain isolated horizontally and also vertically. Erratic 

pattern of weathering, variations in flow units and their thickness and haphazard 

interconnections or isolations of pores and fractures, lead to the heterogeneous nature of 

aquifer characters, in basalts. And therefore it is commonly observed that some dug wells / 

bore wells may yield less or negligible amount of water, in spite of deeper penetration, in 

respect to nearby wells / bore wells yielding high amount of water with either shallow, partial 

or deeper penetration. 

However, it is nature’s gift that these rocks will definitely yield either small or large 

but reliable amounts of water to dug wells i.e. seasonal availability, even at high altitudes. 

Deeper excavation of dug wells below the aquifer act as storage in critical time at least to 

fetch water for drinking. Due to multi layer aquifer system, existence with the presence of 

multiple lava flow units at depth, the bore wells penetrating at deeper depth upto100mts. (330 

feet) or more in exceptional cases from the surface are yielding sufficiently good amount of 
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water in large parts of Deccan basalts in suitable morphogeological conditions and preferably  

intersecting two or three lava flows. 

In basaltic aquifers large amount of water is available under unconfined conditions 

compared to confined conditions. Many times even at confined conditions large amount of 

water is available under special conditions. Due to such erratic occurrences, many researchers 

accept the concept of leaky aquifer, in between the unconfined and confined conditions. 

Dating of the water available at depth is not available for basaltic aquifer, but probably the 

waters accumulated at depth in large amount may be during the suitable conditions in the past 

geological time and hence can be termed as "Fossil Water” i.e. stored water. Extracting such 

ground water may be considered as mining of water. It is observed that with the highest and 

continuous rate of pumping out of water, for use from such deeper aquifers has resulted in 

total evacuation and the bores are abandoned at many places in the study area. Delineation of 

such characteristics, though complex, seriously needs the immediate attention. 

Groundwater table fluctuations in basaltic aquifers are dramatic. During the 

precipitation, literally the dug well/bore wells overflows in low line and planation areas under 

the suitable conditions, while they go totally dry in summer. Such heavy fluctuations in water 

table affect the yield and availability of water throughout the year. As the yield and 

availability of groundwater, varies with the change in conditions and as erratic manner, the 

water table contouring and basinal movement of groundwater, as normally accepted by the 

researchers, is not true in the Deccan basaltic field. The yield of wells/bore wells even in 

small area varies abruptly. Therefore with the field experience and experiments, it is felt that 

the micro-basin approach, considering the aquifer characters, its extension-lateral and 

vertical, must be considered. The field observations confirm the occurrence and availability 

of water in pockets or small basins/chambers with or without interconnections i.e. may be 

interconnected or isolated. The massive units, isolated fractures and other related features, 

hinder the movement of water laterally and vertically, so that storage of water and its 

movement are restricted. With such conditions isolated pocket occurrences of groundwater 

are seen in basaltic rock terrain, laterally as well vertically at depths. However during 

monsoon due to heavy replenishment on and near the surface, groundwater table continuity 

results – which is a temporary phase. 

The detailed study of aquifer parameters analyzed by various standard methods from 

representative shallow dug wells situated in different flow units and flows reveal that there is 

a linear relationship between transmissivity v/s storativity and specific capacity. However 
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scatter of points results due to heterogeneity in basalts confirming lithological control on 

storage and distribution. 

The overall studies reveal that groundwater of basaltic aquifers are potable and useful 

for irrigation too. Due to natural hardness and high amount of TDS at places, it requires some 

treatments. With the suitable treatment even it can be used in industries for special purpose.  
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Abstract  
This pilot study presents an Wakav excavation. Wakav is a small place in Madha Tahasil in Solapur 

District . Objectives of this excavation is to decide the historic & cultural sequence, along with economic 
conditions, trading and study of the social life . For this excavation Trial Trench Method, Step Trench Method 
and Horizontal excavation method is used. This paper endeavors to understand objectives of this project. 
 

Keywords Wakav, excavation, cultural sequence, trial trench method, step trench method, horizontal 
excavation. 
 

Introduction 
Archaeology is the study of things created by man in the past. History is study of 

written things where as archaeology is study of unwritten things. According to Gordon Childe 

“Period covered by written records is at best one hundredth part of the time during which 

men have been active on our planet . Archaeology surveys a period of a hundred times as 

long”. Archaeology is dependent on science and technology. This science crosses the limiting 

barriers like Caste, religion, province or country. It includes study of Stone Age, Chalcolithic 

age, caves, temples, sculptures, ancient paintings, stupas, forts, etc. Paleography, coins and 

excavation are studied. 

Excavation is very 

important in 

archaeology. With 

excavation, man’s past 

surfaces in the present. 

Excavation helps in 

knowing the human 

society which existed 

thousands of years ago 

along with eating 

habits then, clothing 

ornaments, occupation 

and the relations with each other.  

Location and Status

Wakav,  Madha Taluka,SolapurDistri ct,  Maharashtra
(17° 10’ N and 76° 37’ and 76° 15’ E)

The site is not protected
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Solapur district has cultural background and is archaeologically rich. Ancient culture had 

flourished in the basins of Bhima, Seena, Mann and Neera. In ancient times, this region was 

known as “Kuntal-Desh”.  

An excavation took place at Wakav, Taluka Madha, district Solapur from December –

January (2010-2011), under the guidance of the authors of this article. Wakav Taluka Madha 

District Solapur is a small village on the shores of river Seena at 17010 N latitude and 75015 

E longitudes. The excavation site is behind ‘Gundeshwar’ temple which is Shiva temple from 

past Yadava period.  

 
Objectives of this excavation  

• To decide the historic and cultural sequence, along with economic conditions, trading 

and study of the social life . 

• To decide the sequence of proto history and early history. 

• To study the early and medieval history with reference to excavated evidence. 

Excavation Method and findings  
The following excavation methods were used  

• Horizontal excavation method 

• Step Trench method  

• Trial Trench method  

In the beginning of an excavation, trail trench method is used. Because of this we can 

identify the sequence of various settlements which further gives us an idea to decide the 

method of excavation. Trial trench method followed by horizontal method in excavation. 

Horizontal method is used in excavations because it takes place on a large area and it helps 

studying phase wise past culture. The excavation took place at seven difference places within 

Wakav because the land in between is under intensive cultivation, thus destroying the layers 

because of use of tractor. It has been observed that there were 8 layers of settlements. Many 

times the human settlements get destroyed because of natural calamities like flood, famine, 

earthquakes etc. Under such circumstances the people shift to some other places. After a 

period of time the normalcy gets restored and a new settlement is created. People go there 

build houses. Due to their day to day activities there is a change in the soil colour. After some 

time these settlement becomes a mound. Usually human settlements are found near the water 

source with food availability in the vicinity.  

The height of this mound is 5-8 meters with east-west 100m and north-south 90m 

length. Out of 7 excavations A2 trench was 3m deep whereas B2 was 2m deep. These 
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trenches were 5x5 m . C2 measured 4x3. And the step trench on the slope of the mound 

measured 1x10 m. Apart from this there were YX, ‘D’, ‘G’ and various other trial trenches at 

four places .  

During the excavation floors made for houses were found. A kiln was found in A3 trench. 

Red polished vessels filled with ash, were found in C1 trench .Thereafter, pieces of pottery 

were found which redwares, blackwares, brown are grey coloured. 

 A toy bull – 7cm long and 6 cm wide, made form terracotta was found. This antiquity 

had a belt around its neck with intricate designs on upper side and on its tail. 

 Besides this, toy wheels were also found. A terracotta headless sculpture of mother 

Goddess (Matrudevata), a ‘Sprinkler’, (Gulabdani) coated with red colour along with 

excellent sculpture of toys like horse, an elephant, a bird etc were unearthed during this 

excavation . Each trench had pieces of varied shell bangles, some with beautiful designs 

etched on them while others were plain. Shell waste was found at a few places. A wide range 

of beads like: Fiances, Lapis Lazuli, Carnelian along with fired terracotta beads and 

ornaments like flint-pendants were discovered. Other things that were found include bones of 

animals like bull, sheep, rabbit, mice, small triangular pieces made from bones, which were 

used to engrave the designs on the pottery; small triangular pieces made from bones, which 

were used to engrave the designs on the pottery; coal muller (pata-warwanta) and blades 

made up of flint stones – which are known as microliths. 

 
Discussions  

The above mentioned material that was obtained through this excavation proves 

existence of a civilization with the main occupation being farming. Grains like Mung, wheat, 

masoor, waal etc. and crops like wheat and jawar were cultivated. (The evidence for this was 

preremnants of the burnt grains that were discovered during the excavation) Other 

occupations were like making bangles, toys and iron articles manufacturing along with 

pottery making were also there. Trading must have also taken place. This can be proved with 

the shells brought from sea shores and the existence of the bluish semi-precious stone like 

Lapis Lazuli (it is found only in Afghanistan and Iran) Bricks which had been dislocated 

from their original place have also been found . It’s inferred that the settlement at this site 

was from early history to fifteen century A.D. We got early historic pottery from the site. But 

we could not get the layer because that layer was destroyed. We will get historical sequence 

of Solapur district from excavation of Wakav soon.  
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Conclusion 

The excavation findings clearly indicate existence of a Civilization which had 

occupation of farming, trading and many small scale industries. They cultivated Wheat, 

Moons, Masoor, Wal, Shelll bangles and glass bangles, terracotta pottery and toy industries. 

They had social life people with various occupations used to live together wakav was self 

reliant village .This excavation proves existence of early history period and not of 

Chalcolithic period. 
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Abstract  
 Solapur is known for the textile industries all over India. During the second half of the 19th century the 
city of Solapur witnessed the rise of modern textile industries. During the First World War the weaving 
industries saw a further growth and development. The number of mill workers in the five big mills in Solapur is 
supposed to have been around 40,000. The mill workers had been well oriented in the national movement. The 
establishment of the workers’ unions had created a kind of integrity and unity among them. The mill workers of 
Solapur rose in revolt against the British rulers in the wake of Mahatma Gandhi’s arrest in 1930. The resistance 
offered by the mill workers was so intense that the British government had to invoke the Martial Law. The 
conflict between the mill workers and the British forces has been considered to be one of the most memorable 
events in the History of India’s freedom struggle. Four of the leading activists of the movement viz Mallappa 
Dhanshetti, Srikishan Sarada, Kurban Hussein and Jagannath Shinde sacrificed their life for the sake of India’s 
independence. One of the special features of Solapur is that the city enjoyed ‘three days’ of total independence’ 
during the period of the struggle. The present paper is aimed at bringing out the extraordinary dedication and 
patriotism shown by the mill workers in the national struggle against the Imperial Britain.  
 

 The modern Solapur is known for its cotton mills. However, the history of the 

weaving industry goes back to the Medieval Period, especially the hand-woven ‘dhotis’ were 

well-known. Madhavrao Peshava brought a number of weavers from other parts of India and 

made them settle in Solapur during the Peshava Period. He is also known to have set up 

Madhav Peth, a business complex. The first modern mill got under way in Solapur during the 

second half of the 19th century. The cotton cultivated mainly by virtue of the lakes dug by the 

British government, the railway and the cheap and skilled labourers were some of the 

favourable conditions which motivated several capitalists to set up cotton mills. The Solapur 

Spinning and Weaving Mill (The Old Mill) was the first cotton mill established in 1976. It 

was followed by the establishment of the Narsingh Giraji Mill, the Laxmi Mill both in 1898, 

Vishnu Mill in 1910 and Jamshree Ranjitsinghji Spinning and Weaving Mill in 1909. The 

afore-stated five cotton mills changed the reputation of Solapur1. Solapur came to be known 

as the city of workers. The mill sirens ran the schedule of the city dwellers. The cotton 

industry in Solapur flourished during the First World War, since the demand for cloth went 

up. As a result, the number of workers got multiplied. The city witnessed four thousand 

workers working in different mills.  

 It was in the year 1920 that Solapur saw a long-term strike under the leadership of 

Bhimrao. Although, the strike was fruitless, it created a kind awakening among the workers 

about their rights. The first efforts at forming a workers’ union in Solapur were taken by one 

of the assistants of Bhimrao, namely Chand Appabhai. He represented the workers of Solapur 

at the All India Trade Union Congress held in 1920. He set up the first workers’ union of 

Solapur in 19222 Afterwards, Raghunathrao Bakhale, N.M.Joshi and Bhai Beke worked for 
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workers union in collaboration with Dr Antrolikar. These leaders woke the workers to their 

rights and the required confrontation thereof. This gave rise to the long-term strike in 1928. 

The workers of Solapur participated in the national freedom struggle too. Dr Antrolikar was 

one of the workers’ leaders and a source of inspiration. Thus, Solapur, which happened to be 

the third industrial city after Mumbai and Ahamedabad, kept responding to the appeals of the 

leaders busy in the freedom struggle. As a consequence, the striking workers during 

Bhimrao’s strike had met Lokmanya Tilak. The patriotic workers of Solapur, who had a role 

to play during the Civil Disobedience campaign, made the city proud of them. 

 Mahatma Gandhi gave the call for Civil Disobedience campaign against the 

terrorizing policy of the British government. The Salt Satyagraha launched by the Mahatma 

paved a way for the Civil Disobedience campaign. Solapur kept abreast of the national 

developments. Gandhi was arrested after he made the announcement of the Dharasana 

Satyagraha. The news of Gandhi’s arrest reached Solapur and Shrinivas Kadgaonkar, a local 

Congress leader, undertook demonstrations to condemn Gandhi’s arrest. A garlanded 

photograph mounted on the horse-driven carriage was the main feature of the procession 

undertaken. The procession grew in its length and width as it went onwards. The leaders of 

the Congress had been trying to pacify the mob. This happened to be the time for the workers 

to join their work. When this procession reached the Narsingh Giraji Mill, the workers about 

to enter the Mill gave up the duty and joined the procession, having been inspired by the 

national emblems, the appeals, the patriotic slogans and songs and an inspiring atmosphere3 

 This procession undertaken on 6th May marched towards the Laxmi Vishnu Mill. The 

demonstrators started to incite the workers to join them for condemning Gandhi’s arrest. 

When the demonstrators saw that the Laxmi Vishnu’s workers were not responding to their 

calls, there broke out a physical conflict between the jobbers and the workers. The 

management of the Laxmi Vishnu Mill called the police. The police had to take recourse to 

light lathicharging and aerial firing. The angry mob then went to the station and halted the 

Madras Mail. However, the mob went away destroying the shindi trees on the way. The mills 

and market in Solapur remained closed on account of this rioting. The entire day witnessed 

small-scale eruptions of processions and slogan-shouting.  

 The Congress held a meeting at the Tilak square. The leaders- Jaju, Rajwade, Dr 

Antrolikar, Ashappa Irabatti, Kavi Kunjvihari, Qurban Hussein, Jagnnath Shinde and others 

delivered speeches. The Congress Committee appealed to the Solapur people to maintain 

peace on the following day, being cautioned by the fiery speeches of the previous night and 
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their possible consequences4 However, due to the demonstrations and speeches the air in the 

city had already risen high.   

 The patriot Jaju, Tulashidas Jadhav and others were appealing for peace and 

tolerance. But, people’s rage kept growing. A riot broke out near the Laxmi Vishnu Mill on 

7th May which was followed by a conflict between the police and the workers. The 

demonstrators went to the railway quarters and set the toll booth on fire. The demonstrators 

were mocking at the police. At some places the police were made to wear the Gandhi caps. 

There were arranged meetings and demonstrations through out the day. All in all, the anti-

British atmosphere prevailed. 

 Solapur gave angry reactions to the arrest of Veer Nariman and Jamanalal Bajaj on 8th 

May. There was carried out a procession involving exhibition of the photograph of Veer 

Nariman by Jagannath Shinde, Kavi Kunjvihari, Qurban Hussein and Dr Antrolikar. 

Ramkrushna Jaju, Rambhau Rajawade, Tulashidas Jadhav, Sheth Gulabchand, Malappa 

Dhanshetti and others took part in the procession. The procession was too huge to be 

controlled by the leaders who had undertaken it. One of the factions of the procession went 

destroying the shindi trees, when the procession reached Bali square. Being apprised of this 

development, Mr Night, the then Collector of Solapur went to the spot with police force. The 

leaders of the procession had no idea about these developments. Nine of those demonstrators 

were held by the police. It was a fact that all the arrested were not the Satyagrahis. The mob 

demanded the police to set free the arrested men. It was a mob of around nine thousand 

people. When Shankar Shivdare, a young demonstrator, went to the Collector pleading 

release of the arrested persons, he was shot dead. The mob now became highly angry. 

Malappa Dhanshetti had to intervene and save Collector’s life. However, the thankless 

Collector ordered the police to fire, before he went away. Several demonstrators got injured 

in the police firing.  

 The irate mob then killed two police constables of the Mangalwar Peth police station 

and they set the station on fire. The mob went to the court and burnt the documents there. It 

destroyed the wine shop in Shukrawar Peth. The British officials had to take asylum at the 

railway station, in order to save their lives. Mr Night ordered further police firing in the city. 

A total of 103 fires were shot which killed twenty five innocent persons and injured fifty5 

 From 9th to 12th May Solapur hardly had the governance of the British. The Congress 

Committee, in the absence of the British administration, managed the transactions in the city, 

including the traffic. Thus, Solapur was the only city in India to have experienced 

independence of four days before the nation got free. At 8.30 pm on 12th May the Martial law 
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was enforced. The leaders were arrested. The first blow had to be received by the mill 

workers. On 13th May the workers, who started for their daily duty, had to face the wrath of 

the military. The use of Gandhi cap was banned. Tulashidas Jadhav, Secretary, Congress 

Committee, was beaten, because he had refused to remove the Gandhi cap. Jagannath Shinde, 

Malappa Dhanshetti, Qurban Hussein and Kisan Sarada were tried and awarded death 

sentence for their alleged participation in the demonstrations in Solapur. The other leaders too 

were punished.  

 Qurban Hussein, one of the convicted youngster, was a disciple of Dr Antrolikar, the 

workers’ leader6 Jagannath Shinde too was a mill worker. Narayanrao Adam, the 

demonstrator who took an active part in setting the police station on fire was a mill worker. 

Tulashidas Jadhav, who had said no to removing the Gandhi cap, too was a mill worker. Kavi 

Kunjvihari, the famous poet known for his patriotic poetry, was another mill worker. He was 

announced one year’s rigorous imprisonment and a fine of Rs. 2000/-. Dr Antrolikar, who 

motivated and led the demonstrations in the city, was a leader of the mill workers. It was the 

workers unity which happened to be the backbone of the Civil Disobedience campaign in 

Solapur. The considerable participation of the workers in the national struggle inspired one of 

the Russian leaders to declare the city as ‘Solapur Commune’.7 The workers showed limitless 

patriotism and dedication to the national struggle. The intensity of their devotion made 

Solapur free of the British governance for four days. The British administration had to use 

military power and clamp Martial Law. The history of Indian freedom struggle has celebrated 

the Solapur workers struggle against the British governance in red letters. The martyrs of 

Solapur have equaled the sacrifice of Bhagatsingh, Sukhdev, Rajguru and others. As a result, 

Pandit Nehru recognized Solapur as ‘Sholapur’. Thus, the struggle, which was realized by the 

mill workers of Solapur, has been recognized at both national and international levels. 
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Abstract 
The root of Indian languages is found in native tradition. So language of people acquires an important 

place in nativism. Nativism advocates that one should write in native language, first language i.e. in the 
language of people as naturally as breathing. Though there is great importance given to the language in 
nativism, it expects the language of huge group of people. The language of the high class that has been 
corrupted by the influence of Brahmo-English is not expected. As common men were unable to understand 
Sanskrit, Gautama Buddha (Pali), Mahaveera (Ardhamagadhi), Basaveshwara (Kannada), Jnaneshwara and 
Chakradhara (Marathi) and so on used the language of people.  Nemade’s nativistic anti-English attitude is 
Gandhian, which draws our attention to the central literary process in the Indian languages which are deeply 
rooted in the life of the people with the tradition of two thousand years. Mahatma Gandhi’s awareness about 
native language was extremely mature. That is why in his education plan the study of mother tongue is at the 
forefront. He also advocates that the medium of instruction should be the mother tongue.  

Language of People : A Nativistic Literary Canon 
Nativism seems to have been gradually emerging in recent years through the 

collective efforts of intellectuals like M.N. Srinivas (in Sociology), Romila Thapar and 

Ranjeet Guha (History), Anil Seal and Partha Chatterjee (Political Science), Sudhir Kakkar 

(Psychology) and Meenakshi Mukherjee and Bhalchandra Nemade (Literary Criticism). 

Nativism goes farther than Internationalism and appeals not only Internationalism but also 

Universalism because it has an important role to play not only in literary criticism but also in 

the other areas of our intellectual endeavour.  The present work is a beginning in the direction 

of formulating a well-considered and multi-dexterous response to the serious cultural 

challenges of our times. The present researcher would explore the Socio-Economic ideologies 

which connect with the power structure and power relations in India, since the cultural 

conflict between center and periphery proves literature as an institution.  

While introducing what modern India has offered to the world by way of literary 

achievement, John Oliver Perry, in his article in the World Literature Today has pointed out 

that: 

Deshivad (nativism) is the positive term advanced by Bhalchandra Nemade to start a 

nationwide literary movement emphasizing India’s many regional languages and 

cultures, a movement just now being widely recognized and challenged1. 

However, M.H. Abram’s A Glossary of Literary Terms (1993) does not contain site any 

reference to nativism.  Even the fourth edition of J. A. Cuddon’s Dictionary of Literary Terms 

and Literary Theory (1999) does not include it. This volume has included all the –isms: from 

the period of Aristotle to the present one, but it fails to pay any attention to nativism. 
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Bhalchandra Nemade is one of the celebrated novelists, poets and distinguished critics 

of India. He is, definitely, an unusual phenomenon in the contemporary Indian literature. He 

is the only thinker who has made much impact on contemporary intellectuals and litterateurs. 

He advocated Nativism (Deshivad) in modern literature. No doubt, he gave keen practical 

insight and systematic treatment to modern literature. His literary theory, Nativism, is logical 

and analytical, which greatly influenced the modern literature. He launched the concept 

Nativism in literature. The systematic Marathi literary criticism too begins with him. He has 

written the famous novels Kosala, Bidar, Hool, Jarila, Jhul and Hindu. These works are 

highly welcomed because they are rationalistic commentary on the theory of Nativism. His 

theory is certainly inspired by Mahatma Phule, Mahatma Gandhi and Gautama Buddha. 

Definitely, his theory is applicable to the literary life of India. It would not be wrong to call 

his theory the richest but rare treasure to Indian literature. In a word we may say that 

Bhalchandra Nemade is the father of Nativism. This revolutionary but the challengeable 

concept has created revolution in Indian Bhasha tradition; when it was emerged. In this 

article an attempt has been made to study, analyze and assess Language of People as a 

Nativistic Literary Value in Indian critical discourse.  

Language of People 

The root of Indian languages is found in native tradition. So language of people 

acquires an important place in nativism. Nativism advocates that one should write in native 

language, first language i.e. in the language of people as naturally as breathing. Regarding 

why a Marathi writer should write in Marathi, the views of renowned vocalist Lata 

Mangeshkar are very significant. In her inaugural speech at Akhil Bharatiya Marathi Sahitya 

Sammelan, held at Alandi she said,    

 It is painful to note that Marathi language, in which thousands of literary types such as 

saint poetry, panditi poetry, ballads, modern poetry, story, novel, essay etc. were and 

are being written, has deteriorating condition in the  present era. Marathi medium 

schools lack students and parents strive to get admissions for their children in English 

medium schools. If it is possible for us to get the nourishing milk of our mother, why 

do we drink powder milk? The country has got freedom, but won’t our Psychological 

slavery end?2 

For the first time, it seems that Lata Mangeshkar has openly placed nativism in Sahitya 

Sammelan. Is it a need of her own, culture or of Marathi people? 
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While raising some objections against nativism Ashok Shahane, in an interview taken 

by Manohar Joshi, Nitin Rindhe and Abhijeet Deshpande admitted that Bhalchandra Nemade 

is the father of Nativism. In the same interview he further says,  

 ‘Nowadays, Nemade, Patil have advocated that one should write in one’s own 

language. They have not considered a simple thing that approximately each individual from 

the country is bilingual. It is the problem of the person who writes, the writer has the wish to 

select the language. Haven’t we accepted Nemade’s writing though he has written in Marathi 

instead of writing in Ahirani? 3 

As Shahane says each individual from our country is bilingual, then he might ask why 

Laxman Mane has not written Upara in Kaikadi language? He might say that nandiwale, 

vadar should write in their own language. Konkanis1 have written in Konkani. Later Konkani 

acquired the separate status of language also. Vadar, Nandiwale, native musalman etc. groups 

and also Marwadi and Sindhi are living in Maharashtra. They have to get education in 

Marathi. As their linguistic culture is created in Marathi they have to reflect themselves from 

this language only. Each individual from India is not only bilingual but a polyglot. In this 

connection Nemade says, 

 As our village was situated at the border of Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat and 

Maharashtra, there were Hindi, Urdu and Marathi languages in use. Our Marathi was 

considered a dialect of Gujarati. But a British officer, by mistake, thought it a dialect 

of Marathi and our village was pushed into Maharashtra. Actually it should have been 

there in Madhya Pradesh and I would have become a Hindi speaker then4. 

It can be admitted that in such circumstances Nemade might have become a Hindi 

writer. In this regard Makarand Paranjape’s stand seems appropriate. According to him, ‘the 

distinctions between different languages themselves seem to be extremely difficult to fix: for 

example Hindi and Urdu, Braj and Hindi, Marwari and Gujarati, and so on. That is why 

major figures like Vidyapati and Meera are claimed by more than one region and linguistic 

community5. 

It means that the social groups in India are basically polyglot and the writer who gets 

the opportunity to express himself uses the language of that group. Basically language is 

custom oriented and approved by people. So the language of people of that particular land 

becomes the medium of expression. P. E. Sonkambale has written his auto-biography in 

Mahari-dialect. Sonkambale got the scope to use this real native-Marathi because of nativistic 

movement only. Had he written it in Brahminized standard Marathi, it would have become a 

pseudo work, devoid of linguistic action. Makarand Paranjape says that there is a persistence 
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of one language in nativism. The impact of literature produced in native language was 

influential up to the advent of Britishers; there was a fruitful interaction between Indian 

languages. So Namdeva-Vidyapati and Meera composed bilingual verses. Similarly Kabir, 

Gurunanak, Rohidas and Jafar also composed bilingual verses. But it is important to note that 

all these languages were native, not foreign. The roots of all these languages (Punjabi, Hindi, 

Bengali, Gujarati, etc.) are in India only, not in Europe. Even today all languages in India for 

example Marathi-Punjabi are different; but it cannot be neglected that each language has a 

unique Indian style. Which language to be selected for writing is not the question of a writer 

but it is a question of the group in which the writer lives. Now, if one decides to write in 

French, only because one has studied French, what is its use? For whom and what will one 

write? J. M. Synge went to Paris to become a writer. There he met W. B. Yeats. Yeats 

advised him to return to his own land and write in his own language i.e. language of his 

people. J. M. Synge used the language of Aran land for his works. He is considered a great 

writer only because of his texts written in the language of people.  

  A great Kannada writer Kuvempu (Kuppali Venkatappagowda Puttappa), in his early 

period, used to write in English. When James H. Cousins, an Irish writer, visited India, 

Kuvempu showed his poems to Cousins. After careful reading, the first reaction of Cousins 

was ‘what all this stuff is?’ Kuvempu was surprised by this remark. He said that all his 

friends praised him; even the teachers encouraged him to write in English. Cousins said all 

that writing was good for Indians, but from the native speaker’s point of view it was childish. 

Cousins advised Kuvempu to write in his own mother tongue i.e. Kannada. Kuvempu said 

that his language is not so strong and powerful, there are no strong words in the language to 

express the strong feelings. Cousins said that each language has its own strength. Once you 

use it you will realize its power and glory. Kuvempu’s next doubt was how these thoughts 

could reach to the readers of the world, especially those who do not know Kannada. Cousins 

assured Kuvempu not to worry about that. People will translate it into English and the 

thoughts would reach to the world. Then onwards Kuvempu used Kannada i.e. language of 

his people for his writing. In an interview given in his later period Kuvempu reflected that he 

was wrong to say that his language is not strong to express the proper feelings. His mother 

tongue is rich and splendid; it bears the wealth of whole world in it 6.                                                                

Rabindranath Tagore, in 1913, (when he went to receive his Nobel Prize), was invited 

by Prof. J. E. Carpenter of Manchester College, Oxford to conduct religious prayer for the 

Indians living there. From the letter by Rabindranath Tagore it seems that Prof. Carpenter 

might have asked him to conduct the service in English. To this Rabindranath’s answer was 
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very remarkable. It suggests Rabindranath’s native attitude and love for mother tongue. In his 

letter written to Prof. Carpenter, Rabindranath writes7,   

        37 Alfred Place 
        South Kensington 
        9 May 1913 
Dear Dr Carpenter, 

Many thanks for your kind invitation to stay at your house while I am at Oxford which I 

accept with great pleasure. 

It is beyond my power to hold any divine service in English but if Bengali would suit my 

countrymen you can fix a time on Sunday 23rd. 

        Very sincerely yours 
                   Rabindranath Tagore 
 
In his next letter Rabindranath Tagore informed Prof. Carpenter that he would arrive there on 

21st and depart after dinner on 22nd which clearly indicates that the Indians living there didn’t 

like the idea of conducting a prayer in Bengali. Rabindranath Tagore was a true nativist. He 

wrote all his literature in Bengali and translated it into English. For him also the divine 

service is an act which is closely related to one’s unconscious mind.     

Though the language of all the groups in Maharashtra is Marathi, there remains a 

definite influence of sub language and sub culture. For example- though Nemade has not 

written in Ahirani, there is an impression of Khandeshi in his novels. Similarly, there is an 

impression of Mandeshi language in Madgulkar’s writings. That is, though a novel is written 

in Marathi language there is a trace of Indianness in it. It cannot be forgotten that the novels 

written in Marathi-Bengali-Hindi-Punjabi-Tamil etc. belong to that languages respectively, 

still these are Indian novels. These languages have native Indian tradition. All literature in the 

world is identified by the name of the country in which it is produced. For example French 

literature, American literature, English literature, Australian literature, German literature, 

African literature etc. now German literature is produced in German language, French 

literature is produced in French language, English literature is produced in English language, 

Chinese literature is produced in Chinese language and Japanese literature in Japanese 

language. The literature written in Indian languages is Indian literature only; but due to 

various languages and due to the tradition of conflict of Bhasha literature against Margi, we 

call it Marathi-Bengali-Punjabi- etc literature. If any Indian writes in any native language or 

creates a work of art in any oral language it would be appropriate to consider and call it 

Indian literature.  
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Though there is great importance given to the language in nativism, it expects the 

language of huge group of people. The language of the high class that has been corrupted by 

the influence of Brahmo-English is not expected. As common men were unable to understand 

Sanskrit, Gautama Buddha used the language of people (Pali). But unfortunately that 

tradition is broken after Yadav period. As the Peshwa rule was completely of Brahmins, 

naturally there was a great influence of Sanskrit on Marathi. It widened the gap between 

Brahmins and non-Brahmins. The Marathiness of Mahanubhava and Saints was lost in 

Peshwa period only. Marathi had got the status of Brahmanized language. Consequently only 

Brahmin part was being reflected in literature. If by using Brahmin dialect, Brahmin-life is to 

be portrayed, then it doesn’t matter if a Brahmin writer would write in his own language, as 

P. E. Sonkamble has picturised the Mahar life in his Mahari dialect. Various dialects got 

space in Marathi and made it rich and prosperous. Otherwise by being Margi it would have 

been ended. But unfortunately during the post-independence period all the Brahmins as well 

as non-Brahmins, started writing in the corrupted Brahminized Marathi. So the native form of 

original Marathi was lost. Jotirao Phule had proved that such Brahminized Marathi would 

never become the language of the mass. He raised voice against Brahminized Marathi and 

accepted Marathi which was being spoken by the common people. This awareness of Jotirao 

preserves the notion of native Marathi tradition. Jotirao deliberately made use of the language 

of Bahujan Samaj (masses); but later unfortunately the bahujan samaj also could not 

understand the importance of Phule’s action. As bahujan samaj also started creating literature 

using Brahminized forms, the whole bahujan samaj went away from literature itself. 

After their advent in India, Britishers started providing English education; but it was 

influenced by Macaulay’s style of inverted pyramid. Naturally, first the Brahmins started 

acquiring English. Due to the end of Peshwa rule they had to worship Britishers. In this way 

they kept all educational system in their control only. So Marathi got the form of English-

Sanskrit. As simple nature of Marathi ended, bahujans started calling Marathi a difficult 

language than English. Even today Marathi people consider Marathi a difficult language than 

English. In this regard V. R. Shinde writes about the effect of English on Marathi in his 

Diary8,  

Let me conclude by referring to my- perhaps a whimsical- opinion on a delicate issue. 

Nowadays, the so called Marathi language which we, the English educated people, speak and 

write, is incomprehensible to illiterate masses, particularly, people from rural area. The 

reason is though the words we employ are Marathi; our ideas are English and not as such  

understandable on elementary level. Pure Marathi existed from Jnaneshwar to Tukaram. 
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Moropant was the first to corrupt it. Gradually being corrupted, it sustained its life, somehow, 

up to Lokahitwadi and Jotiba Phule. But Chiplunkar suffocated it. Tilak and Haribhau Apate 

put last sips into its mouth; but that were proved last only. Today, we are copying English-

Sanskrit exemplar of Chiplunkar covetously9. 

Very few writers became aware of the fact that this English-Sanskrit exemplar should 

not be copied into Marathi. All over Maharashtra, except Pune, people use dialects of Marathi 

for their routine communication. There remained no relation of Puneri dialect and literature 

with the rest of Maharashtra. The work of Little Magazine movement with reference to 

language is noteworthy. They tried to reduce the gap between spoken and written language. 

After Jotirao Phule’s death, the Little Magazines made the language alive and progressive. 

That’s why nativism appeared in literary criticism in post 1960s, accords an important place 

to the language of bahujan’s in literature. The roots of these are found in the linguistic style 

of Jotirao Phule.  

Approximately during the post 1960, new winds started blowing in literary field. 

These created a tendency in various castes and communities to ward off the monopoly of 

Brahmin language and literary culture. Through the movement of little Magazines a sub-

movement namely Dalit literature emerged. Dalit stories, poetry, auto-biographies were 

confidently produced. Out of it emerged representative Indian poets like Namdev Dhasal. As 

the post 1960 generation threw away the literary signs of language, bahujan samaj acquired 

the confidence of writing. The Rural (Gramin) and Dalit literature created out of caste and 

language sensibility is the result of nativism. The noveslists like Bhau Padhye, Bhalchandra 

Nemade, Anant Kadam, etc. have deliberately accepted the native prose style and faced the 

social reality. The post 1960 literature basically shows its relation with the native tradition of 

Phule-Gandhi and Ambedkar.  

Nativism advocates that everyone should write in his/her native language. It literally 

means one should not write in a foreign language. In Indian context this foreign language 

means English. In India such writing is published under the title Indian writing in English. 

Shantinath Desai has described such writing very ingeniously. He says9,  

Thus Indian Writing in English could easily become a part of Anglo-Indian writing, 

then of English literature, then of Commonwealth literature, and of course it is always 

part of Indian literature- though marginal. An entity which can get into at least 4 

circles- if one more circle is invented it would be a veritable Draupadi among 

literatures- with five husbands to cater to!                                                                                             
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From this we can discern what is the condition of our English writing in the world? Instead of 

saying the Indians should not write in English, it can be said that it is impossible for Indians 

to do creative writing in English. Because one must have acquired mastery over the language 

in which one wants to write something creative, and it is hardly possible to acquire native like 

fluency over the foreign language. In this connection Nemade writes10, “as the conceptual 

system that experiences are fixed similar to one’s native language, it becomes necessary that 

the content of the writers who write in foreign language should be dissolved, because they 

lack the capacity to use the subsystem of a foreign language. So they can only create pseudo-

prose of pseudo-poetry”. 

In Indian writing in English only the issue of creativity is important. Otherwise in the 

fields of science, technology etc., we don’t have any other option than English. Previously 

this need was fulfilled by Sanskrit-Prakrit and Parsi. Next, after the advent of Britishers, due 

to their requirement, we had to learn English. While fulfilling their requirement we have not 

got any other lingua-franka than English. Due to the influence of English our native style is 

destroyed, along with it the aesthetic system also collapsed. Bhalchandra Nemade has stated 

reasons of this. He says, the roots of English are in foreign land. Its use in India as national 

language is often continued as cultural-written-formal, rather than social-oral-dialogicf11.  

Yet, this language is limited to the higher class only. It is not the language of bahujans, but 

Makarand Paranjape notes a different view. He says,   

 English is the mother tongue of not just the Anglo-Indian “natives’ of India (as Vasant 

Palashikar admits), but also certainly one of the mother tongues if not the only mother 

tongue of an increasing number of urban Indians, besides being, to use Probal 

Dasgupta’s phrase, the ‘auntie tongue” of a vast body of other Indians, whose number 

may be as large as the population of France. Surely, the language with this kind of 

following and with a history of nearly two hundred years of domestication cannot be 

dismissed so easily as “alien” or “foreign” 5. 

To some extent Paranjape’s view is right. If one’s mother tongue is English, one is 

educated in English and whose environment is also English, then it is appropriate that he can 

write in English, but he has to make his way through native Indian English only. One should 

not try to fuse it with western culture. Otherwise the possibility of its becoming pseudo-

literature cannot be denied. 

An independent place has been allotted to English in multilingual environment of 

India. English is frequently used in the fields of science, technology and communication. It 

doesn’t mean that all other native Indian languages are subordinate to English. English has 
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similar rights to that of other Indian languages regarding creative writing. But as an 

international language Indian writing in English is ridiculous and dreadful. Shantinath Desai 

gave an example of a collection Ten Twentieth Century Indian Poets, edited by R. 

Parthasarathi. In this collection the selection of the poets is made of those who write in 

English. The question emerges ‘do the Indian poets write in English only?’ the title of this 

collection misleads the foreign readers. Actually it should be Ten Twentieth Century Indian 

Poets writing in English.  

An Indian writer experiences first in his / her own language, then translates it into 

other language. An Indian writer of international repute, Ashish Nandi says12, 

 “English is not my language. Though I have developed a taste for it, it was once 

forced upon me. Even now I often form my thoughts in my native Bengali and then 

translate when I have to put them down on paper”. 

It can be considered that all creative Indian writing in English is translation, because it 

slits the values of creativity. Throughout the world the writing in English, except in one’s 

own language or mother tongue is considered translation because these writers are 

subconsciously translating the native language into English.  

In English criticism nativism is used as a substitute term for Desivad. Even Nemade is 

also not an exception to this. If we want to translate Desi Murgi into English it is difficult 

because its translation as county hen, native chicken or country chicken would be 

inappropriate. In Indian contest desi ghee is always considered pure and of high quality. The 

quality of this desiness cannot be translated into English. So it would be appropriate to use 

the word desi as it is. 

  Mahatma Gandhi’s awareness about native language was extremely mature. That is 

why in his education plan the study of mother tongue is at the forefront. He also advocates 

that the medium of instruction should be the mother tongue. These views regarding creative 

writing and preservation of native language are quite appropriate. In Europe and America 

also many native languages have died. In England there exists no other language than 

English. Nativism strongly opposes this process of expulsion. Due to this our native language 

and native culture can be saved. It doesn’t mean that we should not come on the global map. 

If the place of Indian literature is to be made firm on the world map, the translation of works 

from true native Bhasha literature is essential, not through Indian writing in English. We can 

acquire a place of honour in world literature by translating into English the works of Shivram 

Karanth, Shantinath Desai, Bhalchandra Nemade, Bhau Padhye, Namdev Dhasal, Narayan 

Surve, U. R. Anant Murthy etc. French and German writers have made their literature popular 
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in the world in this way only. They have not created something like French or German 

writing in English.     
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†«îüŸÖ ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖ : ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö�ú ˆ¯ÖμÖãŒŸÖŸÖÖ  
†−ÖÓŸÖ ³ÖÖ‰ ¸üÖ¾Ö ×²Ö›ü¾Öê 

ÁÖß´ÖÖ−Ö ³ÖÖÅÃÖÖÆêü²Ö —ÖÖ›ü²Öã�êú ´ÖÆüÖ×¾Ö‘ÖÖ»ÖμÖ,  ²ÖÖ¿Öá 
 

ÃÖÖ¸üÖÓ¿Ö  
³ÖÖ¸üŸÖßμÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö ¯Ö¸Óü¯Ö¸êü“Öê †¾Ö»ÖÖê�ú−Ö �ú¸üŸÖÖ−ÖÖ ¯Öã¸üÖŸÖ−Ö �úÖôûÖŸÖß»Ö †Öª ¿ÖÓ�ú¸üÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ¯ÖÖÃÖæ−Ö ŸÖê  

–ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖ×¤ü ÃÖÓŸÖ´ÖÖ×»Ö� êú ¯ÖμÖÕŸÖ ŸÖÃÖê“Ö †Ö¬Öã×−Ö�ú �úÖôûÖŸÖß»Ö μÖÖê�Öß †¸üØ¾Ö¤ü, Ã¾ÖÖ´Öß ×¾Ö¾Öê�úÖ−ÖÓ¤ü, ¸üÖ´ÖŸÖß£ÖÔ ŸÖÃÖê“Ö »ÖÖê�ú´ÖÖ−μÖ 
×™üôû�ú, ´ÖÆüÖŸ´ÖÖ �ÖÖÓ¬Öß ¾Ö †Ö“ÖÖμÖÔ ×¾Ö−ÖÖê²ÖÖ ³ÖÖ¾Öë ¯ÖμÖÕŸÖ  ÃÖ¾ÖÖÕ“μÖÖ ˆ¯Ö¤êü¿ÖÖ“ÖÖ, ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“ÖÖ �ëú¦üØ²Ö¤æü ÆüÖ '†«îüŸÖ ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖ' †ÖÆêü, ÊÖ 
×−ÖÂ�úÂÖÖÔ ¯ÖÏŸÖ †Ö¯Ö�Ö μÖê‰ −Ö ¯ÖÖêÆü“ÖŸÖÖê. 

 †Öšü¾μÖÖ ¿ÖŸÖ�úÖŸÖß»Ö '²ÖÎÉ ÃÖŸμÖÓ •Ö�ÖŸÖË ×´Ö£μÖÖ' Æüß †Öª ¿ÖÓ�ú¸üÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ“Öß ‘ÖÖêÂÖ�ÖÖ, ²ÖÖ¸üÖ¾μÖÖ ¿ÖŸÖ�úÖŸÖß»Ö '´Æü�ÖÖî×−Ö •Ö�Ö 
†ÃÖ�úß…  ¾ÖÃŸÖã ¯ÖÏ³ÖÖ…  ÆüÖ –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖÓ“ÖÖ ×“Ö¤Ëü×¾Ö»ÖÖÃÖ¾ÖÖ¤ü, ÃÖÖêôûÖ¾μÖÖ ¿ÖŸÖ�úÖŸÖ 'ŸÖã•Ö ´Ö•Ö −ÖÖÆüß ³Öê¤ü… �êú»ÖÖ ÃÖÆü•Ö ×¾Ö−ÖÖê¤…'  †¿Öß 
ŸÖã�úÖ¸üÖ´ÖÖÓ−Öß ¯ÖÖÓ›ãü¸Óü�ÖÖÃÖÖê²ÖŸÖ �êú»Öê»Öß ÃÖ»Ö�Öß, ‡. ²ÖÖ²Öà“ÖÖ ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü � êú»ÖÖ †ÃÖŸÖÖ, μÖÖ ÃÖ¾ÖÖÕ“μÖÖ ´ÖæôûÖ¿Öß †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö †ÖÆêü Æêü 
»Ö�ÖÖŸÖ μÖêŸÖê.  ŸÖÃÖê“Ö Ã¾ÖÖŸÖÓ¡μÖ¯Öæ¾ÖÔ �úÖôûÖŸÖ Ã¾ÖÖ´Öß ×¾Ö¾Öê�úÖ−ÖÓ¤üÖÓ−Öß ÃÖÓ¯Öæ�ÖÔ ³ÖÖ¸üŸÖÖ»ÖÖ ×¤ü»Öê»ÖÖ †«îüŸÖÖ“ÖÖ ÃÖÓ¤êü¿Ö, »ÖÖê�ú´ÖÖ−μÖ ×™üôû�úÖÓ−Öß 
�ÖßŸÖÖ¸üÆüÃμÖÖŸÖæ−Ö �ú´ÖÔμÖÖê�Ö ÃÖÖÓ�Öæ−Ö ×²ÖÎ™üß¿ÖÖÓ“μÖÖ ×¾Ö¸üÖê¬ÖÖŸÖ •ÖÖ�ÖéŸÖ � êú»Öê»Öê ÃÖ´ÖÖ•Ö´Ö−Ö, †ÖÃÖŒŸÖß “ÖÖ ŸμÖÖ�Ö �ú¹ý−Ö  †ØÆüÃÖÖ ¾ÖÎŸÖ 
†Ö“Ö¸ü�μÖÖÃÖ ÃÖÖÓ�Ö�ÖÖ¸üÖ ´ÖÆüÖŸ´ÖÖ �ÖÖÓ¬Öß•Öà“ÖÖ '†−ÖÖÃÖÛŒŸÖμÖÖê�Ö', '²ÖÎÉ ÃÖŸμÖÓ •Ö�ÖŸÖË Ã±æúŸÖá' μÖÖ †»ÖÖî×�ú�ú ‘ÖÖêÂÖ�Öê«üÖ¸êü †Ö“ÖÖμÖÔ 
×¾Ö−ÖÖê²ÖÖ ³ÖÖ¾Öë−Öß μÖ¿ÖÃ¾Öß �ú¹ý−Ö ¤üÖ�Ö×¾Ö»Öê»Öß '³Öæ¤üÖ−Ö “Öôû¾Öôû', μÖÖ †¿ÖÖ ÃÖ¾ÖÔ ‘Ö™ü−ÖÖÓ“ÖÖ ÃÖÓ²ÖÓ¬Ö †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ¿Öß �úÃÖÖ μÖêŸÖÖê ?  
μÖÖ“Öê ¾Ö�ÖÔ−Ö ¯ÖÏÃŸÖæŸÖ ÃÖÓ¿ÖÖê¬Ö−Ö »Öê�ÖÖ´Ö¬μÖê �ú¸ü�μÖÖŸÖ †Ö»Öê †ÖÆêü. 

 μÖÖ ÃÖ¾ÖÔ ×¾Ö¤Ëü¾ÖÖ−ÖÖÓ“μÖÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“Öê ´Öæôû †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö †ÖÆêü †ÃÖê ´Æü�ÖÖ¾Öê »ÖÖ�ÖŸÖê.  •ÖÖê £ÖÖê›üÖ±úÖ¸ü ³Öê¤ü •ÖÖ�Ö¾ÖŸÖÖê ŸÖÖê 
ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖŸÖß»Ö −ÖÃÖæ−Ö ´ÖÖÓ›ü�ÖßŸÖß»Ö †ÖÆêü. ŸÖ¢�úÖ»Öß−Ö ¯Ö×¸üÛÃ£ÖŸÖß»ÖÖ †−Öã»Ö�Öæ−Ö ¾Ö ÃÖ´ÖÖ•ÖÖŸÖß»Ö †Ö¾Ö¿μÖ�ú ²ÖÖ²Öà“ÖÖ ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü �ú¹−Ö 
ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“Öß ´ÖÖÓ›ü�Öß �êú»Öê»Öß †ÃÖŸÖê, ŸμÖÖ´Öãôêû †ÃÖÖ ³Öê¤ü †Ö¯Ö»μÖÖ»ÖÖ •ÖÖ�Ö¾ÖŸÖÖê. 

¯ÖÏÃŸÖÖ¾Ö−ÖÖ 
 ³ÖÖ¸üŸÖßμÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö ¯Ö¸Óü¯Ö¸Óü´Ö¬μÖê †Öª ¿ÖÓ�ú¸üÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ“ÖÖ †«îüŸÖ ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖ, ¸üÖ´ÖÖ−Öã•ÖÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ“ÖÖ ×¾Ö×¿ÖÂ™üÖ«îüŸÖ¾ÖÖ¤ü, 

´Ö¬¾ÖÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ“ÖÖ «îüŸÖ¾ÖÖ¤ü, ¾Ö»»Ö³ÖÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ“ÖÖ ¿Öã¨üÖ«îüŸÖ¾ÖÖ¤ü †Ö×�Ö Ø−Ö²Ö�úÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ“ÖÖ «îüŸÖÖ«îüŸÖ¾ÖÖ¤ü μÖÖ ÃÖ¾ÖÔ ×ÃÖ¨üÖÓŸÖÖ´Ö¬μÖê 

†ŸμÖÓŸÖ ¯ÖÏ³ÖÖ¾Öß¯Ö�Öê ´ÖÖÓ›ü»Öê»ÖÖ, †−Ö−μÖÃÖÖ¬ÖÖ¸ü�Ö †ÃÖê ´ÖÆü¢¾Ö †ÃÖ»Öê»ÖÖ †Öª ¿ÖÓ�ú¸üÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ“ÖÖ '†«îüŸÖ ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖ' μÖÖ 

ÃÖ¾ÖÔ ×ÃÖ¨ÓÖŸÖÖ“ÖÖ ´Öã�æú™ü´Ö�Öß ÃÖ´Ö•Ö»ÖÖ •ÖÖŸÖÖê.  †Öª ¿ÖÓ�ú¸üÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ“Öê ¯Ö¸ü´Ö�Öã¹ý ÁÖß. �ÖÖî›ü¯ÖÖ¤üÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ“Öß '´ÖÖÓ›æüŒμÖ 

ˆ¯Ö×−ÖÂÖ¤ü �úÖ×¸ü�úÖ' †«îüŸÖ ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖÖ“ÖÖ ¯ÖÖμÖÖ ´ÖÖ−Ö»Öß •ÖÖŸÖê. 

 ¿Ö¸üß¸ü³ÖÖÂμÖ, ¯ÖÓ“Ö¯ÖÖ×¤ü�úÖ, ²ÖéÆü¤üÖ¸ü�μÖ³ÖÖÂμÖÖ¾Ö¸üß»Ö ¾ÖÖÙŸÖ�ú, −ÖîÂ�ú´μÖÔ×ÃÖ¨üß, ³ÖÖ´ÖŸÖß, ÃÖÓ�Öê¯Ö-¿ÖÖ¸üß×¸ü�ú, 

�ÖÓ›ü�Ö´ÖÓ›ü−Ö�ÖÖª, ¯ÖÓ“Ö¤ü¿Öß, ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖÃÖÖ¸ü, ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖ¯Ö×¸ü³ÖÖÂÖÖ, ×ÃÖ¨üÖÓŸÖ »Öê¿Ö, ×ÃÖ¨ÓüÖŸÖØ²Ö¤æü, †«îüŸÖ×ÃÖ¨üß ¾Ö †«îüŸÖ´ÖÖê¤ü, 

Æêü †«îüŸÖ ´ÖŸÖ ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖ¯ÖÖ¤ü−Ö �ú¸ü�ÖÖ¸êü ¯ÖÏ´Öã�Ö “ÖÖî¤üÖ �ÖÏÓ£Ö ´ÖÖ−Ö»Öê •ÖÖŸÖÖŸÖ. 

 ³ÖÖ¸üŸÖßμÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“ÖÖ †³μÖÖÃÖ ŸÖß−Ö ¯ÖÏ�úÖ¸êü —ÖÖ»Öê»ÖÖ †Öœüôæû−Ö μÖêŸÖÖê.  ¯Ö×Æü»ÖÖ ¯ÖÏ�úÖ¸ü ÃÖÖÓ¯ÖÏ¤üÖ×μÖ�ú 

¯Ö¨üŸÖß“ÖÖ,  ¤ãüÃÖ¸üÖ ¯ÖÏ�úÖ¸ü μÖã¸üÖê¯ÖßμÖ ×¾Ö¤Ëü¾ÖÖ−ÖÖÓ“μÖÖ ¯ÖÖ‰ »ÖÖ¾Ö¸ü ¯ÖÖ‰ »Ö šêü¾Ö�ÖÖ·μÖÖ ´Öã�μÖŸÖ: ´ÖÖŒÃÖÔ¾ÖÖ¤üÖ¾Ö¸ü ×¾Ö¿ÖêÂÖ ³Ö¸ü 

¤êü�ÖÖ·μÖÖÓ“ÖÖ, ŸÖ¸ü ×ŸÖÃÖ¸üÖ ¯ÖÏ�úÖ¸ü ²Öã×¨ü¾ÖÖ¤üÖ“μÖÖ ¾Ö ˆ¯Ö»Ö²¬Ö ¯Öã¸üÖ¾μÖÖ“μÖÖ †Ö¬ÖÖ¸êü ¾Ö �úÖ»¯Ö×−Ö�úŸÖê�ú›êü −Ö  

—Öã�ú�ÖÖ·μÖÖÓ“ÖÖ ÆüÖêμÖ.  ¯Ö¸ÓüŸÖã ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“ÖÖ †³μÖÖÃÖ �ú¸üŸÖÖ−ÖÖ ÃÖÓŸÖÖ−Öß ´ÖÖÓ›ü»Öê»μÖÖ †ÖŸ´ÖÖê¨üÖ¸üÖ“Öß �Ö¸ü•Ö ŸÖÃÖê“Ö 
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¤êü¿Ö�úÖ»Ö ¯Ö×¸üÛÃ£ÖŸÖß−ÖãÃÖÖ¸ü ¾ÖÃŸÖã×−ÖÂšü¯Ö�Öê ´ÖÖ−Ö¾Öß ´Öæ»μÖÖÓ“μÖÖ •ÖÖê¯ÖÖÃÖ−Öê�ú›êü ×¤ü»Öê»Öê ×¾Ö¿ÖêÂÖ »Ö�Ö, ÃÖÓŸÖÖ“μÖÖ ¯ÖÖšüß¿Öß 

†ÃÖ»Öê»Öê  †−Öã³ÖæŸÖß“Öê ¿ÖÖÃ¡Ö †¿ÖÖ ¯Öã−Ö¹ý••Öß¾Ö−Ö ¾ÖÖ¤üß ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸üÖÓ“ÖÖ ÃÖ�ÖÖê»Ö ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü ¾ÆüÖμÖ»ÖÖ Æü¾ÖÖ.  ÆüÖ ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü �ú¸üßŸÖ 

†ÃÖŸÖÖ−ÖÖ ÃÖÓŸÖÖÓ−Öß ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖ¯ÖÖ¤ü»Öê»Öß †ÖŸ´ÖÖê¨üÖ¸üÖ“Öß �Ö¸ü•Ö, ´ÖÖ−Ö¾Öß ´Öæ»μÖÖÓ“Öß •ÖÖê¯ÖÖÃÖ−ÖÖ, †−Öã³ÖæŸÖß“Öê ¿ÖÖÃ¡Ö μÖÖ ÃÖ¾ÖÖÕ−ÖÖ 

‹�ú ´Öæ»Ö³ÖæŸÖ ¯Ö×¸ü´ÖÖ�Ö †ÖÆêü ŸÖê ´Æü�Ö•Öê '†«îüŸÖ ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖ' ÆüÖêμÖ.  μÖÖ †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“ÖÖ ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü ¯Öãœüß»Ö¯ÖÏ´ÖÖ�Öê �êú»Öê»ÖÖ 

†Öœüôæû−Ö μÖêŸÖÖê. 

 †Öª ¿ÖÓ�ú¸üÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ“μÖÖ ²ÖÎÉÃÖæ¡Ö ³ÖÖÂμÖÖŸÖß»Ö Ô³ÖÖ¾ÖÓ ŸÖã ²ÖÖ¤ü¸üÖμÖ�ÖÖêƒÛÃŸÖ ×Æü '…… (²ÖÎÉÃÖæ¡Ö - 1/3/33)1 μÖÖ 

ÃÖæ¡ÖÖ¾Ö¸üß»Ö ³ÖÖÂμÖÖŸÖæ−Ö †Öšü¾μÖÖ ¿ÖŸÖ�úÖŸÖß»Ö ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö�ú ¯Ö×¸üÛÃ£ÖŸÖß“ÖÖ †Ó¤üÖ•Ö μÖêŸÖÖê.  †Ö“ÖÖμÖÖÕ“μÖÖ �úÖôûÖŸÖ 

¤êü¾ÖÖ¾Ö¸üß»Ö ÁÖ¨üÖ, ×−ÖÂšüÖ ÊÖ ›üôû´ÖôûßŸÖ —ÖÖ»μÖÖ ÆüÖêŸμÖÖ.  ÃÖÖ¾ÖÔ³ÖÖî´Ö ‹�ú“Ö ¸üÖ•ÖÖ Ø�ú¾ÖÖ ¸üÖ•ÖÃÖ¢ÖÖ −Ö¾ÆüŸÖß.  ¸üÖ•ÖÃÖæμÖ 

μÖ–ÖÖ“Öê ˆ¤üÖÆü¸ü�Ö ¤êü¾Öæ−Ö †Ö“ÖÖμÖÖÕ−Öß ¾Ö�ÖÖÔÁÖ´ÖÖÓ“ÖÖ †¾μÖ¾ÖÛÃ£ÖŸÖ¯Ö�ÖÖ ¾Ö �úÖê»Ö´Ö›ü»Öê»Öß ÃÖ´ÖÖ•Ö¾μÖ¾ÖÃ£ÖÖ ÊÖ ¾Ö †¿ÖÖ 

²ÖÖ²Öà“Öê ¾Ö�ÖÔ−Ö �êú»Öê †ÖÆêü. 

 ³ÖÏ×´ÖŸÖ —ÖÖ»Öê»Öê ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö�ú, ¬ÖÖÙ´Ö�ú •Öß¾Ö−Ö, ¯Ö¸üÃ¯Ö¸üÖÓ“ÖÖ «êüÂÖ, ´ÖŸÖ´ÖŸÖÖÓŸÖ¸üÖ“ÖÖ �Ö»Ö²Ö»ÖÖ, †ÖŸ´ÖÖê¨üÖ¸üÖ“ÖÖ 

×¾ÖÃÖ¸ü †¿ÖÖ ¯Ö×¸üÛÃ£ÖŸÖßŸÖ †Ö“ÖÖμÖÖÕ−Öß †«îüŸÖ ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖÖ“Öê ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖ¯ÖÖ¤ü−Ö �ú¹ý−Ö ÃÖ¾ÖÖÕ−ÖÖ ‹�úÖ ÃÖæ¡ÖÖŸÖ ²ÖÖÓ¬Ö�μÖÖ“ÖÖ ¯ÖÏμÖŸ−Ö 

�êú»ÖÖ. 

 †Ö“ÖÖμÖÖÕ−Öß ²ÖÎÉÖ»ÖÖ“Ö ÃÖŸμÖ ´ÖÖ−Ö»Öê ¾Ö ‡ŸÖ¸ü ÃÖ¾ÖÔ Ã£Öæ»Ö •Ö�ÖŸÖ ×´Ö£μÖÖ2 ´ÖÖ−Ö»Öê. Ô†�Ö�›ü ÃÖÛ““Ö¤üÖ−Ö−¤-ü 

´Ö¾ÖÖ’Ë ´Ö−ÖÃÖ�ÖÖê“Ö¸ü´ÖË…  †ÖŸ´ÖÖ−Ö´Ö×�Ö»ÖÖ ¬ÖÖ¸ü´ÖÖÁÖμÖêƒ³ÖßÂ™ü ×ÃÖ¨üμÖê'……3  Æêü ²ÖÎÉÖ“Öê Ã¾Öº ¯Ö, ŸÖÃÖê“Ö ³Öê¤ü ³ÖÖÃÖŸÖÖŸÖ ŸÖê 

−ÖÖ´Öº ¯ÖÖ´Öãôêû ¾Ö μÖÖ ³Öê¤üÖ“Öê �úÖ¸ü�Ö †×¾ÖªÖ †ÖÆêü, ‡Ô¿¾Ö¸ü ÃÖ¾ÖÔ–Ö †ÖÆêü, ²ÖÎÉ Æêü“Ö •Ö�ÖÖ“Öê �úÖ¸ü�Ö, ²ÖÎÉ Æêü ¾ÖéŸ“ÖîŸÖ−μÖ 

−ÖÃÖæ−Ö  ÃÖÖ×�Ö“ÖîŸÖ−μÖ †ÖÆêü,  ²ÖÎÉ³Öê¤ü¸ü×ÆüŸÖ  †Ö×�Ö  ×−Ö�ÖãÔ�Ö †ÖÆêü, •Ö�Ö  ×´Ö£μÖÖ  †ÖÆêü,  ¯ÖÓ“Ö�úÖê¿Ö  ¿Ö¸üß¸ü  ÃÖÓ�ú»¯Ö−ÖÖ     

–ÖÖ−ÖÖ−Öê“Ö ´ÖÖê�Ö¯ÖÏÖÛ¯ŸÖ ‡. †¿ÖÖ ×ÃÖ¨üÖÓŸÖÖÓ“Öß “Ö“ÖÖÔ †Ö“ÖÖμÖÖÕ−Öß †Ö¯Ö»μÖÖ ¾Öê�Ö¾Öê�ÖóμÖÖ ³ÖÖÂμÖÖÓ´Ö¬μÖê �êú»Öß †ÖÆêü.  ŸÖÃÖê“Ö 

ÃÖÖ¬Ö−Ö“ÖŸÖãÂ™ü¶, ´ÖÖμÖÖ¾ÖÖ¤ü, ÃÖ¢ÖÖ¡ÖμÖÖ“ÖÖ ×ÃÖ¨üÖÓŸÖ, ¯Ö¸üÖ ×¾ÖªÖ †Ö×�Ö †¯Ö¸üÖ ×¾ÖªÖ μÖÖÓ ˆ¯Ö×ÃÖ¨üÖÓŸÖÖÓ“Öê ¤êü�Öß»Ö ×¾Ö¾Öê“Ö−Ö 

†Ö“ÖÖμÖÖÕ−Öß �êú»Öê †ÖÆêü.  †Ö“ÖÖμÖÖÕ−Öß ¾Ö¸üß»Ö ¯ÖÏ´ÖÖ�Öê ´ÖÖÓ›ü»Öê»Öê ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö †«îüŸÖ ×ÃÖ¨ÓüÖŸÖ ´Æü�Öæ−Ö †Öêôû�Ö»Öê •ÖÖŸÖê. 

 –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖÓ−Öß –ÖÖ−ÖêÀ¾Ö¸üß, †´ÖéŸÖÖ−Öã³Ö¾Ö, Æü×¸ü¯ÖÖšü, “ÖÖÓ�Ö¤êü¾Ö¯ÖÖÃÖÂ™üß, Ã±ãú™ü †³ÖÓ�Ö ‡. ¾ÖÖ’Ë´ÖμÖÖŸÖæ−Ö †«îüŸÖ 

ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖ¯ÖÖ×¤üŸÖ �êú»Öê †ÖÆêü.  ‹ê×¿ÖμÖÖ †Ö¯Öã×»ÖμÖÖ“Öß ÃÖÆü•ÖÛÃ£ÖŸÖß…   •ÖμÖÖ ²ÖÎÉÖ“Öß ×−ÖŸμÖŸÖÖ †ÃÖŸÖß……    

(–ÖÖ−ÖêÀ¾Ö¸üß † 8 †Öê.19), †�ÖÖ ²ÖÎÉ μÖÖ −ÖÖ¾ÖÖ…  †×³Ö¯ÖÏÖ¾ÖÖê  ´Öß ¯ÖÖÓ›ü¾ÖÖ……  (–ÖÖ−Öê. †.14. †Öê. 404) ‡. ²ÖÎÉ 

×¾ÖÂÖμÖß ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü ŸÖÃÖê“Ö ´Æü�ÖÖê×−Ö •Ö�Ö †ÃÖ�úß…  ¾ÖÃŸÖã¯ÖÏ³ÖÖ…  (†´ÖéŸÖÖ−Öã³Ö¾Ö †.7 †Öê.290), •ÖÖê †Ö¯Ö�Ö¯Öë×“Ö 

†Ö¯Ö�ÖμÖÖ…  ¯ÖÏ�úÖ¿ÖßŸÖÃÖê ¬Ö−ÖÓ•ÖμÖÖ…… (–ÖÖ−Öê. †.15 †Öê. 556), •ÖÖê ¯ÖÏ�úÖ¿Öë¾Öß�Ö ¯ÖÏ�úÖ¿Öã… ‡Ô×¿ÖŸÖ¾μÖë¾Öß�Ö ‡Ô¿Öã…  
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(–ÖÖ−Öê. †15 †Öê. 545) †¿ÖÖ ¯ÖÏ�úÖ¸ü“ÖÖ ×“Ö¤Ëü×¾Ö»ÖÖÃÖ¾ÖÖ¤ü ¾Ö ÃÖã¾Ö�ÖÖÔ“Öê ´Ö�Öß �êú»Öê…  ŸÖê ÃÖÖê×−ÖμÖÖ“Öê ÃÖãŸÖß †Öê×¾Ö»Öê…  

ŸÖîÃÖë ´μÖÖ •Ö�Ö ¬Ö×¸ü»Öë… ÃÖ²ÖÖÊÖ³μÖÓŸÖ¸üß……  (–ÖÖ−Öê. †.7 †Öê.32) Æêü ¯Öæ�ÖÖÔ«îüŸÖß ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖÓ−Öß ¯ÖÏ�Ö™ü �êú»Öê 

†ÖÆêü. 

 –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾Ö †«îüŸÖß †ÃÖæ−ÖÆüß ŸÖê ³ÖŒŸÖß“ÖÖ ¯Öã¸üÃ�úÖ¸ü �ú¸üŸÖÖŸÖ.  ¿ÖÓ�ú¸üÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ−Öß ¤êü×�Ö»Ö ³ÖŒŸÖß“ÖÖ ¯Öã¸üÃ�úÖ¸ü 

�ú¸ü�ÖÖ¸üß †−Öê�ú ÃŸÖÖê¡Öê ¸ü×“Ö»Öß †ÖÆêüŸÖ.  μÖÖ²Ö§ü»Ö  ´Öã�ãÓú¤ü ¤üÖŸÖÖ¸ü ´Æü�ÖŸÖÖŸÖ ''×¾Ö¿ÖêÂÖ ´Æü�Ö•Öê –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖÓ−Öß 

¯Öã¸üÃ�úÖ×¸ü»Öê»ÖÖ ³ÖÛŒŸÖ´ÖÖ�ÖÔ †«îüŸÖß †ÖÆêü.''5  †¿ÖÖ“Ö¯ÖÏ�úÖ¸êü –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖÓ“Öê ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö †«îüŸÖß †ÖÆêü μÖÖ²ÖÖ²ÖŸÖ ´ÖÖ´ÖÖÃÖÖÆêü²Ö 

¤üÖÓ›êü�ú¸ü6, ¿ÓÖ.¸üÖ. ŸÖôû‘Ö¼üß7, �ÖÓ.²ÖÖ. ÃÖ¸ü¤üÖ¸ü μÖÖÓ“Öê ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü »Ö�ÖÖŸÖ ‘Öê�Öê †Ö¾Ö¿μÖ�ú †ÖÆêü. 

 –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖÓ“μÖÖ †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“μÖÖ ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö�ú ˆ¯ÖμÖãŒŸÖê²Ö§ü»Ö �ÖÓ.²ÖÖ. ÃÖ¸ü¤üÖ¸ü ´Æü�ÖŸÖÖŸÖ, ''ÃÖ´ÖŸÖê“μÖÖ ¾Ö 

²ÖÓ¬Öã³ÖÖ¾ÖÖ“μÖÖ ŸÖ¢¾ÖÖÓ“ÖÖ ¯ÖÖšü¯Öã¸üÖ¾ÖÖ �ú¹ý−Ö ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö�ú ×¾ÖÂÖ´ÖŸÖê“Öß ¬ÖÖ¸ü ¯ÖãÂ�úôû“Ö �ú´Öß �êú»Öß.  ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö�ú 

¯ÖÏ×ŸÖÂšêü¯Öê�ÖÖ, »ÖÖî×�ú�ú ´ÖÖ−Ö´ÖÖ−μÖŸÖê¯Öê�ÖÖ ¾ÖîμÖÛŒŸÖ�ú “ÖÖ×¸ü¡μÖ ×−Ö:ÃÖÓ¿ÖμÖ ÁÖêÂšü †ÖÆêü Æêü ŸÖ¢¾Ö »ÖÖê�úÖÓ“μÖÖ ´Ö−ÖÖ¾Ö¸ü 

Ø²Ö²Ö×¾Ö�μÖÖ“ÖÖ ŸμÖÖÓ−Öß ¯ÖÏμÖŸ−Ö �êú»ÖÖ''8 Æêü ×¾Ö¬ÖÖ−Ö »Ö�ÖÖŸÖ ‘ÖêŸÖ»Öê †ÃÖŸÖÖ ¯ÖÖ¸ü´ÖÖÙ£Ö�ú ÃÖ´ÖŸÖÖ Æüß ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö�ú, ¸üÖ•Ö�úßμÖ 

ÃÖ´ÖŸÖê“Öß ¯Ö×Æü»Öß ¯ÖÖμÖ¸üß †ÖÆêü, ¾Ö –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖÓ−ÖÖ ¯ÖÖ¸ü´ÖÖÙ£Ö�ú ÃÖ´ÖŸÖÖ Ã£Ö»Ö�úÖ»Ö ¯Ö×¸üÛÃ£ÖŸÖß ÃÖÖ¯Öê�Ö μÖÖê�μÖ ¾ÖÖ™ü»Öß μÖÖŸÖ 

ÃÖÓ¿ÖμÖ −ÖÖÆüß. 

 –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖ−ÖÓŸÖ¸ü ÃÖÓŸÖ −ÖÖ´Ö¤êü¾Ö, ÃÖÓŸÖ ‹�ú−ÖÖ£Ö, ÃÖ´Ö£ÖÔ ¸üÖ´Ö¤üÖÃÖ, ÃÖÓŸÖ ŸÖã�úÖ¸üÖ´Ö ‡. ÃÖÓŸÖÖÓ−Öß ŸÖ¢�úÖ»Öß−Ö 

¯Ö×¸üÛÃ£ÖŸÖß»ÖÖ †−Öã¹ý¯Ö †Ö¯Ö»μÖÖ †³ÖÓ�Ö ¾ÖÖ’Ë´ÖμÖÖŸÖæ−Ö †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö −Ö¾Ö−Ö¾Öß−Ö ¹ý¯ÖÖŸÖ ´ÖÖÓ›ü»Öê ¾Ö ¯ÖÏÃÖÓ�ÖÖê¯ÖÖŸÖ ŸμÖÖ“Öß 

ÃÖÖÓ�Ö›ü ´ÖÖ−Ö¾Öß ´Öæ»μÖ ¾ÖéØ¨ü�ÖŸÖ �ú¸ü�μÖÖ�ú›êü •ÖÖê›ü»Öß ü.  †Ö•Ö Æüß †Ö¯Ö»μÖÖ ×¤ü¾ÖÃÖÖ“Öß ÃÖã¹ý¾ÖÖŸÖ –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾Ö ŸÖã�úÖ¸üÖ´ÖÖ×¤ü 

ÃÖÓŸÖÖÓ“μÖÖ †³ÖÓ�Ö¾ÖÖ�Öß−Öê ÆüÖêŸÖê.  †³ÖÓ�ÖÖŸÖß»Ö ˆ““Ö ¯ÖÏê¸ü�ÖÖ ¾Ö ˆ““Ö −Öß×ŸÖ´Öæ»μÖê ´ÖÖ−Ö¾ÖÖ»ÖÖ †ÖŸ´ÖÖê¨üÖ¸üÖ“μÖÖ ´ÖÖ�ÖÖÔ¾Ö¸ü 

‘Öê‰ −Ö •ÖÖŸÖÖŸÖ. 

 21¾μÖÖ ¿ÖŸÖ�úÖ�ú›êü ¾ÖÖ™ü“ÖÖ»Ö �ú¸ü�ÖÖ·μÖÖ ´ÖÖ−Ö¾ÖÖ“μÖÖ ‡“”ûÖ, †Ö�úÖÓ�ÖÖ †Ö×�Ö �Ö¸ü•ÖÖ ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸üÖŸÖ ‘Öê‰ −Ö 

³ÖÖ¸üŸÖßμÖÖÓ“μÖÖ ˆ••¾Ö»Ö ³Ö×¾ÖŸÖ¾μÖÖ“Öß �úÖ´Ö−ÖÖ ´Ö−ÖÖŸÖ šêü¾Öæ−Ö Ã¾ÖÖ´Öß ×¾Ö¾Öê�úÖ−ÖÓ¤üÖÓ−Öß †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“Öß ´ÖÖÓ›ü�Öß ¯Öã−ÆüÖ 

−Ö¾μÖÖ−Öê �êú»Öß.  μÖÖ´Ö¬μÖê ŸμÖÖÓ−Öß ¾μÖŒŸÖß, ÃÖ´ÖÖ•Ö, ¤êü¾Ö, ¤êü¿Ö †Ö×�Ö ¬Ö´ÖÔ μÖÖ ÃÖ¾ÖÖÕ−ÖÖ �ëú¦üÃ£ÖÖ−Öß ´ÖÖ−Ö»Öê.  †«îüŸÖ 

¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖÖ²Ö§ü»Ö »ÖÓ›ü−Ö μÖê£Öê 22 †ÖŒμÖê 1896 »ÖÖ ×¤ü»Öê»μÖÖ ¾μÖÖ�μÖÖ−ÖÖŸÖ ŸÖê ´Æü�ÖŸÖÖŸÖ, ''†Ö¬Öã×−Ö�ú •Ö�ÖÖŸÖß»Ö ³ÖÖî×ŸÖ�ú 

†Ö×�Ö †Ö¬μÖÖÛŸ´Ö�ú ÃÖÓ¿ÖÖê¬Ö−ÖÖ¿Öß ´Öêôû ²ÖÃÖæ ¿Ö�êú»Ö †ÃÖÖ ±úŒŸÖ ‹�ú“Ö ¬Ö´ÖÔ †ÖÆêü  †Ö×�Ö ŸÖÖê ´Æü�Ö•Öê †«îüŸÖ 

¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖ''9 ¾Ö¸üß»Ö Ã¾ÖÖ´Öß•Öà“Öê ˆ¤Ëü�ÖÖ¸ü †«îüŸÖ ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖÖ“Öß ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö�ú ˆ¯ÖμÖãŒŸÖŸÖÖ »Ö�ÖÖŸÖ μÖê�μÖÖÃÖ ¯Öã¸êüÃÖê †ÖÆêüŸÖ. 
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 »ÖÖê�ú´ÖÖ−μÖ ×™üôû�úÖÓ−Öß ×»ÖÆü»Öê»μÖÖ The Arctic Home In the Vedas, The Orion †Ö×�Ö �ÖßŸÖÖ¸üÆüÃμÖ 

μÖÖ �ÖÏÓ£ÖÖ´Ö¬μÖê �ÖßŸÖÖ¸üÆüÃμÖ ÆüÖ †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖ¯ÖÖ¤ü−Ö �ú¸ü�ÖÖ¸üÖ �ÖÏÓ£Ö †ÖÆêü.  

 ×™üôû�úÖÓ−Öß �ÖßŸÖÖ¸üÆüÃμÖ ÆüÖ �ÖÏÓ£Ö �ú´ÖÔμÖÖê�ÖÖ“Öê ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖ¯ÖÖ¤ü−Ö �ú¸ü�μÖÖÃÖÖšüß ×»ÖÆü»Öê»ÖÖ †ÖÆêü.  ÁÖß×−Ö¾ÖÖÃÖ −ÖÖ¸üÖμÖ�Ö 

²Ö−ÖÆü¼üß μÖÖÓ−Öß ×™üôû�úÖÓ“μÖÖ ŸÖÖŸ¯ÖμÖÖÔ×¾ÖÂÖμÖß ´Æü™ü»Öê †ÖÆêü, ''‹�Óú¤ü¸ü †¬μÖÖŸ´Ö×¾ÖÂÖμÖÖÓŸÖ ×™üôû�ú Æêü ¿ÖÓ�ú¸üÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ“Öê“Ö ¯Öæ�ÖÔ 

†−ÖãμÖÖμÖß †ÖÆêüŸÖ.  «îüŸÖ, †«îüŸÖ, ×¾Ö×¿ÖÂ™üÖ«îüŸÖ ¾Ö ¿Öã̈ üÖ«îüŸÖ †ÃÖê •Öê ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖÖŸÖ “ÖÖ¸ü ¯ÖÓ£Ö ¯ÖÏ“Ö×»ÖŸÖ †ÖÆêüŸÖ, ŸμÖÖ¯ÖîÓ�úß 

×™üôû�ú Æêü ¯Öæ�ÖÔ¯Ö�Öë †«îüŸÖ´ÖŸÖÖ»ÖÖ †−ÖãÃÖ¸ü�ÖÖ ȩ̂ü †ÖÆêüŸÖ''.10  £ÖÖê›üŒμÖÖŸÖ �ÖßŸÖêŸÖß»Ö �ú´ÖÔμÖÖê�ÖÖ“Öê †Ö“Ö¸ü�Ö �ú¹ý−Ö 

»ÖÖê�ú´ÖÖ−μÖÖÓ−ÖÖ •Öê ÃÖÖ´Ö£μÖÔ »ÖÖ³Ö»Öê ŸÖê †Ö¯Ö»μÖÖ ¤êü¿Ö¾ÖÖ×ÃÖμÖÖÓ−ÖÖ »ÖÖ³ÖÖ¾Öê ¾Ö •Öß¾Ö−ÖÖŸÖß»Ö †–ÖÖ−Ö, ´ÖÖêÆü, ³ÖμÖ, −ÖÂ™ü 

ÆüÖêˆ−Ö  ¤êü¿Ö³ÖŒŸÖß“Öß ˆŸ�ú™ü ¯ÖÏê¸ü�ÖÖ ×´ÖôûÖ¾Öß ÆüÖ“Ö ÆêüŸÖæ ×™üôû�úÖÓ“ÖÖ �ÖßŸÖÖ¸üÆüÃμÖ ×»ÖÆü�μÖÖ¯ÖÖšüß´ÖÖ�Öê ÆüÖêŸÖÖ. 

 ÃÖ¾ÖÔ ³ÖÖ¸üŸÖ ¤êü¿ÖÖ»ÖÖ ¯Ö×¸ü×“ÖŸÖ †ÃÖ»Öê»Öê '³Öæ¤üÖ−Ö †ÖÓ¤üÖê»Ö−ÖÖ“Öê' ÃÖ¾ÖìÃÖ¾ÖÖÔ, »ÖÖê�ú³ÖŒŸÖ, Š ÂÖß, ‹�ú ³ÖŒŸÖ 

´Æü�Öæ−Ö ×¾Ö−ÖÖê²ÖÖ ³ÖÖ¾Öê ¯ÖÏ×ÃÖ¨ü ÆüÖêŸÖê. 

 ×¾Ö−ÖÖê²ÖÖ•Öà“Öß †«îüŸÖ ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸üÃÖ¸ü�Öß †£Ö¾ÖÖ ×ÃÖ¨üÖÓŸÖÖ²ÖÖ²ÖŸÖ“Öß ÃÖæ�´Ö ¥üÂ™üß ŸμÖÖÓ“μÖÖ ÃÖÓ¯Öæ�ÖÔ ¾ÖÖ’Ë´ÖμÖÖ´Ö¬μÖê 

ˆ´Ö™üŸÖê.  '•ÖμÖ •Ö�ÖŸÖ', ÔμÖ¡Ö ×¾Ö¿¾Ö´Ö ³Ö¾Ö×ŸÖ ‹�ú−Öß›Ëü´Ö', '²ÖÎÉ ÃÖŸμÖÓ •Ö�ÖŸÖË Ã±æúŸÖá' μÖÖ ‘ÖÖêÂÖ�ÖÖÓ«üÖ¸êü ×¾Ö−ÖÖê²ÖÖ•Öà−Öß 

»ÖÖê�ú´ÖŸÖ •ÖÖ�ÖéŸÖ �êú»Öê.  ×¾Ö−ÖÖê²ÖÖÓ−Öß ¸üÖ•Ö�úÖ¸ü�Ö + ×¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö = ÃÖ¾ÖÔ−ÖÖ¿Ö ŸÖÃÖê“Ö †¬μÖÖŸ´Ö + ×¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö =ÃÖ¾ÖÖì¤üμÖ ''11 Æüß 

ÃÖ¾ÖÖì¤üμÖÖ“Öß ÃÖÓ�ú»¯Ö−ÖÖ ´ÖÖÓ›ü»Öß.  ¯ÖÏÖ. −Ö¸üÆü¸ü �ãú¹Óý¤ü�ú¸ü ×¾Ö−ÖÖê²ÖÖÓ×¾ÖÂÖμÖß ´Æü�ÖŸÖÖŸÖ, ''μÖÖ †³μÖÖÃÖÖ“μÖÖ �ÖÖ�ÖÖ�Öã�ÖÖ 

ŸμÖÖÓ“μÖÖ ×¾Ö¾Öê“Ö−ÖÖŸÖ ¯ÖÃÖ¸ü»Öê»μÖÖ †ÖÆêüŸÖ.  ×¾Ö−ÖÖê²ÖÖ †«îüŸÖß †ÖÆêüŸÖ''.12  ×¾Ö−ÖÖê²ÖÖÓ−Öß †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“μÖÖ ´ÖÖ¬μÖ´ÖÖŸÖæ−Ö 

†Ö¯Ö»Öê ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü ´ÖÖÓ›ü»Öê ¾Ö »ÖÖê�ú´ÖŸÖ •ÖÖ�ÖéŸÖ �ú¹ý−Ö ³Öæ¤üÖ−Ö †ÖÓ¤üÖê»Ö−Ö  μÖ¿ÖÃ¾Öß �ú¹ý−Ö ¤üÖ�Ö×¾Ö»Öê.  5 †ÖŒ™üÖë²Ö¸ü 

1952 ¯ÖμÖÕŸÖ ÃÖÓ¯Öæ�ÖÔ ³ÖÖ¸üŸÖÖŸÖ 3.80.108 ‹�ú¸ü13 •Ö´Öß−Ö ³Öæ¤üÖ−Ö †ÖÓ¤üÖê»Ö−ÖÖŸÖ ×´Öôû¾Öæ−Ö, ŸμÖÖÓ−Öß ŸÖß ³Öæ´ÖßÆüß−ÖÖÓ−ÖÖ 

¾ÖÖ™ü»Öß Æêü †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“ÖÖ •Öß¾Ö−ÖÖŸÖ †Ó�Öß�úÖ¸ü �êú»μÖÖ“Öß ±ú»Ö×−ÖÂ¯Ö¢Öß“Ö ÆüÖêμÖ. 

×¾ÖÃŸÖÖ¸ü³ÖμÖÖÃŸÖ¾Ö ¯ÖÏÃŸÖæŸÖ ÃÖÓ¿ÖÖê¬Ö−Ö »Öê�ÖÖ´Ö¬μÖê †Öª ¿ÖÓ�ú¸üÖ“ÖÖμÖÔ, ÃÖÓŸÖ –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾Ö, Ã¾ÖÖ´Öß ×¾Ö¾Öê�úÖ−ÖÓ¤ü, 

»ÖÖê�ú´ÖÖ−μÖ ×™üôû�ú ¾Ö †Ö“ÖÖμÖÔ ×¾Ö−ÖÖê²ÖÖ ³ÖÖ¾Öê μÖÖÓ“μÖÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖŸ´Ö�ú ¯Öî»ÖæÓ“ÖÖ ÃÖÖ¸üÖÓ¿ÖÖ−Öê ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü ´ÖÖÓ›ü»ÖÖ †ÖÆêü.  μÖÖ 

×¾Ö×¾Ö¬Ö ¯Öî»ÖæÓ´Ö¬μÖê †Öª ¿ÖÓ�ú¸üÖ“ÖÖμÖÖÕ“μÖÖ †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“Öê ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖØ²Ö²Ö †Ö¯Ö»μÖÖ»ÖÖ ¯ÖÖÆüÖ¾ÖμÖÖÃÖ ×´ÖôûŸÖê. 

       †«îüŸÖ ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖ †Ö×�Ö ŸμÖÖ“Öß ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö�ú ˆ¯ÖμÖãŒŸÖŸÖÖ μÖÖ×¾ÖÂÖμÖß ÁÖß×−Ö¾ÖÖÃÖ ×¤ü�ÖßŸÖ, ²Öß.†Ö¸ü. •ÖÖê¿Öß, ¸ü.�Ö. 

¤üÖÓ›êü�ú¸ü ‡. †−Öê�ú ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü¾ÖÓŸÖÖ−Öß ´ÖŸÖ ¾μÖŒŸÖ �êú»Öê †ÖÆêü.  ¸ü.�Ö. ¤üÖÓ›êü�ú¸ü μÖÖÓ−Öß †«îüŸÖÖ“ÖÖ ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö�ú †Ö¿ÖμÖ Ã¯ÖÂ™ü 

�ú¸üŸÖÖ−ÖÖ ‹�ú ´ÖÆü¢¾ÖÖ“Öß ²ÖÖ²Ö ÃÖÖÓ×�ÖŸÖ»Öß, ŸÖê ´Æü�ÖŸÖÖŸÖ'', μÖê£Öê ÃÖÖ¸üß ‡ÔÀ¾Ö¸üÖ“Öß ¹ý¯Öê †ÖÆêüŸÖ, �úÖê�Öß ˆ““Ö −Öß“Ö †ÃÖÖ 

³Öê¤ü³ÖÖ¾Ö �ú¸ü�Öê ¿ÖŒμÖ −ÖÖÆüß.  Æêü ´ÖÆüÖ−Ö ŸÖ¢¾Ö †«îüŸÖ´ÖŸÖÖ−Öê ¯ÖÏÃ£ÖÖ×¯ÖŸÖ �êú»Öê †ÖÆêü.  ÃÖ´ÖÖ−ÖŸÖê“Öê ÃÖÖ´ÖÏÖ•μÖ Ã£ÖÖ¯Ö−Ö 
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ÆüÖê�μÖÖÃÖ ¤ãüÃÖ¸üÖ ´ÖÖêšüÖ †Ö¬ÖÖ¸ü ÃÖÖ¯Ö›ü�Öê �úšüß�Ö.  »ÖÖê�ú¿ÖÖÆüß´Ö¬μÖê †×³Ö¯ÖÏêŸÖ †ÃÖ»Öê»μÖÖ ÃÖ´ÖÖ−ÖŸÖê“Öß ÃÖÓ�ú»¯Ö−ÖÖ 

†«îüŸÖ´ÖŸÖÖ−ÖãÃÖÖ¸ü Ã¾Öß�éúŸÖ �êú»Öß •ÖÖ‰  ¿Ö�úŸÖê''14 Æüß ²ÖÖ²Ö †«îüŸÖ ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖÖ“Öß ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö�ú ˆ¯ÖμÖãŒŸÖŸÖÖ •ÖÖÃŸÖ ¯ÖÏ�úÂÖÖÔ−Öê 

´ÖÖÓ›üŸÖê. 

¯ÖμÖÖÔ¾Ö¸ü�Ö ×¾ÖÂÖμÖ�ú ÃÖ´ÖÃμÖÖ ÃÖÖê›ü×¾Ö�μÖÖÃÖÖšüß †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö 
 ˆ¯Ö×−ÖÂÖ¤üÖÓ−Öß ÃÖÖÓ×�ÖŸÖ»Öê»Öß '²ÖÎÉî¾ÖÓ ×¾Ö¿¾ÖÓ´Ö ÃÖ´ÖÃŸÖ×´Ö¤ü´ÖË' (´ÖãÓ›ü�ú 2/2/11)…  Æüß †«îüŸÖ ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸üÖ“Öß 

ÃÖÓ�ú»¯Ö−ÖÖ –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖ×¤ü ÃÖÓŸÖÖ−Öß •Öß¾Ö−ÖÖ“μÖÖ ¯ÖÏŸμÖê�ú †Ó�ÖÖ´Ö¬μÖê ˆŸÖ¸ü×¾Ö�μÖÖ“ÖÖ ¯ÖÏμÖŸ−Ö �êú»ÖÖ.  –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖ×¤ü ÃÖÓŸÖÖÓ“μÖÖ 

†«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖŸÖ“Ö †Ö¯Ö»μÖÖ»ÖÖ †Ö•Ö“μÖÖ ¯ÖμÖÖÔ¾Ö¸ü�Ö ×¾ÖÂÖμÖ�ú ¯ÖÏ¿−ÖÖÓ“Öß ˆ¢Ö¸êü ×´ÖôûŸÖÖŸÖ.  'μÖÖ¯Ö¸üß ´ÖÖ—ÖÖÓ ³ÖÖ¾Öß…  

Æëü •Öß¾ÖÃÖéÛÂ™ü †Ö‘Ö¾Öß …… (–ÖÖ−Öê.†.10. †Öê.90), Ø�ú²ÖÆãü−ÖÖ μÖÖ¯Ö¸üß…  ×−Ö•Ö¯ÖÏ�éú×ŸÖ †Ó�Öß�úÖ¸üß… †Ö×�Ö ³ÖæŸÖÃÖéÂ™üß 

‹�úÃÖ¸üß…  ¯ÖÏÃÖ¾ÖÖë×“Ö »ÖÖ�Öê……  (–ÖÖ−Öê. †.9 †Öê.117) ¯ÖéÛ£¾ÖμÖÖ ³ÖæŸÖë ¾ÖÖÆü¾Öà… (–ÖÖ−Öê. †.9 †Öê.282), ´Æü�ÖÖê×−Ö 

³ÖæŸÖë Æü−Ö ÃÖé•ÖÖ¾Öß… �úÖÓ ÃÖé×•Ö»Öß ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖ¯ÖÖôûÖ¾Öß…… (–ÖÖ−Öê. †. 9 †Öê.121), •ÖÖê �ÖÖÓ›üÖ¾ÖμÖÖ ‘ÖÖ¾ÖÖê ‘ÖÖ»Öß… �úÖ »ÖÖ¾Ö�Öß 

•ÖμÖÖ−Öê �êú»Öß…  ¤üÖê‘ÖÖÓ ‹�ú“Öß ÃÖÖ‰ »Öß…  ¾Öé�Öã ¤êü •ÖîÃÖÖ…… (–ÖÖ−Öê. †.12 †Öê.198), ¾ÖÃÖÓŸÖ ŸÖê£Ö ¾Ö−Öë… ¾Ö−Ö ŸÖê£Ö 

ÃÖã´Ö−Öë… ÃÖã́ Ö−Öà ¯ÖÖØ»Ö�Ö−Öê… ÃÖÖ Ó̧ü�ÖÖ“Öß…… (–ÖÖ−Öê. †. 18 †Öê. 1635) ŸÖÃÖê“Ö Æëü ×¾Ö¿¾Ö×“Ö ´ÖÖ—Öê ‘Ö¸ü… ‹êÃÖß ´ÖŸÖß 

•ÖμÖÖ“Öß ÛÃ£Ö¸ü… Ø�ú²ÖÆãü−ÖÖ “Ö¸üÖ“Ö¸ü…  †Ö¯Ö�Ö •ÖÖÆü»ÖÖ…… (–ÖÖ−Öê. †. 12 †Öê. 213), ‡. †−Öê�ú †Öê¾μÖÖÓŸÖæ−Ö  

–ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖÓ−Öß ´ÖÖÓ›ü»Öê»μÖÖ †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖŸÖæ−Ö ¯ÖμÖÖÔ¾Ö¸ü�Ö ×¾ÖÂÖμÖ�ú ¯ÖÏ¿−ÖÖÓ“Öß ˆ¢Ö¸êü ×´ÖôûŸÖÖŸÖ.  ŸÖÃÖê“Ö ¾Öé�Ö ¾Ö»»Öß 

†Ö´ÆüÖÓ ÃÖÖêμÖ¸êü ¾Ö−Ö“Ö¸ê…  ¯Ö�Öß Æüß ÃÖãÃ¾Ö¸êü †Öôû¾ÖßŸÖß…… ‡. †³ÖÓ�ÖÖŸÖæ−Ö ŸÖã�úÖ¸üÖ´ÖÖÓ−Öß ¯ÖμÖÖÔ¾Ö¸ü�Ö ×¾ÖÂÖμÖ�ú −Öß×ŸÖ“ÖÖ 

ˆ¯Ö¤êü¿Ö �êú»ÖÖ †ÖÆêü. 

 μÖ““ÖμÖÖ¾ÖŸÖË •Öß¾ÖÃÖéÂ™üßŸÖ ‹�ú“Ö '²ÖÎÉ' ŸÖ¢¾Ö †ÖÆêü.  Æüß –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖ×¤ü ÃÖÓŸÖÖÓ−Öß ÃÖÖÓ×�ÖŸÖ»Öê»Öß ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü¬ÖÖ¸üÖ 

†Ó×�Ö�úÖ¸ü»Öß, '•Öß¾ÖÖŸÖôûß †Ó£Ö×¸üŸÖã… †Ö¯Öã»ÖÖ •Öß¾Ö' μÖÖ ÃÖ¤Ëü³ÖÖ¾Ö−Öê−Öê ×−ÖÃÖ�ÖÖÔŸÖß»Ö ¯ÖÏŸμÖê�ú ‘Ö™ü�úÖ�ú›êü ¯ÖÖ×Æü»Öê, ŸÖ¸ü 

†Ö•Ö ×−Ö´ÖÖÔ�Ö —ÖÖ»Öê»Öß ¯ÖÏ¤æüÂÖ�ÖÖ“Öß ÃÖ´ÖÃμÖÖ, −ÖÂ™ü ÆüÖêŸÖ “ÖÖ»Ö»Öê»Öß •ÖÓ�Ö»Öê, ÃÖÓ¯ÖŸÖ “ÖÖ»Ö»Öê»μÖÖ ¯Ö¿Öã¯Ö�μÖÖÓ“μÖÖ •ÖÖŸÖß 

μÖÖ´Öãôêû ¯ÖμÖÖÔ¾Ö¸ü�ÖÖ»ÖÖ ¬ÖÖê�úÖ ÆüÖê‰ −Ö ÃÖÓ¯Öæ�ÖÔ †®ÖÃÖÖ�Öôûß“Ö ¬ÖÖêŒμÖÖŸÖ μÖê�μÖÖ“Öß ¿ÖŒμÖŸÖÖ ×−Ö´ÖÖÔ�Ö —ÖÖ»Öß †ÖÆêü.  ÆüÖ 

ÃÖ�ÖôûÖ ·ÆÖÃÖ £ÖÖÓ²Ö¾ÖÖ¾ÖμÖÖ“ÖÖ †ÃÖê»Ö ŸÖ¸ü –ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖ×¤ü ÃÖÓŸÖÖÓ−Öß ×¤ü»Öê»μÖÖ †«îüŸÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“μÖÖ ¥üÂ™üßŸÖæ−Ö †Ö¯Ö»μÖÖ»ÖÖ 

¯ÖÆüÖ�Öê †¯Ö×¸üÆüÖμÖÔ †ÖÆêü.   

×−ÖÂ�úÂÖÔ    
–ÖÖ−Ö¤êü¾ÖÖ×¤ü ÃÖÓŸÖÖÓ“Öê ŸÖÃÖê“Ö Ã¾ÖÖ´Öß ×¾Ö¾Öê�úÖ−ÖÓ¤ü, »ÖÖê�ú´ÖÖ−μÖ ×™üôû�ú, †Ö“ÖÖμÖÔ ×¾Ö−ÖÖê²ÖÖ ³ÖÖ¾Öê ‡. ×¾Ö«üÖ−ÖÖÓ“μÖÖ 

ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“Öê ´Öæôû (base) Æêü '†«îüŸÖ ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖ' †ÖÆêü ;  μÖÖ ×−ÖÂ�úÂÖÖÔ¯ÖÏŸÖ μÖê‰ −Ö †Ö¯Ö�Ö ¯ÖÖêÆüÖê“ÖŸÖÖê.  ŸÖÃÖê“Ö Æêü ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−Ö 

Ã£Ö»Ö�úÖ»Ö¯Ö×¸üÛÃ£ÖŸÖß ÃÖÖ¯Öê�Ö ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö�ú, ¬ÖÖÙ´Ö�ú −Öß×ŸÖ´Öæ»μÖÖÓ“Öß •ÖÖê¯ÖÖÃÖ−ÖÖ �ú¸ü�μÖÖÃÖ ˆ¯ÖμÖãŒŸÖ šü¸ü»Öß μÖÖŸÖ ÃÖÓ¿ÖμÖ 

−ÖÖÆüß.  μÖÖ“Öê ˆ¢Ö´Ö ˆ¤üÖÆü¸ü�Ö ´Æü�Ö•Öê †Ö•Ö ³ÖÖ�Ö¾ÖŸÖ ¬Ö´ÖÖÔ“Öß —ÖÖ»Öê»Öß ³Ö¸ü³Ö¸üÖ™ü ¾Ö ³ÖÖ�Ö¾ÖŸÖ ¬Ö´ÖÖÔ−Öê †Ö¯Ö»μÖÖ»ÖÖ 
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×¤ü»Öê»Öß ÃÖÖŸÖŸμÖ¿Öß»Ö ¾Ö ÃÖ¢¾Ö¿Öß»Ö ¯Ö¸Óü¯Ö¸üÖ ÆüÖêμÖ.  ´Æü�Öæ−Ö“Ö †Ö¯Ö»μÖÖ ŸÖ¢¾Ö–ÖÖ−ÖÖ“Öê ´Öæôû Æêü †«îüŸÖ ¾Öê¤üÖ−ŸÖÖŸÖ ¤ü›ü»Öê»Öê 

†ÖÆêü ¾Ö ŸÖê“Ö †Ö¯Ö»μÖÖ»ÖÖ ÃÖ´ÖÖ•Ö×³Ö´Öã�Ö ²Ö−Ö¾Öæ ¿Ö�úŸÖê ÆüÖ ×−ÖÂ�úÂÖÔ μÖÖê�μÖ ¾ÖÖ™üŸÖÖê. 
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orZeku fganh if=dkvksa dh dforkvksa es vke vkneh 

nknklkgsc lq- [kkaMsdj 

fo'kky fuokl] jked`".k uxj] ukx.ksokMh] 

eaxyos<k] ft-lksykiwj  fiu- 413305 

fo"k; izos'k 

 fganh Hkk"kk esa izdkf”kr if=dkvksa dh la[;k vufxur gSA bu if=dkvksa esa fy[kusokys vkSj 

dfo;ksa dh la[;k dks fuf'pr djuk eqf'dy gh ugha ukeqefdu Hkh gSA if=dkvksa ds lkFk&lkFk CykWx 

RkFkk fofHkUUk osclkbZV ij dfo;ksa dh Hkjekj yxh gSA vusd fo"k;&vk'k; dks ysdj vfHkO;fDr dh 

lQy&vlQy iz;kl esa gtkjksa dfo yxs gq, gSaA fganh Hkk"kk esa fudyusokyh if=dkvksa esa fo"k; 

oSfo/; fn[kkbZ nsrk gSA lk/kkj.kr% bu if=dkvksa esa leh{kk ;k vkykspuk] dFkk] dfork rFkk vkys[k 

T;knk izdkf'kr gksrs gSaA dqN if=dkvksa esa ek= 'kks/k&fuca/k izdkf'kr fd, tkrs g A ftUgas ^”kks/k 

if=dk^ dgk tkrk gSA dqN if=dk,Wa fganh Hkk"kk vkSj lkfgR; ds izpkj&izlkj dk dke djrh gaSA buesa 

ls dqN Lrjh; if=dkvksa dks ljdkj dh vksj ls vuqnku Hkh feyrk gSA 

 orZeku fganh if=dkvksa esa ls dqN egRoiw.kZ if=dkvksa dh pquhgqbZ dforkvksa dks /;ku esa 

j[kdj izLrqr 'kks/k&i= esa vke vkneh dh orZeku leL;k] ihM+k] nq%[k] ;kruk] dqaBk] vdsykiu] 

ghuHkkouk] vkØks'k] [kht] vlarks"k vkSj mRrstuk dks foosfpr fd;k gSA geus orZeku if=dkvksa esa 

^gal^] ^okxFkZ^] ^rn~Hko^] ^ledkyhu Hkkjrh; lkfgR;^] ^vkykspuk^] ^dFkkns'k^] ^lEcks/ku^] ^u;k 

Kkuksn;^] ^vdkj^ rFkk ^ leh{kk^ if=dkvksa ls dqN dforkvksa dk fy;k gSA bu if=dkvksa }kjk 

le;&le; ij izdkf'kr dforkvksa dks ledkyhu vke vkneh dh orZeku n'kk dk ;FkkFkZ thou 

n'kZu gksrk gSA 

vke vkneh vkSj orZeku dfork  

 orZeku dfork vius ;qx vkSj ifjos'k ls lEi`Dr gSA bl dforkvksa esa ge vius orZeku dks 

ns[k ldrs gSaA gekjh vk'kk&fujk'kk] vkdka{kk&vis{kk] jkx&fcjkx] g"kZ&fo"kkn lc mlesa lek, gq, gSaA 

fod`r jktuhfr] nq'kokj gksrk thou;kiu] lkekftd fod`fr;kWa] fl/nkarksa dk [kksdykiu lcdks bu 

dfork esa lesVk x;k gSA dqN dfork,Wa O;ax vkSj vkØks'k ls Hkjh gqbZ gSA Lokra«;ksSRrj lekt dh 

eksgHkax dh voLFkk dks bu dforkvksa esa vfHkO;fDr feyh gSA 

 dHkh lkaiznk;hd dkj.kksa ls rks dHkh turk ds fonzksg ds dkj.k yxkrkj fcxM+rs gkykr dks 

dkcw ikus ds fy, ljdkj d¶;wZ yxkrh gSA lkaiznk;hd naxksa ls tu-lkekU; dk [kq'kgky thou 

ujd esa rcnhy gks tkrk gSA dqN lekt fo?kkrd 'kfDr;kWa /kkfeZd >xM+s yxkdj fgalk ÒMdkus 

yxrh gSA bl fgalk esa lkekU; yksxksa dks ekSr ds ?kkV mrkj fn;k tkrk gSA thus dh vkl fy, dfo 

lkekU; ekSr ejuk pkgrk gSA dfo Lok/khu Hkkjr ds yxkrkj fcxM+rs ekgkSy dh vksj b'kkjk djrs 
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gq, fy[krk gS- vxj jkst+ d¶;wZ ds fnu gksa@rks dksbZ viuh ekSr ugha ejsxk@dksbZ fdlh dks ekj 

nsxk@ij eSa LokHkkfod ekSr ejus rd@ftank jguk pkgrk gwWaA 
1 

 fo"kerk dh [kkbZ fnu-c fnu xgjh gksrh tk jgh gSA ftl ns'k esa fo'o ds lcls vehj yksx 

jgrs gSa mlh ns'k esa xjhch js[kk ds uhps rhl izfr'kr turk jgrh gSA fojklr ds a:Ik esa feyh 

laifRr ls ,d rcdk vjcksa-[kjcksa esa [ksy jgk gS rks nwljk nks-dkSj jksVh dks eksgrkt+ gSA bu xjhc 

ns'kokfl;ksa ds thou esa pkWan dh lqanjrk vkSj lkWalksa dh “khryrk dgkWaA -fo"kerk dh ccZjrk@bruh 

fodjky gS@ nsg ds leqnz esa@d"V ds Vs<+s pkWan dh uksds@ pqHkrh gS@ gfM~M;ksa esa dhyksa lh xM+rh 

gSa@ lkalks dh ygjsa@ FkjFkjkrh jgrh gSaA 
2 

 vkfnoklh lekt dks ekuo gksdj Hkh tkuojksa ds leku thuk iM+rk gSA taxy esa jgusokys 

bu misf{kr lekt ds ikl u [kkus ds fy, jksVh dk VqdMk gksrk gS u iguus ds fy, QVk fpFkM+kA 

mudk bfrgkl NksfM, muds ikl crkus ds fy, iwoZtksa ds fdLls Hkh ugha gSA bu vkfnokfl;ksa dks 

fojklr esa nq%[k vkSj ,d rhj-dkeBh fey tkrh gSA mUgsa bruk gh irk gksrk gS fd os bl taxy 

dk fgLlk gSA buds ukeij laln esa gaxkek gksrk gS] iSdstksa dh ?kks"k.kk dh tkrh gS ysfdu nqHkkZX; ls 

,d lqfo/kk mlds ikl igqWaprh gks \ ^nqjflax dk QY;k^ dfork esa vkfnoklh lekt dh orZeku 

Hk;kog voLFkk dh vksj dfo iznhi ftyokus ladsr djrs gq, fy[krs gSa -nsg ds fiatj dks@ekewyh 

fpans ls <+d cPps@ihVrs gSa cjru@ ctkrs gSa isV@ Mjkrs gSa Hkw[k dksA 
3
 

 vLrhRocks/k ls xqtjrk vke vkneh gkf'k;s ij pys tkus dk nq%[k lhus esa ysdj thrk gSA 

orZeku HkkxnkSM+ Hkjs thou esa usrk] vfHkusrk rFkk m|ksxifr dh pdkpkSa/k ij lHkh dh ut+j gSA 

lkekU; vkneh dk tSls dksbZ otqn gh ugha gSA mldh Hkh dqN [okbZ'ksa gSa] mls Hkh yxrk gS fd dksbZ 

mls iqdkjdj mlds vfLrRo dk lcwr nsaAdfo dgrk gS- esjk Hkh ,d uke Fkk@ gkykafd u tkus 

dc ls eq>s iqdkjk ugha x;kA 
4
 

 egkuxjh; lkekU; tu dk thou rukoxzLr] FkdkoVHkjk gks x;k gSA e'khuh dk;ZO;Lrrk ls 

NqVdkjk ikus ds fy, vkneh ckgjh mik; <wWa<rk gSA fujarj pk; vkSj flxjsV ds lsou us 'kjhj dks 

[kks[kyk vkSj jksxxzLr cuk fn;k gSA dgkWa xkWao ds lqn`<+ 'kjhj ds ranq:Lr ;qod vkSj dgkWa Nkrh ds 

fiatj cus 'kgjh ukStoku \ dfo vius gh 'kjhj ls ekQh eakWxrk gSA mls nq%[k gS fd og vius 'kjhj 

dk 'kks"k.k dj jgk gSA fnu Hkj ckbZdij ?kweuk] vkWfQl] ?kj ds dke] iy Hkj 'kjhj dks foJke ughaA 

dfo vius 'kjhj dgrk gS-rqEgkjs u pkgrs gq, Hkh nksLr ds lkFk pk;@lkFk-lkFk flxjsV Hkh ih ysrk 

gwWa@rqe crkrs gks [khtrs gks] lhus esa tyu dks ysdj@vkSj eSa ykSVrs gq, rqEgsa fdruk Fkdk Mkyrk 

gwWaA 
5
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 leL;k] ruko] ?kqVu esa thus ij Hkh vke-vkneh gWlrk jgrk gSA eqflcrksa ls Hkjk thou 

lq[kkog cukus dh dksf'k'k djrk gSA og gWalrk gS eryc og lq[kh gS fd /kkj.kk fdruh xyr gksrh 

gSA mlds vanj >kWaddj ns[ksa rks irk pyrk gSa fd og vufxur t[eksa ls ?kk;y gSA - Åij gWalus 

okyksa ds Hkhrj Hkh@ vufxur t[+e iqjkus fudysA 
6
 

 'kgjh cqtqxZ vke-vkneh dh gkyr rks vR;ar 'kkspuh; cu x;h gSA firk-iq= ,d gh 'kgj esa 

jgrs gq, Hkh vyx-vyx edkuksa esa jg jgs gSaA la;qDr ifjokj ds fc[kj tkus ds ckn ekuoh fj'rksa 

dh vkReh;rk gh xk;c gks x;h gSA lq[k-nq%[k dks ckWaVus ds fy, viuk dksbZ rks ikl gks \ ij oDr 

fdlsa gS \ dksbZ fdlh ds thou esa n[kyankth ugha djrkA vtufc;ksa ls leku feyuk gksrk gSA lq[k 

uk lghA viuksa us fn;k nq%[k Hkh thou esa jl ?kksyrk gSA ckyd fdruk lrkrk gS ekWa dks FkksMs+ gh 

ihM+k gksrh gS \ ckyd ls lqdqu rks ugha ysfdu nnZ Hkh u feyus dk nq%[k ekrk dks gS & ,d gh 

'kgj esa jgrs gq, ekrk-firk@ cw<s+ gksrs jgrs gSa@ vkSj ;kn djrs jgrs gSa fd mUgksaus@ iSnk fd;k 

Fkk ,d csVk@tks lq[k D;k nq[k Hkh ugha@ nsrk gS mUgsaA 
7
 

 egkuxjh; tu vr`fIr vkSj v/kqjsiu dh Hkkouk ls xzLr gSA lq[k dh ifjHkk"kk,Wa gh cny x;h 

gSA lqfo/kk esa lq[k <wWa<+us dh gksM+ esa vkneh vkSj nq%[kh gks tkrk gSA mlls nwljs dk lq[k ns[kk ugha 

tkrkA nwljs dk edku] cPps] iRuh] ;gkWa rd dh deht+ Hkh nwljs dh gh vPNh yxrh gSA bl csrqdh 

rqyuk esa vius ikl tks ewY;oku gS mls Hkh og [kks nsrk gSA & rqyuk,Wa vkneh dks nsus yxrh gSa@ 

nq[k@ tks dqN muds ikl cpk gqvk gS@ ewY;oku] ml rjQ ugha tkrh@ mudh fuxkgA 
8 

 HkweaMyhdj.k ds ncko ls O;kikfjdj.k c<+ Xk;kA phtksa dks cspus dh gksM+ lh yx x;hA 

O;kikjh eukso`fRr dh mit+ ls fudys dkjksckj esa xaxk ds ikuh dks cksry esa can djds cspk tkus 

yxkA nwdkunkj lekt dh Hkkoukvksa dks Hkqukus esa yx x,A foKku dh rjDdh dqN lewgksa ds ikl 

rd gh flfer jghA vke-vkneh] xjhc] vkfnoklh] fdlku] Hkw[kk ml rjDdh ls dkslksa nwj FkkA 

rn~Hko esa izdkf'kr vjfoan dh ^/kks[kk Hkh ,d gR;k gŜ  dfork esa dfo lekt ds lkFk gq, /kksds dk 

ftØ djrs gq, fy[krs gSa & nks Ok"kZ ds le; dh yEckbZ dk irk yx ldrk Fkk@ nks fnu dh Hkw[k 

dh yEckbZ dk irk ugha yx ldrk FkkA 
9 

 vkRegR;k djrs fdlkuksa ds izfr orZeku dfork pqi dSls jg ldrh FkhA lkjh ekuotkfr ds 

ikyudrkZ dtZ] vieku] vogsyuk ls rax vkdj xys esa QWank Mky jgs gSaA mls ifjokj dh ijofj'k 

esa [kjk u mrjus dk ckWa>iu lrkrk gS rks nwljh vksj izd`fr dk [ksyA dHkh lw[ks ds dkj.k rks dHkh 

ck<+ ds dkj.k Qly cjckn gksrh gSA Qly ds gokys ls fy;k dtZ vnk u djus ij lkgqdkj 

csbTtrh ij mrj vkrk gSA LokfHkekuh fdlku ekugkuh ls vPNk ej tkuk ilan djrk gSA fdlku 

ds pys tkrs gh lkjk ifjokj fc[kj tkrk gS- u feyk lgkjk gesa] u fdlh dks jge vk;k]@ u 
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ykyk us] u QkSth pkpk us rjl [kk;kA@ ckCcw us Mky fy;k Qank xys esa] Nk x;k ekre]@ ekWa] 

HkkbZ vkSj cgu us Hkh vkf[kj rksM+ fn;k neA 
10
 

L=h fp=.k vkSj orZeku dfork  

 dfo vke-vkSjr dk fp=.k djrs gq, ueZnk ds foLFkkfir ifjokj ds iquZokl ds fy, 

yMusokyh dqark csu vkSj uDlyokn ls izHkkfor bykds dh iq='kksd ls ihfM+r fpUuk eVklh dh ekWa 

ds nq[k dks ok.kh nsus dk dke djrs gSaA bfrgkl ds iUuksa dks iyV dj ns[ksa rks irk pyrk gS fd 

ueZnk dh yM+kbZ vkSjrksa us gh th tku ls yMhA L=h viuk ?kjckj-ifjokj mtMrs ugha ns[k ldrhA 

ckn esa buesa ls vusd fL=;ksa dks xqeukeh dk thou gh u'khc vk;kA dqark csu dks dfo dgrs gS- 
cka/k rks cu x;k dqark csu@ rqe lc ds lkewfgd nq%LoIuksa ls Hkh cgqr Åapk@ vc rqe dgka gks dqark 

csu \ 
11
 

 vkt dk dfo ekWa ds O;fDrRo dh iwtk djrk gSA mls ekyqe gS mlds fy, ekWa us fdruk 

cM+k R;kx fd;k gSA ifjokj ds lHkh lnL;ksa dks [kq'k j[kdj muds lq[k esa lq[k ns[kusokyh ekWa dfo 

dks R;kx dh izfrewfrZ yxrh gSA& eq>s yxrk gS@ u vkSj gkWa@ t+ksM dj cuh gS ekWa@ vius fy, 

uk@ viuksa ds okLrs gakaWa-------
12
 

 dgk tkrk gS ekrk-firk ds izse dks tkuus ds fy, ekrk-firk cuuk iM+rk gSA firk dh 

ftEesokfj;ksa dk irk firk cuus ds ckn gh pyrk gSA cpiu esa firk tc xqLlk djrs gSa rks muds 

izfr Øks/k mRiUu gksrk gSA firk 'ksj dh rjg ngkM+rs gS vkSj ekrk 'ksjuh dh rjg I;kj djrh] 

nqykjrh] iqpdkjrh gSA fcuk ekWa ds cPpksa ds firk] ekrk dh Hkwfedk vnk djrs gSaA fdlh dkj.ko'k 

dfo muls fonzksg ij mrj vkrk gS rks os eqLdjk dj fonzksg dks ekQ djrs gSaA tc dfo [kqn firk 

gq, rks mUgsa irk pyk&firk cjxn gSa@firk igkM+ gSa@firk unh gksrs gSa@ firk >jus gksrs gSaA 13  

 Lkekt f'kf{kr gks tkus ds ckn Hkh vkSjr dk 'kks"k.k de ugha gqvk gSA vkSjr ?kqV-?kqV dj 

thus dks vfHk'kIr gSA ^,d vkSjr* dfork esa lquhrk tks'kh dgrh gS-,d vkSjr tks vius ftank jgus 

dh etcwfj;ksa dk@fglkc-fdrkc j[krs gq, fxurh jgrh gS viuh lkWalsA 
14
 vkSjr dks vkSjr ds :Ik 

esa ns[kksa tkuoj ds ugha cl bruk rks og pkgrh gS - ml vkSjr us@ rhljh ckj iwNk-@^eq>s 

igpkurs gks \*@ vcdh eap dh vksj ls@ mRrj vk;k-@ ^gka rqe vkSjr gks*@ ml vkSjr us 

dgk&@^[kqnk dk 'kqØ gS!*@balkfu;r vHkh ftank gSA 
15 

vkykspuk ds vad esa ';keiyV ik.Ms dh 

dfork ^og vkSjr ugha gS* esa ukjh ds orZeku gkyr ls ge :c: gks tkrs gSaA og fy[krs gSa -og 
vkSjr ugha@ ,d Bgjh gqbZ unh gS@ tks dc dk Hkwy pqdh gS@ eqLdjku@ fBBksyh djuk@ 

xquxqukuk@ vkSj ,d cgrh unh dh rjg@ I;kj djukA 
16
 

fu"d"kZ  
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 orZeku dqN fganh if=dkvksa esa izdkf'kr fganh dforkvksa ds v/;;u ls Kkr gksrk gS fd bu 

dforkvksa esa vke-vkneh dh orZeku n'kk dk ys[kktks[kk izLrqr fd;k x;k gSA vkfFkZd fo"kerk] 

ekuoh laca/kksa dk [kksdykiu] ?kqVu] VwVrs fj'rs dh dMqokgV] vdsykiu] fujk'kk] rukoxzLr thou 

thrs egkuxjh; yksx] vkReh;rk dks [kkstrk vke vkneh] 'kksf"kr ijarq viuksa ds fy, R;kx 

djusokyh ukjh] vius 'kks"k.k dks igpkudj thus dh jkg [kkstus fudyh vkSjr vkSj ljdkj dh 

xyr uhfr dk f'kdkj fdlkuA dfo vke vkneh ds lHkh igyqvksa ij izdk'k Mkydj mudh 

ijs'kkuh] la?k"kZ dks fpf=r djrk gSaA orZeku fganh if=dkvksa esa izdkf'kr dforkvksa esa fo"k; dh 

fofo/krk fn[kkbZ nsrh gSA fdlh ,d okn ;k ?ksjs ls ;s dfo vkSj dfork,Wa cprh gSA orZeku if=dkvksa 

us vius lkfgR; }kjk lekt vkSj vke vkneh ds iz'uksa vkSj leL;kvksa dk rks /;ku j[kk gh gS lkFk 

esa thou dks lqanj vkSj le`/n cukus esa ;ksxnku fn;k gSA 
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A STUDY OF KUVEMPU’S NOVELS 
B. B. Pujari 

Department of Kannada 
Sangameshwar College, Solapur 

 
 Kuvempu is quite a prolific writer. He has enriched ‘Navodaya’ Kannada Literature, it 

is to his credit that both by Volume and Values. The Kannada Literature has gained much. As 

a poet and Novelist he is one of the most reputed men of letters in Kannada. He has also tried 

his hand at criticism and has emerged as one of the best aesthetic, critics.  

He has produced only two novels- ‘Kanuru Heggadati’ and ‘Malegalalli 

Madumagalu’ but these two novels occupy very important place in the history of Kannada 

novels, especially the novels dealing with a particular region or a province. 

 ‘Kanuru Haggadati’ was published in 1936. The novel gives vivid and beautiful 

pictures of the ‘Malenad’ with its rich natural beauty and the life of the people inhabiting in 

this corner of dense forest. The novel deals mainly with the life of ‘Chandrayya Gouda’, the 

Heggades of Kanur, and how his lustful epicurean life, pride and cruelty and marooning 

indeedness gradually leads to the decline and down fall of Heggadys. Kuvempur seems to be 

at his best when he narrates all the characters. And these characters Hoovayya, Ganga, 

Subbamma, Saragara, Venkappayya, Singappa Gouda, etc are related to Chandrayya Gouda 

in one way or the other. Chandrayya Gouda becomes the pivotal point, around which all the 

characters go. 

 We see here Chandrayya Gouda, all through the vicissitudes of life, on the contrast 

Hovayya is an idealist.  

 With Chandrayya Gouda’s lustful licenses life, prostitution of Ganga, tracherous and 

deceitful life of Saragara, selfless and dedicated life of Sita, we see here the various faces of 

life confronting each other, and there by presenting the whole life of the people with all its 

complexity.  

 Kuvempu has not only touched the outword life of the Malenadigas’, but he goes 

deeper into  their lives  and  recreates  in  his  novel the  cultural  aspect of their  life  

pregnant  with rich tradition and heritage, hopes and aspirations, rites and rituals etc. 

Moreover, an ardent lover of nature as he is, he never looses an opportunity to probe deeper 

into the misty of nature, which however forms the part and parcel of Malanadigas life, with 

the evergreen mountain ranges, skyscraping trees, the rainbow glory scenes of rainy season, 

the variegated life of animals and birds, the hunting spree etc all these animate and inanimate 
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things have been unified with the life of the people there. This has helped to raise the novel 

above artificiality.  

 ‘Malegalalli Madumagalu’ was published in 1967. Though this has been published 

after ‘Kanuru Haggadati’, the story it deals with is much older than that of ‘Kanuru 

Haggadati’. It deals with the life of a people, which has not even dreamt of civilization. The 

elopement and marriage of law born ‘Nai Gutti’ with his ladylove ‘Timmi’ becomes an ideal 

to ‘Mukundayya’, a man belonging to upper class. That is the reason why he too runaway 

with Chinnamma from the marriage hall and wanders in the dense forest of Malanad. This 

effort to “save and escape” becomes an important incident and action. Gutti saves himself 

and Timmi, Mukundayya saves Chinnamma, and also Devayya from conversion. In this way 

the novel proceeds with this action of’ saving and protecting. 

 Complementary to this, Bharamayya Heggady’s pride, Devayya’s dendical life, 

Mukundayya’s idealism, Aita-peechalu’s co-operative attitude, Nagakk’s compassionate art, 

Gutti and Timmis frankness, cheenkra’s ingratitude, Jeevaratnayya’s conversion plot, Sabu’s 

tricky and cheating mentality, Hulya-the dog’s – fidelity, Reverend Lakshill’s humanity – all 

these have become Warf’s and wove of the novel, and has given it the required complexity 

and multidimensional aspects and have become quite significant in instilling the novel with 

rich experience.  

 Thus both the novels have been quite successful. Kanuru Heggadati is wall structured 

from the viewpoint of plot and Malegalalli Madumagalu is rich. It gives a vivid picturesque 

life of the Malenadiga’s. 

 The harmony and disharmony, hopes and disappointment, deeds and wrongs, pride 

and oppression deception and treachery, pain and agony, sweetness and bitterness these all 

form the very essence of their life here, were as though even haste is finding the slowness. So 

every thing here has been delineated to be moving naturally and unassumingly. The re-

creation of the life with brimming vitality and essence can be said to be the source of the 

success of the Novel. 

 Both from the viewpoint of the period of publication and their magnitude, they 

occupy very important place in the history of Kannada novels. Further from the viewpoint of 

the waste and variegated life that the novelist brings into the framework of his canvas, these 

novels may be termed epic novels ranking with the greatest novels of the world such as ‘War 

and Peace’, ‘Los miserables’ etc. 

 Of late a number of novelists have enriched the Kannada literature with their various 

types of novels-social, historical, psychological and regional novels, broadly outlining the 
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characteristic qualities of such novels and tracing the characteristics of Regional novel in 

general. Any one can make a study of Kuvampu’s novels tracing there place in particular in 

the realm of Kannada Regional Novels.  

 I think the novels can be studied from the following view points.  

1. As a Regional Novel 

2. As an Epic Novel 

3. Novel as an art 

4. Psychological analysis of the characters 

5. Social life of the people in the novel 

6. Analysis of the cultural life 

7. Use of language 

8. The philosophy of Kuvampu as propounded in the novels 

9. The place of Kuvempu as a novelist  
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Abstract 
Intelligence is the God Gift to every human being. Everybody has specific intelligence by birth. It can 

be measured using different intelligence tests. The Intelligence quotient i.e. I. Q. used to be the main factor in 
deciding and developing curriculums of different courses; and also in the promotions in any field. Up to 1990, it 
used to be considered as predictor of a person’s success in Education, Professional and Social life. But in 1990, 
Peter Salovey & John Mayer, stated the concept of Emotional Intelligence, for the first time. But the concept 
was popularized by Daniel Goleman. He found through a survey about success of millionaires from U. S. A. that 
the important components of success are honesty, discipline, social communication, good life-partner & efforts. 
These five components are related to Emotional Intelligence & not to cognitive intelligence. This showed that, 
though I. Q. used to be the important factor in success of a person, all the persons with high I. Q. are not 
successful in their life. On the contrary, the successful persons are mostly with low I. Q. but with comparatively 
higher Emotional Intelligence. Emotional Intelligence is concerned with the proper use of emotions in an 
intellectual way. Emotions are part & parcel of one’s life but are the decision factors of one’s life in adolescence 
stage. This paper has attempted to measure emotional intelligence of ninth standard students. For the same, the 
researcher has developed an emotional intelligence test, consisting of 109 statements. This test had been 
administered on 766 students of ninth standard from 15 government granted schools in Solapur city. The data 
collected were analyzed to determine the reliability & validity of the test using split half method. The coefficient 
of correlation was a major statistical technique used for this. The reliability of the test found to be high with its 
coefficient. 0.85 and the validity of test is good with its coefficient 0.63. This test is useful to measure emotional 
intelligence of ninth standard students and hence is helpful to improve the emotional intelligence of students 
with lower emotional intelligence.  

 
Introduction  
 Our life is full of problems such as educational, professional, religious etc. In other 

words, our life has many stormy periods. Adolescent stage of a human being is also a stormy 

period. In this period many physical as well as emotional changes take place which results 

into the development of specific views, attitudes which remain so throughout life. So this 

period has educational value in order to identify, regulate, manage & express the emotions of 

everybody. All this concerns with emotional intelligence and hence, efforts should be made 

to develop it. For the same, the researcher needed to know the standard level of emotional 

intelligence of ninth standard students, emotional intelligence of a particular student. Hence, 

the researcher has developed an emotional intelligence test for ninth standard students.  

This research is useful for ninth standard students, their parents, teachers, headmasters 

of their schools to measure emotional intelligence of ninth standard students. Also, the test is 

useful to counselors for career guidance. 

 In this perspective, the researcher has attempted to develop an emotional intelligence 

test and to determine its reliability and validity.  
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Method 
 The determination of the reliability and validity of the emotional intelligence test, 

developed by the researcher, was related with the present status. To determine these factors, 

the responses to the emotional intelligence test by the students, were collected through survey 

from the description research method. 
 

Sample 
 In this research, all the secondary schools of Marathi medium in Solapur City, which 

are granted by the government of Maharashtra state, were considered. All the ninth standard 

students from these schools were considered for the study. For the data collection, 15 

divisions of ninth standard from 15 Schools, granted by government of Maharahstra, were 

selected by systemic random sampling method. From these 15 divisions, 766 students of 

ninth standard had given responses to the test. 
 

Tool  
The study was concerned only with the emotional intelligence of the ninth standard 

students. In this study, the researcher has developed an emotional intelligence test for ninth 

standard students. The test has 109 statements showing positive and negative behaviour with 

respect to five components of emotional intelligence such as self awareness, self regulation, 

motivation, empathy and social skills. The distribution of these 109 statements according to 

the five components of emotional intelligence is shown in the following table. 
Table 1. Emotional Intelligence Test: Componentwise Distribution of Statements 

Sr. 
No. 

Component of Emotional 
Intelligence 

No. of Positive 
Statements 

No. of 
Negative 

Statements 

Total No. of 
Statements 

1. Self Awareness 12 11 23 

2. Self Regulation 9 15 24 

3. Motivation 10 9 19 

4. Empathy 14 8 22 

5. Social Skills 10 11 23 

 Total 55 54 109 

 

The five alternatives of responses to these statements were as follows.  

(1) Always  (2) Many times  (3) Sometimes    (4) Very few times     (5) Never. 

 To give the response to these statements, only one of the alternatives was to be 

selected. These responses were evaluated using the following key. 
Table 2.  Emotional Intelligence Test : Evaluation of Responses 
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Statement Always Many times Some times Very few times Never 
Positive 5 4 3 2 1 

Negative 1 2 3 4 5 
 

Statistical Techniques  
 To determine the reliability and validity of the emotional intelligence test, developed 

by the researcher, mean, standard deviation and correlation coefficient from descriptive 

statistics were selected and used. 

 

(A) Reliability of Emotional Intelligence Test 
To determine the reliability of the emotional intelligence test, the researcher has used 

split half method. For this, one group of odd numbered statements (i. e., 1, 3, 5, 7,...) and 

another group of even numbered statements (i. e., 2, 4, 6, 8,…) were formed. Due to splitting, 

the length of the test became half. So, coefficient of correlation of these two groups is the 

coefficient of reliability of the test is 0.8558 using Spearman- Brown formula. 

 

(B) Validity of Emotional Intelligence Test  
 The researcher has determined the content validity of the test using the views given by 

the experts and the observations of the pilot study.  

 To determine the validity coefficient of the test, the correlation coefficient of scores of 

Self Awareness i. e. first component of Emotional Intelligence test & the scores of the 

complete test was calculated. The coefficient of validity of the test was 0.6321. 

 

Conclusions 
 The conclusions of this research are as follows. 
(1) The coefficient of reliability of emotional intelligence test is 0.8558. 

(2) As per the inference table of correlation coefficient, the reliability of emotional 
intelligence test is high. 

(3) The coefficient of validity of emotional intelligence test is 0.6321. 

(4) As per the inference table of correlation coefficient, the validity of emotional 
intelligence test is good. 
 

Contribution to the field of Education 
The emotional intelligence test developed by the researcher in this study is useful to 

measure the emotional intelligence of ninth standard students. Using these scores, the 

headmasters of the schools, teachers, their parents, and counselors can identify the students 

with lower emotional intelligence and hence can develop and implement necessary 

programmes to improve the same.  
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